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INTRODUCTION 
This report details the activities and initiatives of the African Presidential Archives and 
Research Center's Ajhcan President-in-Residence program for 2009. Launched in 2002, 
the African President-in-Residence (PIR) program is a Boston University based initiative 
for former democratically elected African heads of state. During their tenures, the 
Presidents-in-Residence speak at various venues throughout the United States, focusing 
on issues of political and economic development as they relate to Africa. In addition, the 
residents provide leadership on a number of activities sponsored by the African 
Presidential Archives and Research Center (APARC), including the annual African 
Leaders State of Africa Report, the African Presidential Roundtable, and the AP ARC 
Issues Forum. 
In the fall of 2008, His Excellency Festus Gontebanye Mogae, former President of the 
Republic of Botswana, was appointed the sixth AP ARC African President-in-Residence. 
This report documents the tenure of His Excellency Mogae over the course of his 
residency from Febrnary-May 2009. His Excellency engaged with various student and 
academic communities, as well as political, religious, private, and public sector leaders, 
focusing on such issues as political and economic trends in Africa, the relationship 
between the United States and Africa, the HIV/AIDS crisis, and political leadership on 
the continent. Beyond Boston University, His Excellency Mogae spoke at various other 
schools and institutions in Boston and across the United States and Europe. 
Through numerous engagements, His Excellency Mogae helped expand and deepen 
American understanding of Africa. The AP ARC residency also provided, reciprocally, an 
opportunity for His Excellency Mogae to better understand the diversity of the United 
States and its perspectives and policies relative to Africa. 
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PROGRAM OVERVIEW 
The African President-in-Residence program was designed for two purposes. First, the 
residency program provides Boston University and the broader community with access to 
a leader whose experience and position gives him/her a unique perspective on the 
political and economic dynamics in Africa. The second purpose of the program is to 
create an opportunity for a democratically elected leader to transition to civilian status 
by providing a venue that will value and utilize his/her experience and expertise. 
His Excellency Festus Gontebanye Mogae, 
Former President of the Republic of Botswana, 1998-2008 
Recipient of the Mo Ibrahim Prize/or Achievement in African Leadership, 2008 
AP ARC African President-in-Residence, February-May 2009 
His Excellency Festus G. Mogae contributed the Introduction to this year's African 
L~aders State of Afi-ica Report, which was released on President's Day, Febr~iary 16, 
2009. President Mogae arrived in Boston in early March; the first official function of his 
tenure was a welcome dinner on March 13, 2009, at the home of Ambassador Charles R. 
Stith, Director of the African Presidential Archives and Research Center, and his wife 
Dr. Deborah Prothrow-Stith. Notable guests included a number of community leadets and 
prominent members of the Boston press, including Martin Baron, editor of The Boston 
Globe; Robert Ward, formerly of Bank of Boston (today Bank of America) and 
Massachusetts Office oflnternational Trade and Investment; Jonathan Soroff, Feature 
Writer/Social Columnist of the Improper Bostonian; Ronald Homer, President of Access 
Capital Strategies, LLC; Michele Courton Brown, Senior Vice President and National 
Practice Director for Bank of America's Philanthropic Management Group; Lynette 
Glover of Hammon GMAC Real Estate; Doris Yaffe, public relations consultant for 
nonprofits; and Jerry Noonan of Spencer Stuart executive search consulting firm. 
Short Term Residencies & Other Speaking Engagements1 
His Excellency's first public engagement took place on March 18 at the John D. 
O'Bryant African American Institute's Cabral Center at Northeastern University in 
Boston. Erected in 2004, the center's pyramidal structure is intended to recall ancient 
Africa and underscore the connection to Africa at the foundation of the Institute's 
teaching and activities. 
President Mogae was introduced to the fifty-person audience by Dr. Richard O'Bryant, 
Director of the Institute, and Northeastern freshman Ms. Tachani Quarles. His speech, 
"Building a Nation," centered on the development of democracy in Botswana - one of 
the most rapid and successful political transitions, perhaps, in history. 
1 For an overview of school s visited by His Excellency Mogae, see Appendix A. 
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Something distinctive about President Mogae as a speaker is his modesty; there is 
nothing grandiose about him - save for his ten years in his nation's highest attainable 
office. With typical frankness he confessed to his Northeastern audience, "This morning I 
am going to interact with you not as a scholar on nation building ... Instead I am going to 
do so as a humble practitioner, who professes some familiarity with the issue only as it 
affects a limited area, namely, sub-Saharan Africa or Black Africa." 
He summarized the transformation of Botswana, from one of the poorest nations in the 
world at the time of its independence in 1966 to a progressive and developed middle 
income country today. He illustrated this point with some stark indicators: the average 
per capita income at independence was $60 per year. Today, it hovers around $7,000. In 
1966, the sole export was beef to the United Kingdom; there were forty college graduates 
and three miles of paved roads-in a country the size of Texas. Today, those numbers 
are, literally, thousands of times higher. A thriving trade exists now between Botswana 
and South Africa and multiple European Union (E.U.) countries, to say nothing of its 
diamond exports. 
In the thesis of his speech he explained: "In almost all sub-Saharan countries, three inter-
related issues stand out when it comes to nation building. These are ... land ownership, 
[the issue of] ethnic pluralism, and the issue of natural resources." Expanding on those 
ideas, he explained Botswana's procedure for the allocation of land, which maintained a 
high respect for tribal law and custom and eventually guaranteed all citizens entitlement 
to land. 
Regarding natural resource management: 
We preempted jealousies by agreeing that all minerals, including water, 
rest [with] the State. This was to prevent some districts [from] becoming 
rich while others remained poor. .. Next we agreed on national 
development priorities such as education and training, public health, [and] 
roads ... By the time minerals were discovered [in 1967], it was already 
known that they belong to the State for the benefit of all. By the time 
mineral revenues started pouring in, national development priorities were 
already in place. 
It may seem as though consensus-building was effortless in Botswana, compared with 
other cow1tries in Africa and abroad. Not completely, His Excellency argued: 
The issue of land in sub-Saharan Africa is highly emotive and often 
explosive .. . But we were able to achieve all these through the consultative 
machinery called the kgotla. This is a communal assembly where issues of 
interest to the community are discussed and contentious points debated . It 
is a system we have used for building consensus. It is slow, requires 
infinite patience, and the ability to explain. 
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-Kgotla was one of the pre-colonial traditions that laid the ground for the installation of a 
democratic government. The continuity of such customs was possible because Botswana 
remained a protectorate, rather than a formal colony, throughout the period of colonialism 
and was thus largely neglected by European powers. This point is further explained in the 
excerpts from His Excellency's Inaugural Lechlre at Boston University. 
Shortly thereafter, President Mogae traveled south to complete back-to-back Short Term 
Residencies at Morehouse College in Atlanta, GA, and Elizabeth City State 
University (ECSU) in Elizabeth City, NC - two partnering instih1tions in APARC's 
·American-African Universities Collaborative (AAU). 2 
His Excellency's Residency at Morehouse College, from March 23-24, was hosted by 
The Leadership Center at Morehouse and centered on issues of political leadership in 
Africa. Headed by Dr. Walter Fluker, The Leadership Center is devoted to the study and 
practice of ethical leadership and is training a new generation of leaders to address 
pressing contemporary ethical and social concerns, especially those affecting African 
American life and culhlre. 
His Residency began with a meeting with Morehouse President Dr. Robert Franklin, 
followed by a formal lecture and luncheon attended by over 75 students and faculty 
members. 
The introduction was given by Ambassador Charles Stith, wherein he called upon the 
upcoming generation of leaders convened there to realize their responsibility and 
potential in these unprecedented times: "This is the time for people in the Diaspora to do 
unique things in terms of leadership. [We have to] recognize the importance of engaging 
Africa, and the importance of learning from its 'architects of change,' like our special 
guest, President Mogae." 
At the outset of his speech, President Mogae expressed his joy at being in Atlanta, a trip 
which felt like a pilgrimage to him, given the city's role as a headquarters of the 
American civil rights movement that coincided with the push for independence in his 
own country and across Africa. Of Morehouse he noted, "One of my guiding lights has 
2 The Short Term Afi·ican Presidential Residency is an annual l-4 day residency of an alumnus of 
AP ARC's Afi-ican President-in-Residence program and/or the Afi·ican Presidential Roundtable, at 
partnering AA U Collaborative universities. 
The AA U Collaborative provides an opportunity to use the American and African university communities 
as focal points in a trans-continental conversation about African policy issues , particularly those that focus 
on democracy, free market reform, and globalization. The AA U Collaborative will result in a better 
understanding by both Africans and Americans of their respective perspectives regarding policy formation 
relative to Africa and will lead to more infom1ed policies and the potential to influence best practices . The 
AA U Collaborative is an expansion of the AP ARC - Historically Black Colleges and Universities 
Collaborative . lt is an effort to prov ide partnering universities in Africa and the United States with 
increased access to a growing number of American and African leaders, poli cy makers, and academics 
involved in policy di scussions about Africa . 
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been one of your own presidents, Dr. Walter E. Massey, who said 'It is not a crime to fail 
to realize your dreams; it is a crime to fail to dream. "'3 
Recognizing some of the great heroes that emerged from Morehouse College such as 
Howard Thurman and Martin Luther King Jr., His Excellency Mogae focused his speech 
on the state and needs of leadership in Africa - particularly the type of "ethical" 
leadership espoused by Morehouse College's Leadership Center. 
He explained some of the challenges to ethical leadership in Africa: the "curse" of natural 
resources; the chronic health epidemics; the need to balance income distribution and 
alleviate poverty; the constant demands of modernization - female empowerment, health 
care reforms, expanding access to education, etc. 
His Excellency described three primary types of leaders that have emerged on the African 
continent. First, there are genuinely unethical leaders: "Those who come to power 
through force or military coup. Even those leaders who gain support and come to power 
by accusing civilian leaders of corruption; then they do the same." 
Next there is a more complex group of leaders who are elected democratically, who serve 
their first terms ethically and productively. "But they stay on and on," he warned. "They 
lose their vision and betray their mission. They do everything in their power to stay in 
power." He cited Sekou Toure of Guinea and Robert Mugabe of Zimbabwe as examples 
of this case. 
Lastly, "We have leaders that are true to their faiths, who have guided their nations 
ethically and stepped down from power at the appropriate time." This is the case, he 
explained, with His Excellency Sir Ketumile Masire, Mogae's predecessor and another 
former APARC President-in-Residence. Reflecting the value placed on consensus 
building in Botswana, he said of Mas ire, "My predecessor was my role model because he 
believed in consultation. He had courage ... He had the talent to be able to communicate 
with the whole country. He would explain, and explain, and explain." 
After his lecture, President Mogae attended an afternoon presentation on civil rights, 
hosted by the Division of Humanities and Social Sciences at Morehouse College. Dr. 
Clayborne Carson, Executive Director of the Martin Luther King Jr. Collection at 
Morehouse, moderated this discussion with leading scholars who shared thoughts on the 
future of civil rights in the U.S. and globally . 
On the second day of His Excellency Mogae's Residency at Morehouse, the President 
spoke to students in Dr. Monty Whitney's Community Psychology class and Dr. Carter 
Savage's History of Leadership class. He readdressed some of his speaking points from 
the preceding day and expanded more on his own academic background and path to the 
presidency. 
Massey was the ninth pres ident of Morehouse Coll ege, from 1995-2007. 
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-The students enjoyed anecdotes about his undergraduate experience in the UK. He heard 
Malcolm X speak twice at the "Africa House," a small apartment unit originally rented 
by Kwame Nkrumah to serve as a gathering place for the young African men studying in 
London in those days. President Mogae also expressed the profound significance he felt 
upon graduating Oxford in 1968 - the same year as King's assassination. 
President Mogae wrapped up his Residency at Morehouse College by offering remarks at 
a panel discussion hosted by The Leadership Center, A Public Conversation on Ethical 
Leadership. Moderated by Fredricka Whitfield of CNN, the panel guests included Dr. 
Walter Fluker; Dr. Clayborne Carson; Dr. Phillip Amerson, President of Garrett 
Evangelical Theological Seminary; Lisa M. Border, President of Atlanta City Council; 
Ambassador Charles Stith of AP ARC; and Steven M. Paskoff, President of Employment 
Leaming Innovations, Inc. 
After the Residency, President Mogae spent the next several days getting to know the city 
that had for so long been a beacon to him. On March 25, he visited The Carter Center 
where he toured the museum and met with senior staff members including Dr. John 
Stremlau, Vice President of Peace Programs; Hrair Balian, Director of the Conflict 
Resolution Program; Mr. Tom Crick, Associate Director of the Conflict Resolution 
Program; Dr. David Portie, Associate Director of the Democracy Program; John Marsh 
and Sarah Johnson , Assistant Directors of the Democracy Programs; and ltonde Kakoma, 
Assistant Project Coordinator of the Conflict Resolution Program. 
At the outset, Vice President Stremlau explained the ideology at the heart of the Carter 
Center's work - in particular, the promotion of democracy in their two primary areas of 
work: health programs and peace/conflict-resolution programs. His Excellency Mogae 
was in total agreement, avowing: 
Democracy [i s imperative] because it's at the center of everything .. . it 
cuts across all the challenges we face: poverty alleviation, utilization of 
natural resources. When democracy fails, we fail to properly use revenues 
from natural resources. That's why natural resources can be a curse in 
some countries ... That's why free and fair elections are at the heart of it. 
Upon request, His Excellency explained a few of the groups he chairs or belongs to, such 
as the Coalition for Dialogue on Africa (CoDA) and Champions for an HIV-Free 
Generation.4 On the topic of AIDS, he described the current, major focus on prevention 
4 CoDA is an independent forum for free discuss ion on Africa's emerging cha ll enges such as promoting, 
democracy, fi ghting coJTuption, and resolving economic issues. Co DA is a joint venture of the Afri can 
Development Bank and the UN Economic Commission for Africa, and has the full support of the African 
Union Commiss ion. 
Champions is an assoc iati on of former Pres idents and other African leaders such as Joaquim Chissano of 
Mozambique, Benjamin Mkapa of Tanzania, Archbishop Desmond Tutu, Ethiopian supermodel Liya 
Kebede, and others. Their goal is to draw the attent ion of s itting leaders to the AIDS and tuberculosis 
pandemics infl icting southern Africa. They engage leaders on so luti ons to the crisis and th e impera ti ve of 
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-in Botswana. "We need to create policies aimed at prevention ... [We have been] 
exploring male circumcision as a preventative measure ... in the end, [we need] 
overwhelming advocacy of behavioral change, especially in the case of multiple 
concurrent partners among males." 
Some of the staff members asked about the reluctance of African leaders to criticize one 
another and publically address health crises, an issue that's caused no small alarm for His 
Excellency Mogae. He is hopeful though about the increasing openness of leaders, 
especially on the issue of AIDS. He explained, "The A.U. has improved a lot. It talks 
about AIDS. The first [A.U.] meeting I attended was in Burkina Faso. I wasn't allowed to 
talk about AIDS, only TB and malaria. But before I left office, I had the occasion to talk 
twice about HIV and AIDS to Africa leaders [at the A.U.]." 
The meeting with senior staff members was followed by a "Brown Bag Lunch 
Discussion" with Carter Center staff and student interns from Emory University. The 
students' questions echoed some of the themes discussed in the morning meeting: 
• the usefulness of foreign aid, versus investment and trade; 
• the impact of aid on leaders ' capacity to rule; 
• ways in which international organizations and vigilantes can respond to coups to 
ensure the promotion of democracy; 
• the role civil society has played in the development of Botswana, and the role that 
civilians can play in democratic development across Africa; and 
• China's role and behavior in its African exploits . 
On March 27, President Mogae met with high-level officials at the Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention. Ron Campbell, Director of the Division oflssues Management 
and Executive Secretariat (and former Peace Corps volunteer in Botswana), greeted 
President Mogae and commended him on his leadership in combating AIDS. 
Dr. R.J. Simonds and Dr. Naomi Block of the Global AIDS Program gave a presentation 
on their current activities - and wins - in Botswana and in over forty other African 
countries. They emphasized their mission to build partnerships with local aid 
organizations, NGOs, and civil society groups, and the impact this has had on expanding 
their own successes. 
Dr. Peter Kilmarx, Chief of the Epidemiology Branch, Division of HIV I AIDS 
Prevention gave an overview of biomedical research activities. Dr. Kevin Cain, Chief of 
the TB/HIV Team; and Dr. John Oeltmann and Ms. Gail Starks, of the International 
Research and Programs Branch, Division of Tuberculosis Elimination, presented on 
international TB/HIV coinfection activities. The latter was a sobering presentation of fact 
- and a pending crisis Mogae knows only too well . The occurrence of TB infection 
among HIV positive individuals is an insidious problem for two reasons: these patients 
with weakened immunity are at higher risk of dying from TB, and for reasons not 
prevention. Champions is aided by the World Hea lth Organi zation, UNICEF, UNAIDS, the World Bank, 
the Gate Foundation, the Centers for Disease Control and others. 
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-completely understood, TB frequently goes undetected in HIV patients in most testing 
procedures. 
President Mogae shared his worries about new HIV infections and his thoughts on 
prevention programs. Though the people of Botswana have much to celebrate in their 
struggle - for example, the dramatic drop in mother-to-child transmission from 40% to 
4% and the decrease of new infection in the 5-25 age cohort - other indicators are more 
frightening, such as the evidence that "repeat testers" (people who have tested for HIV 
multiple times) are eventually testing positive. This occurrence suggests to observers that 
complacency is setting in. 
On the issue of prevention, Mogae is a proponent of behavioral change campaigns that 
target all age levels and engage a vast swath of society: unions, private and civil sector 
groups, NGOs, clergy and religious institutions, politicians, media, etc. He discussed a 
few preventative measures currently under trial in Botswana. He also commended current 
President Ian K.hama for pushing a "Back to Values" campaign to fight the spread of the 
sexually transmitted disease as well as smoking and alcohol abuse, violence against 
women, and neglect of elders. 
After the session at the CDC, President Mogae had a lunch meeting with Dr. Jeffrey 
Koplan, Vice President for Global Health and Director of the Global Health Institute at 
Emory University- as well as former Director of the CDC- and Roseanne Waters, 
Administrative Director of the Global Health Institute, to discuss similar issues and 
developments related to global health initiatives. 
Later that afternoon, His Excellency Mogae toured The King Center - the official living 
memorial dedicated to the advancement of the legacy of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Over 
the weekend, he met with two of the seminal leaders of the civil rights movement and 
major American figures in their own right: Ambassador Andrew Young, former U.S . 
Ambassador to the United Nations, former Mayor of Atlanta, and lifelong crusader for 
human rights, and Reverend Joseph Lowery, a minister in the United Methodist Church 
and one of King's right hand men, who had recently returned from Washington after 
delivering the benediction at Barack Obama's inauguration. 
His Excellency's last night in Atlanta coincided with the March 29 debut of the new 
HBO series, The No. 1 Ladies Detective Agency, based on Alexander McCall Smith ' s 
best-selling books and filmed in Botswana during His Excellency' s last year in office. In 
honor of the occasion, APARCjoined with the Spelman College Museum of Art to co-
host a premier party at The Grounds Coffee Shop, adjacent to the Atlanta University 
Center. 5 This event attracted the attention of CNN and was covered and broadcasted on 
CNN's "Inside Africa" program. President Mogae addressed the crowd: 
5 The Atlanta University Center is the world 's largest consortium of African American private institutions 
of higher education including Clark Atlanta University, Morehouse College, Morehouse School of 
Medicine, and Spelman College. 
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-I am privileged to visit a place that has held such an important place in my 
heart ... I am delighted to be here tonight ... What we are going to watch is 
perhaps a romanticized vision of the way it used to be in Botswana ... This 
story is very interesting, the actors are very interesting. I will go away 
considering this event as the crowning of my stay in Atlanta. 
From there, His Excellency Mogae travelled to Elizabeth City in the northeastern-most 
comer of North Carolina to take part in a second Short Term Residency at Elizabeth 
City State University. Like Morehouse College, ECSU is one of America's historically 
black colleges, though dramatically different in milieu. Right at the mouth of the 
Pasquotank River, Elizabeth City feels quiet and rural against the cosmopolitan setting of 
Morehouse. The seaside college town also houses a U.S. Coast Guard training and rescue 
facility. It was welcome exposure to His Excellency Mogae - a stranger indeed to that 
area of the U.S. 
The ECSU Residency from March 30-April 1 was hosted by the AAU Faculty Members 
and Faculty Mentors of the Global Leadership Academy, an on-campus student 
leadership group. These individuals included Dr. Johnny Houston, Senior Research 
Professor and Director of the scientific resource center; Dr. Bonita Ewers, Professor of 
Education; Dr. Margery Coulson-Clark, Associate Professor of History and Political 
Science; and Dr. Saundra Copeland, Associate Professor of Education. President Mogae 
was given a personal tour of the campus and met for dinner that evening with a number 
of professors of African Studies and other disciplines. 
The next day President Mogae spoke to a group of 75 students gathered in a GLA student 
forum. The forum focused on issues of political leadership in Africa, and what played out 
was a lively question and answer session between His Excellency and the student 
participants. 
They asked his thoughts on Obama's first few months in office. Meditating colorfully, he 
responded: 
He 's facing a baptism of fire . He 's facing problems unseen since the 
1930s, but he is making use of the resources at his disposal. He's not being 
so ideological; he ' s being rational and practical. He 's taking into account 
the rest of the world. We know there is a lag between actions and results, 
especially in creating jobs ... I think he is doing a good job. 
They also questioned his opinion of the necessity for American students to study abroad. 
His Excellency spoke with enthusiasm on this need : 
You Americans are the global power. You also think in thi s way. It is 
important to understand the rest of the world, to be more broadminded ... 
to know the people of Africa and Asia .. . You will be happier and safer 
Afi"ican Presidential Archives and Research Center 
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-when there are good relations abroad . .. The big economies must not take 
advantage of the smaller ones ... Rich countries must not look at their own 
strength in extracting resources, rather be empathetic . . . Put themselves in 
the place of the other. Create equitable trade treaties, rather than maximize 
profit. 
On the evening following the Student Forum, ECSU Chancellor Willie J. Gilchrist and 
his wife hosted a dinner for His Excellency Mogae and the GLA Faculty Mentors. 
Conversing long into the night, the President, Chancellor, and gathered academics shared 
thoughts on the changing roles of education and leadership in a globalized world. 
On April 1, His Excellency Mogae delivered the keynote speech at the Chancellor's 
Distinguished International Lecture Series and Luncheon. The crowd numbered in the 
hundreds and included faculty, staff, Deans, Chairs, representatives of the Chancellor's 
Council, the Board of Trustees, the Alumni Association, and GLA students- some of 
whom had volunteered in Botswana. Offering the welcome remarks, Dr. Houston shared 
his fondness for the President: "He is a humanitarian who understood people and built a 
nation for the people. His country has made fundamental, giant leaps into the 21 51 
century." 
The President's talk centered on the development of democracy in Botswana, or rather, 
the unique historical, cultural, and political elements of Botswana that allowed for such 
growth. Above and beyond everything, he argued: 
We were lucky in our initial leadership after Independence because [our 
leaders] respected the Constitution. It was a good Constitution, even if it 
was drawn up by departing imperial powers . . . When you respect the 
Constitution and through it, the rule oflaw, you respect human rights and 
civil liberties protected by the Constitution. 
His Excellency Mogae took some time to explain the custom of kgotla that is so 
safeguarded by his people, and how a national development plan and natural resource 
management strategies were so long discussed, debated, and established in consensus. 
President Mogae took pride in the transparency of Botswana's mineral wealth 
management: "Issues of resource revenue have always been in the public domain . . . 
Everyone in the country has access to how much is derived and accrued from resources. 
This is public oversight." 
The President also talked at length about land allocation and national development 
priorities. As many of these points were reiterated in his lectures at Northeastern 
University and Boston University, please refer to those sections for additional points on 
such issues . 
On April 6-8, President Mogae enjoyed a visit to yet another locale off the beaten path of 
the traveling dignitary when he visited Cornell University in Ithaca, NY. Cornell's apple 
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orchards were coming to life even as early spring remained gray, and the rivers tumbling 
through Ithaca's famous gorges were icy. 
On the night of arrival, Cornell alumnus and Africa enthusiast Dr. Norman Turkish 
hosted a welcome dinner for His Excellency Mogae and several dozen graduate students 
and faculty members affiliated with the Institute for African Development (IAD). Some 
of those guests included: Dr. Muna Ndulo, Professor of Law and IAD Director; Jackie 
Sayegh Birch, IAD Program Coordinator; Dr. Alice Pell, Vice Provost for International 
Studies; Dr. Jan Katz, Professor of Management; and Dr. Nicolas van de Walle, Professor 
of International Relations. A familiar face was Ms. Attaliah Molokomme, the Attorney 
General of Botswana - appointed to that position by His Excellency Mogae - and visiting 
scholar at Cornell. 
On April 7, President Mogae spent the morning in Dr. Ndulo's Investment Opportunities 
in Africa class. Inviting questions from the students, President Mogae spoke off-the-cuff 
on issues of investment, aid, development, and trade. 
Later in the day he visited Dr. Jan Katz's class on International Marketing. A course in 
the School of Hotel Administration, Katz's syllabus focuses on the intersection of 
tourism and development, exploring trends like ecotourism and biotourism. President 
Mogae described the tourism industry that exists in his country, which is one that, out of 
pure self-preservation, inherently constrains growth. "High value, low volume," as it is 
called, it seeks to attract a limited number of visitors at a steep price. The Okavango 
Delta, for example, in the northwestern region of Botswana has lodges located twenty-
five miles apart from one another, which take just twenty-five travelers each. Such low 
density results from two factors, he explained. The first is practical; unlike a beach, the 
delicate environment can sustain only a low threshold of human disturbance. The second 
is psychological; people on safari want - and pay - to feel isolated. 
One of the students asked about gender disparities commonly found in the tourism 
industry in developing countries. His Excellency responded that unlike a decade ago, 
when one would find men in the mines and women working the tourism sector (though 
not commonly in positions of management), today one finds greater integration in all 
industries. 
He also noted that many tourism companies within Botswana are owned by foreigners -
particularly British, Australians, and Canadians. In terms of attracting foreign investment, 
Mogae explained, "The extractive industry has always been attractive [to investors] , but 
with other industries - touri sm, manufacturing, and such - the market is just too small for 
lucrative investments." Industry leaders within Botswana, however, have begun targeting 
newly rich constituencies in China and Japan. 
On the evening of April 7, President Mogae gave his major lecture at Cornell, which 
meditated on an issue that has garnered passion among American crowds: "What 
Africans Expect from the Obama Administration." Prefacing hi s talk with a claim that 
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Africans are acutely aware of the constraints Obama faces and the magnitude of the 
global economic crisis, he addressed six areas of need, or expectation, from Africans: 
1. Perpetuating a cordial relationship: 
"In general, they expect the present cordial relations between sub-Saharan 
Africa and the United States to continue, including the habit or practice of 
visiting Africa as [President William Jefferson] Clinton and [President] 
George W. Bush did." 
2. Creating pro-development and pro-democracy policies: 
"They expect Obama to come up with Africa-focused . . . development 
policies along the lines of the Africa Growth and Opportunity Act 
(AGOA), the President's Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief (PEPFAR), 
and the Millennium Development Account. AGOA created tens of 
thousands of jobs in sub-Saharan Africa ... We also expect a pro-
democracy initiative, one that provides incentives for democratization in 
Africa ... AGOA was a poverty alleviation initiative, it. .. rightly did not 
take into account the situation of democracy in a country. In fact, when it 
was first adopted and implemented, it left out four of the democratic 
countries of sub-Saharan Africa: Mauritius, Botswana, Namibia and South 
Africa." 
3. Taking special measures to protect Africa from the dangers of climate change: 
"In particular, we expect the Obama Administration to take due 
cognizance of Africa's special position regarding ... climate change [which 
is happening] to the detriment of Africans who are innocent of [its] 
cause ... There should be a special fund to help developing countries adapt 
to and mitigate the effects of climate change. This should be accompanied 
by technology transfers to make adaption ... feasible ... Adaption will to 
some extent entail Africa foregoing the use of some of its natural 
resomces such as coal. So financial resources and technology transfers 
will be necessary to compensate Africa for foregoing the use of its own 
coal, and [alleviate] the worst consequences of climate change such as 
drought, food and water shortages, heightened temperatures, and sinking 
coastal areas." 
4. Continuing dialogue on and development of AFRICOM: 
"[AFRICOM] has the potential of enhancing Africa's capacity to do 
peace-keeping and peace-making in Africa. Our feeble participation in the 
Darfur peace-keeping is pitiable and tragic ." 
5. Responding to moral imperatives, reversing the loss of integrity, and embracing 
transparency: 
"This would not be charity but a moral imperative - an obligation to assist 
those who one has hurt by one 's actions, however unintentionally. It is the 
lack of integrity that has led to where the global community finds itself. 
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To ignore the plight of Africa would be to perpetuate the lack of integrity 
and ethical leadership that has been displayed by many [on] Wall Street. 
We therefore expect the G20 to formulate internationally coordinated 
supervisory regulations [for] accounting and disclosure standards, 
securitization, rating practices for banks, payments of bonuses, private 
equity funds, hedge funds practices for banks and off-shore financial 
centers. There should be greater transparency in the practices of those 
whose actions can result in so much harm to so many." 
6. Lastly, helping Africans develop manufacturing industries, reducing trade tariffs, and 
discontinuing American farm subsidies: 
"Africa should be assisted to add more value to its raw material exports 
through technology transfers. We want to export chocolate, not just cocoa; 
coffee and tea, not just unprocessed beans; and polished diamonds and 
jewelry, and not just uncut rough diamonds. On the Doha round 
negotiations we asked that the developed world, led by the United States, 
discontinue subsidies to agriculture because they distort market values of 
agricultural produce. They constitute unfair competition to us in a 
situation in which you are already more efficient because of 
mechanization and superior large scale operations. We ask that tariffs on 
agricultural produce be reduced if not abolished altogether but that we 
ourselves be allowed to keep some of our tariffs on a time-bound basis 
pursuant to infant industry protection." 
On returning from Cornell, President Mogae spent the following week and a half in 
Boston, speaking at eminent institutions in the city. On April 13, he visited the Harvard 
AIDS Initiative of the Harvard School of Public Health (HSPH), delivering a speech 
titled, "Evolving HIV/AIDS Policies in Africa."6 He described the onset of the crisis that 
he had seen firsthand, as it spun out of control in the early years of his presidency. His 
testimony was chilling: "Our health facilities were overwhelmed. Our health workers 
were overwhelmed; they needed psychiatric help. Everyone was dying." 
As a result of his tireless campaigning, he secured the help of the Bill & Melinda Gates 
Foundation and the Merck pharmaceutical company, which offered $10,000,000 each in 
drugs and other assistance. The people of Botswana were some of the first to try out anti-
retroviral therapies (ART) that had undergone scarce prior testing. "With support of the 
U.S. government, we established seventeen voluntary testing centers ... [But] we needed 
routine testing." A new policy obligated health centers to offer free HIV testing and 
counseling to all incoming patients. While Botswana experienced perhaps the worst 
influx of the disease, initially, among all African countries, at least it was fighting . Of his 
neighbors, President Mogae expressed disappointment: "Our colleagues, especially in 
6 An audio webcast of thi s speech is avail able on the HSPH website at 
http://www. hsph. harvard .edu/now/04 172009/botswanas-fonner-president-desc ri bes-the-evol utio11-of-
bivaids-in-h is-country. html. 
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South Africa, were very reluctant on these issues. Jn fact, in South Africa, civil society 
groups had to take the government to court [to implement routine testing]." 
Today, 80-85% of people in Botswana who need ART are receiving the treatment free of 
cost, but problems lurk below the surface. Mogae meditated, "It is an upward struggle. 
We have reduced mortality [to] around 10% ... People on ART have tests that show no 
virus in their bodies. So they take risks, like abusing alcohol and engaging in unsafe sex." 
Another worrisome indicator - mentioned briefly in His Excellency's session at the CDC 
- is the number of "multiple-time testers" who test negative again and again, and finally 
reh1m with a positive result. 
His Excellency described social conditions that drive the spread of the virus: multiple 
concmTent partners (particularly among men), alcohol abuse, and migratory workers. He 
insists that any prevention efforts, such as male circumcision campaigns, are losing 
battles without widespread behavioral change. He described programs that are underway 
such as the "Back to Values" campaign espoused by current President Khama. He said, 
"We are starting at the primary school level. We are preparing packages of this message 
for primary school, then secondary school, then the university ... " 
His Excellency explained the dual goals of Botswana's National AIDS Council, which he 
chairs: firstly , achieving a situation in which every citizen knows his status and, secondly, 
stopping the spread of HIV by 2016. 
After his speech, President Mogae took questions from the audience, most of whom were 
graduate students in the HSPH working directly with AIDS - from the arena of 
laboratory research to on-the-ground health education. They asked about the evolution of 
the politics surrounding AIDS; the impact of AIDS (and AIDS spending) on the broader 
health care delivery system; and the impact of the global financial crisis on AIDS relief. 
President Mogae's answers illuminated an image ofreality: "While HIV/AIDS remains a 
social stigma ... nowadays it is not something that politicians typically avoid . . . 
Investment in AIDS relief has had a positive effect on health care facilities since testing 
requires technical improvements and improved competence among health workers." Of 
the financial crisis he said grimly, "No question the current situation will impact 
negatively on AIDS programs .. . We need to make changes or else people die. We are 
going to be forced to be more ruthless, even brutish, in our messages." 
The next day, President Mogae gave his Inaugural Lecture at Boston University to an 
audience of over 300 people from across Boston's academic, civic, medical, religious, 
and nonprofit communities. His speech, titled "Democratization in Africa : The Case of 
Botswana and What Africans Expect from the Obama Administration," offered some of 
the most candid and topical thoughts on Africa today. 
Admitting dismay at the "Afro-pessimism" perpetuated by the global media, His 
Excellency offered a case study of juxtaposition. He described the continual budding and 
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-strengthening of democracy in his home country of Botswana. Since his country has been 
regarded as a true African success story, his words bear significant attention: 
Botswana has been a multi-party democracy since independence. It has 
held eight popular elections since then, four of which were officially 
observed by ... the A.U., the Southern African Development Community 
national elections observers, the European Union and the Embassies of the 
U.S., the U.K., Germany, France, Nigeria and others ... The elections were 
declared on each occasion free and fair. 
[Lawmakers have] respected the constitutional separation of powers 
between the Executive, the Legislature, and the Judiciary ... This respect of 
the Constitution has meant that the country has practiced the rule oflaw, 
respected human rights and civil liberties, including freedom of worship, 
of assembly, of speech, and of the press .. . In the 43 years of our 
independence, there has never been a political prisoner or a [Botswana] 
refugee in another country ... 
Botswana has also practiced sound economic management and prudent 
financial husbandry. This has been attested to by prominent institutions 
such as the World Barile, the IMF, World Economic Forum, Transparency 
International, etc. The World Bank Institute's 2007 Report.. . ranked our 
country number one in Africa, followed by Mauritius and Cape Verde. 
This measures . .. human rights , political stability, public service delivery, 
regulatory quality, rule oflaw, and control of corruption ... Botswana's 
record in the control of com1ption has also been confirmed on an annual 
basis since 1998 by Transparency International ... 
Why did Botswana develop as a democracy when some of her sister 
Republics did not? ... 
I think the answer lies in the traditions and practices of the Batswana pre-
colonial ism and pre-independence.7 Batswana believe in consensus 
building to a fault .. . 
Together with the ... traditions of the people, the type of colonial rnle was 
also conducive to the emergence of democratic rule. As a protectorate, 
Batswana continued to rule themselves according to their [own] customs 
under the umbrella of British rule ... this made for minimum disruption of 
customary law and practice . . . 
We were lucky in the quality of leaders. [Our first and second presidents] 
campaigned [on the platfonn] that all natural resources should be vested in 
the State and be used for the good of all. This was before diamonds and 
other minerals were discovered. Tribal land rights were extended to all 
7 In the dominant indigenous language of Botswana, Batswana refers to the citi zens of that country. 
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citizens irrespective of tribe ... [The leaders also] built consensus around 
national priorities such as education and training, water development, 
poverty alleviation, employment creation ... and physical infrastructure 
development. 
The second half of His Excellency's lecture enumerated Africans' expectations of the 
Obama administration, namely in the six areas of need delineated in the Cornell speech: 
positive relations; pro-democracy and development policies; protection from climate 
change; AFRICOM negotiations; transparency and moral obligations; and finally, 
economic assistance through technology development and trade agreements. 
On April 15, President Mogae spent the afternoon at the Harvard Kennedy School of 
Government (HKSG), engaged in a lively question and answer session with graduate 
sh1dents studying political science under Professor Robert Rotberg. Rotberg, Professor of 
Public Policy and Director of the Intrastate Conflict program at HKSG, is a long-time 
acquaintance of His Excellency Mogae. Numbering roughly forty persons, class members 
ranged widely in age and nationality, representing nearly every continent - and, that said, 
quite accurately representing the sh1dent-population of Boston today. Just as diverse, 
their topics of discussion ran the gamut: 
• HIV/AIDS and other impediments to development; 
• western support and neglect of Africa during the Cold War; 
• African campaign spending and financing; 
• traditions or legacies that contribute to democratic development in Botswana; 
• corruption among African leaders and their reluctance to criticize one another; 
• the effects of the credit cnmch in Botswana and across the continent; 
• financial reserves and practices of "safe" spending in Botswana; 
• education, and incentives put in place to increase math and science sh1dies; 
• the ease or difficulty of replicating models of governance and resource management; 
• conflicts involving NGOs; 
• widely held perceptions that giant, international NGOs may be eroding political 
sovereignty in some nations; 
• the range of existing forums for dialogue on issues of leadership, com1ption, 
democratic development, etc.; 
• AFRICOM; its relationship with individual countries and with the A.U.; 
• the fuhire of nations where democracy has failed; 
• Mogae's personal role models; 
• the relative importance of individual leaders versus institutions; and 
• the importance of age in African leadership; the likelihood of an "Obama" in Africa. 
During the dialogue, Dr. David Ellwood, Dean of the Kennedy School of Government, 
stopped in to greet President Mogae and express his appreciation for his visit. Also in 
attendance was Dr. Vivian Lowery Derryck, the Senior Vice President and Director of 
Public-Private Partnerships at the Academy for Educational Development and a Fellow in 
the Advanced Leadership Initiative at Harvard. 
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The following week, His Excellency Mogae traveled to Washington, DC to deliver the 
keynote address at the National Defense Intelligence College's spring conference, 
Africa: The Shifting Intelligence Landscape. Divided into two panel discussions, the 
conference explored the complex and nuanced on-the-ground realities of intelligence 
gathering in Africa. Moderated by Ambassador Cindy Courville, former U.S. 
Ambassador to the African Union and NDIC professor, panel speakers included both 
African and American Ambassadors - including Ambassador Charles Stith, faculty 
members in the nation's top intelligence and defense institutes, as well as non-
governmental sector leaders and the AFRICOM Chief of Staff for Intelligence. 
Amongst some of the foremost players in American intelligence, President Mogae 
expressed humility at his unfamiliarity with the ways and means of intelligence 
gathering. What he did elaborate on was something he has seen all too often: inter- and 
intra-state conflict in Africa. The crux of his address was the prevention of local conflicts 
that - neglected by authorities on the global level - fester into (inter)national security 
threats. He emphasized above all the criticality of intelligence sharing in the prevention 
of such situations that "threaten peace and security and hinder the development of 
democracy in individual African countries." He offered a well-worn adage: '" Prevention 
is better than cure,' and I would add, cheaper." He also added: 
The point is that in Africa, situations which are now threatening the lives 
and interests of all, could have been prevented or mitigated had 
information ... been shared and consultations undertaken on the basis of 
that intelligence. This could have led to timely action. I am of course, 
speaking in th e context of U.S.-Africa relations . It is in the mutual interest 
of the United States and Africa to prevent conflict in and among African 
states. 
He explained the cost-effectiveness of intelligence sharing and consultation. When the 
U.S. detects a worrying situation, it must not only share that information with its African 
partners but also consult them on measures that could prevent the situation from 
deteriorating. 
This way, the continent or region or even individual countries would be 
caused not only to acknowledge the existence of the threat to peace, but 
above all , be forced ... to come up with a suggestion of action. By the time 
[the situation] becomes urgent, various courses of action will have been 
canvassed if not agreed ... Timely action based on shared and therefore 
corrected information is likely to make extreme measures, such as military 
intervention, either unnecessary ... or limited and more effective. 
What became one of the prevailing themes in the day's deliberations was stressed first by 
President Mogae himself: transparency of foreign policy and cultural consideration must 
be factors in U.S. intelligence endeavors. Not without nmh1al trust and respect for another 
nation 's security will one fully ensure its own security. 
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The following morning, His Excellency Mogae made a visit to Howard University to 
meet with its new president, Dr. Sidney Ribeau, and University Provost Dr. Alvin 
Thornton. His Excellency was greeted and escorted by a major figure in the Howard 
community, Ambassador Howard Dawson, former U.S. Ambassador to Botswana and a 
long-time friend of President Mogae. Dawson organized an intimate luncheon with a 
special group of graduate students and faculty. The students come from Botswana, and 
they are the first to study at Howard University in a special initiative put in place by 
President Mogae in his mission to strengthen the sciences in his country. His Excellency 
remarked to those gathered, "I am overcome with pride at seeing my dream in action. I 
am filled with hope upon hearing of their accomplishments in the study of chemistry, 
engineering, and alternative energy development." 
On the evening of April 21, President Mogae was hosted by The Africa Society of the 
National Summit on Africa under the auspices of its Ambassador Andrew Young 
Lecture Series, at the Embassy of Ghana in DC. Introduced by Ms. Bernadette Paolo, 
Esq. , President & CEO of The Africa Society, and Mr. Timothy Bork, Esq., Founder & 
President of Skye, LLC and Africa Society Board Vice Chair, President Mogae addressed 
a 250-person audience of incredible diversity. In attendance were roughly 15 African 
Ambassadors to the US and a host of leaders from Washington's aiis, humanitarian, 
political, and private sector communities. 
In his speech titled "Democratic Governance and the Future of Africa," His Excellency 
offered his thoughts on political leadership in Africa and the pitfalls thereof. He 
ruminated on an issue that had been central to many of his prior speeches: presidential 
tenn limits. "Term limits are necessary to persuade popular leaders [to leave] while they 
are still popular, thereby leaving a legacy of popular democracy, playing the role of elder 
statesman or father of the nation , such as Mandela did," he explained. He continued : 
In the case of liberation heroes, they become a liberation aristocracy ... In 
the process these national heroes become intolerant autocrats, preoccupied 
with the perpetuation of their stay in power to the detriment of their 
nation. Ultimately, these national heroes, these would-be icons, become 
villains. They begin to fail to distinguish their own interests [from] that of 
the nation, with tragic consequences for the people. 
He also brought up the subject of pension plans, indicating realistically that few African 
presidents are offered worthwhile pensions upon their retirement from office, relative to 
many countries outside of Africa . The result is, naturally, a reluctance to leave. "A 
presidential pension however lavish," he argued, " is cheaper. .. than the oppression and 
misallocation of resources [by] a dictator no longer wanted." 
The President also meditated on the issue of constitutional amendments, the need to make 
changes only procedurally and when in the interest of the people, and not in that of the 
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ruler. With humor in his tone, he suggested the latter option worked once and only once, 
in the case of his colleague next door. Sam Nujoma, first President of the Republic of 
Namibia (1990-2005), was widely considered the father of his nation and enjoyed far and 
wide approval. The people of Namibia agreed to amend the constitution to allow him 
three terms, but limiting every presidency thereafter to two. Upon the completion of his 
final term in office, Nujoma stepped down in a manner that was loudly applauded in his 
country and beyond. 
Offering closing remarks was Congressman Donald Payne, Chairman of the 
Subcommittee on Africa and Global Health, who has known President Mogae 
professionally for some time. Payne's few anecdotes lent insight to the early years of His 
Excellency's reign in office. In particular, he praised President Mogae for his tenacity in 
the face of the biggest challenge to his presidency: the HIV/AIDS epidemic. A hero to 
many, Mogae was at the forefront of the fight, imploring aid for his nation at a time when 
few African politicians dared even to acknowledge the crisis publically. 
Over the course of April 27-30, President Mogae joined a distinguished gathering in 
Berlin, Germany for the annual AP ARC African Presidential Roundtable 2009: 
Leadership Challenges of Land Reform in Africa. Against the backdrop of the I 25th 
anniversary of the original Berlin Conference - the 1884 event that precipitated the 
"scramble for Africa" and the partitioning of the continent - the Roundtable 2009 
brought together ten former African heads of state, international dignitaries, key public 
and private sector leaders, students and faculty from three continents, and distinguished 
awardees for their outstanding leadership in journalism. Many of the participants 
represent the leading actors in the theatre of land reform of yesterday, today, and 
tomorrow. 
Moderating the sessions that took place at Humboldt University were ten former African 
heads of state: H.E. John Agyekum Kufuor of Ghana, H.E. Sir Q. Ketumile J. Masire of 
Botswana, H.E. Mogae, H.E. Ali Hassan Mwinyi of Tanzania, H.E. Karl Auguste 
Offmann of Mauritius, H.E. Aristides Maria Pereira of Cape Verde, H.E. Flight 
Lieutenant Jerry John Rawlings of Ghana, H.E. Nicephore Dieudonne Soglo of Benin, 
H.E. Frederick Suma ye of Tanzania, and H.E. Cassam Uteem of Mauritius. The day 
before the official commencement of the Roundtable, German President Horst Kohler 
hosted a working luncheon for Ambassador Stith and the attending African heads of state. 
Setting the Roundtable in motion, His Excellency Mogae offered the Call to Order, 
distilling the crucial significance of land reforn1: 
These discussions regarding land reform, particularly in light of the 2008 
electoral crises in Kenya and Zimbabwe and the present political 
controversy in South Africa, are of international significance and necessity 
as the issue of land refonn is among the most difficult challenges for 
Africa's contemporary leaders . 
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The deliberations that followed echoed the sobriety of his tone, but they were hopeful 
too. What evolved from the Roundtable 2009 was a set of recommendations to mobilize 
all sectors of society to respond to the challenge of land reform: African governments; 
western governments and multilateral institutions; financial institutions; NGOs and civil 
societies; religious institutions; universities and academia; and the media. These and 
other points were summarized in the Berlin Communique that was issued upon the 
conclusion of the Roundtable sessions and delivered by President Mogae and President 
Mwinyi at the press conference that followed. 
As a next phase in the extension of the Berlin discussions, the points highlighted in the 
Communique - the political, economic, and social significance ofland reform and the 
roles that governments, institutions, and individuals must come to play - will form the 
foundation of the 2009 Policy Paper compiled by the AA U Faculty Policy Working 
Group. 
Please see Appendix A for the Roundtable Agenda of Events and the full Berlin 
Communique. 
Shortly after the return from Berlin, AP ARC organized another successful initiative in 
partnership with Medgar Evers College and Macy's, Inc.: the Issues Forum: U.S. -Aji·ica 
Policy: The Way Forward. An ongoing forum for expanding dialogue on U.S .-Africa 
relations, this year's Issues Forum took place at the Medgar Evers College in Brooklyn, 
NY. It brought together distinguished faculty and students with His Excellency Mogae; 
Mr. Patrick Hayford, Director of the Office of the Special Advisor on Africa; and eight 
African Ambassadors to the U.S. and United Nations: Ambassador Amadou Lamine Ba 
of Senegal, Ambassador Nathaniel Barnes of Liberia, Ambassador Lazarous Kapambwe 
of Zambia, Ambassadors Dr. Augustine P. Mahiga and Ombeni Sefue of Tanzania, and 
Ambassador Charles Ntwaagae of Botswana. 
After welcome remarks by Ambassador Charles Stith; Dr. Edison 0. Jackson, President 
ofMedgar Evers College; and Ed Goldberg, Senior Vice President of Government & 
Consumer Affairs at Macy's, President Mogae offered the Call to Order, initiating a rich 
dialogue that unfolded over the next two days . 
The Forum's panel discussions and special presentations targeted three major areas: U.S. 
policy under President Clinton and President Bush; the impact of Zimbabwe, Darfur, and 
Congo on U.S.-Africa policy; and lastly, the U.S.-Africa policy in the age of President 
Obama - the latter moderated by His Excellency Mogae. 
Elaborating on a question that had been central to his residency, "What do Africans 
expect from the Obama administration?", President Mogae reiterated six areas of need: 
positive relations; democracy and development policies; climate change protection; 
AFRICOM; transparency and aid; and economic support. Please refer to the Cornell 
speech for expanded thoughts on those issues. 
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On May 8, His Excellency Mogae completed the final trip of his residency, returning to 
Washington, DC to attend the Howard University Graduation and accept an honorary 
Doctor of Laws degree from the University. On Friday night, Howard President Sidney 
Ribeau hosted the Commencement Dinner in honor of His Excellency Mogae and other 
honorary degree recipients : Gwen Ifill, Moderating and Managing Editor of Washington 
Week and the commencement speaker; Dr. Johnetta Betsch Cole, Director of the National 
Museum of African Art; Lawrence John Fishburne III, actor, producer, and director; and 
Ronald A. Williams, Chairman and Chief Executive Office of Aetna, Inc. Before such 
prestigious company, President Mogae's brief address during the commencement dinner 
affirmed and celebrated partnerships between American academia and the African 
people. 
The graduation convocation was hosted on Saturday morning, May 9, and presided over 
by President Ribeau. In his degree acceptance speech, His Excellency spoke of his own 
educational background - his late-coming to primary school and his pursuits of higher 
degrees at the Universities of Oxford and Sussex. He described his own relationship with 
Howard University from which he sought advice and partnership in developing the 
Botswana International University of Science and Technology (the first science-focused 
university of its kind in Botswana). President Mogae also personally helped initiate a 
program for Botswana students to study the sciences at Howard University, as mentioned 
previously. 
On May 19, President Mogae greeted members of the Nigeria Governors' Forum 
(NGF) and participated in a briefing session for the delegation at AP ARC. In attendance 
were Governor Bukola Saraki ofKwara State, Governor Isa Yuguda of Bauchi State, 
Governor Adams Oshiomhole ofEdo State, Governor Godswill Akpabio of Akwa Ibom 
State, as well as other government secretaries, aides, and representatives, including Mr. 
Asishana Bayo Okaura, Director General of the NGF. 
The NGF delegation was inclusive and diverse, representing major regions, religions, and 
political parties in Nigeria. Representing the new generation of leadership in the country, 
the delegates are all first-term governors but have had successful backgrounds in labor 
relations, law, banking, business, and medicine. A relatively new entity, the NGF 
designed this visit to the U.S. for the primary purpose of meeting with the U.S. National 
Governors Association, and looking at that institution as a model for their own 
organization . 
During the meeting, President Mogae offered words of praise for their ambition in 
exploring peer models and encouraged them to pursue transparency in the effort to 
eliminate corruption. He also expressed approval of the Nigerian government for its 
ongoing development into a democratic, open society with a free press and fair elections. 
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-APARC Interview 
A special component of the AP ARC Residency is the Interview. All Presidents-in-
Residence have generously shared thoughts and reflections in hours of interview, His 
Excellency Mogae not withstanding. Recorded on both audio and video, President 
Mogae ' s footage is over seven hours in length and available in the APj\RC archives. His 
interview was divided into six segments: 
I. Introduction & Personal Background 
II. Political Career & "Path to the Presidency" 
III. Botswana: History, Society, Economics, & Politics 
IV. Evaluation of World Affairs 
V. Evaluation of World Leaders 
VI. Impressions of the United States 
What follows are a few excerpts from the Interview, moderated by African President-in-
Residence Attache Carly Stewart. These segments address issues that were not much 
explored in the preceding text. 
CS: Your country is a success story in many ways, most notably in its rapid 
transformation from one of the poorest nations in the world at the time of Independence 
to a progressive middle income count1y today. Culturally speaking, in what ways have 
the people of Botswana balanced tendencies towards westernization and cultural 
preservation? 
FM: I think we have been overwhelmed by westernization plus modernization . .. The 
marriage customs have changed a lot. .. Young people smoke; they drink ... Their 
behavior is more similar to people elsewhere. In our culture, you are supposed to respect 
all elders ... [a whole age group would be punished for a single act of disrespect]. This is 
not the case anymore . Men, in our culture, were not allowed to fight [women] with 
fists ... Now, society is very violent ... So, there has been a lot of change in social 
behaviors, especially of young people. You can hardly [differentiate] their behaviors 
from those of western teenagers. 
CS: How would you evaluate the peer-review mechanism that was put in place by the 
A.U. in 2003?8 
FM: I don't think it has been a success. Partly because ... it was put into place by the 
A.U., instigated by Mbeki and Obasanjo [former Presidents of South Africa and Nigeria, 
respectively] on their return from ... the G8 meeting. There was some agreement that the 
G8 would substantially increase their development assistance to Africa if Africa did 
something . .. about its governance. The peer review mechanism was conceived there [and 
not initially in the A.U.] In initial discussions ... it was said we don't want to be reviewed 
R The African Peer-Review Mechanism is an self-monitoring mechanism, whereby AU member countries 
voluntarily submit themselves to being eva luated by oth er member countries to measure and encourage 
conforn1ity to political and economic va lues, codes, and standards. 
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by the IMF and World Bank; they are non-African bodies ... So if it was [meant] to 
replace other reviews by . .. parent institutions, I didn't see how it would be objective ... 
Where was the capacity to review to come from? .. . Then as now, African leaders have 
always been reluctant to criticize one another. .. Yes [the Peer Review Mechanism] does 
good work. It points out deficiencies in management, but it has stayed away from 
political issues ... There is no finger-pointing ... But, I think it is capable of being 
reformed. All institutions are capable of being refurbished or strengthened. 
CS: What continues to be a sensitive issue is China's involvement with the continent of 
Africa. Many western nations are uncertain about China 's motive behind investing in 
Africa. Does this paranoia originatefi-om China 's lack of democracy and support of 
countries that are governed by corrupt leaders ? What do you think is China 's motive 
behind getting involved in A.fi'ica? ... What are some of the ways that [Africans} will 
benefit? What are some of the ways that [Africans} will lose? Criticism points to China's 
support of countries that do not necessarily follow international guidelines in the area of 
human rights; do you.feel that China has this obligation? 
FM: China's presence is welcome in Africa. China is an ancient civilization; it is a big 
country with more than a billion people ... It was just a matter of time before China would 
wake up, as a sleepy giant .. . That was inevitable. But regarding its motives, its motives 
are normal; they are exactly the motives of. . . North America, of Western Europe ... They 
are growing . . . they need resources to develop . .. Its impact in Africa and in the world, it's 
mixed. There are many ways in which it's very, very good, and some ways in which it's 
negative, and all the actions of great powers are like that . .. It became a competitor with 
other developing countries in terms of exporting to the developed world . . . That had the 
effect of helping western nations keep the inflation rates down by providing cheaper 
goods ... But its [entrance] in the market for raw materials had a price-raising effect to the 
benefit of Africa, because Africa is ... dangerously dependent on the export of raw 
materials. Regarding investment in .. . the extractive industries, African countries have an 
alternative now. They can either do a deal with China, or do a deal with western 
companies. Previously, they only could deal with western companies, and we know what 
has happened in the past. .. The western companies were exploitative; in some cases they 
even removed governments, with the support of their governments. The existence of 
China, it ' s going to improve the behavior of western companies because they know that 
Africans now have an alternative. And also because the populations in the west are now 
interested in the dealings between China and African countries .. . [China] wi ll also be 
taking interest in the dealings between western companies and Africa . Therefore, in the 
long run, African countries will benefit because now there is going to be greater 
transparency and no longer just complacency .. . 
There is paranoia in the western world .. . that's not surprising . .. The western world has 
been the sole power, especially since the collapse of the Soviet Union , and now there is 
emerging another power, and [the west is] acting with alarm .. . But we are not looking to 
China to replace the west; we are looking to China to compete ... But some of China's 
activities have faults .. . [But even the United States supported the Apartheid government 
of South Africa when it meant getting oil out of Angola - itself a dubious regime] .. . You 
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come to [Democratic Republic of the Congo]. DRC, again, who are they? It 's the western 
companies; they've been there for over half a century. And DRC has never been a 
paragon of virtue ... And yet the western world ... has been trading with DRC. China 
comes in ; it has to try to get a piece of the pie. How does it do that? It can't stand there 
and say, "I' m a newcomer, I want access to the products . . . which my competitors in 
Western Europe and North America have access to ... but I want you to change and 
become democratic first." That's unrealistic. So China has to deal with the world as it is, 
not as it should be. So I don't blame China for what it has done ... China wants stability 
in Africa ... because [when there is peace] , that's when materials flow. 
CS: You've received numerous awards and recognitions for your achievements as head 
of state, one of the most outstanding being the Mo Ibrahim Prize for Achievement in 
African Leadership. The Mo Ibrahim Prize, unprecedented in its scope and scale, is the 
largest individual prize in the world, exceeding even the Nobel Prize and the MacArthur 
Grant. Tell us your thoughts on this leadership award and, also, your impressions of Mr. 
Ibrahim. 
FM: There are a great many things which have gone wrong in Africa, and much of it is 
laid at the feet of African leadership. People outside of Africa, people inside of Africa, 
have pointed out the shortcomings of African leaders, their failure to respect the rights of 
their people ... their failure to manage their natural resources .. . What Mo Ibrahim has 
done is to ... [use] a positive approach, to provide an incentive for good leadership. His 
philosophy is that all of the bad leaders in Africa are known, all over the world, but the 
few ones which are good are not known. And therefore, he feels that he wants to do two 
things: one, to come to balance the bad image of African leadership by emphasizing .. . 
the few who are considered good leaders. Because he says bad leaders receive global 
attention; good leaders are ignored, and therefore that's an asymmetry, an imbalance . .. 
But also he hopes, in doing so ... to provide an incentive to incumbent African leaders to 
be good leaders ... [and it will be widely publicized both on the continent and 
internationally] ... that way, maybe more leaders will become good leaders over time ... 
Regarding the size ... I think he felt that it has to be large enough to be significant, to 
draw attention, because Afro-pessimism is established globally. [People think] African 
leaders are bad, and if you are going to come up and say, "No, there are some good 
African leaders," you do have to, maybe, spend a lot of money or effort to demonstrate a 
fact that is [contrary] to everyone's belief and assumption. 
CS: Now that you 've spent three months in the US., you've visited big towns, small 
towns, urban, and rural towns that are off the beaten track of what most politicians 
experience in America. Has your experience and exposure impacted your understanding 
of the actions of US. leaders? 
FM: I don ' t know ifl can yet see [the cause and effect regarding the actions of leaders]. I 
can say that my understanding of American society has been very much enhanced ... 
Maybe I haven 't had time to reflect on the implications for policy ... This is the first time J 
have visited small universities like Elizabeth City .. . I have always known there to be 
traditionally black colleges . .. but the only one I knew well was Howard . .. I knew about 
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Morehouse, but I did not know the pivotal role it has played in the leadership of the civil 
rights movement. I always had a suspicion . .. an awareness, that not having been to 
Atlanta and the South ... there was something missing in my understanding of African 
American history ... [Now] I've visited families, but not institutionally. The people I've 
known up to now have been ambassadors; it's different when you know people just as 
people ... On this visit, I have been able to [meet] people who are not ambassadors . .. and 
converse with them - lawyers, doctors, journalists, and others. And so, it has really given 
me a much broader understanding of American society. I've also realized ... the position 
of African Americans in American society, it had changed in dynamic ... I didn't realize 
how [important] Hispanics were here, and their language ... There are now more 
Hispanics than African Americans ... [My visit] has also increased my admiration, or 
envy, of the level of development - the network of roads, the map of universities and 
colleges. Take a place, a small place like Massachusetts, you have sixty [some] 
universities and colleges. I say, "Wow, we could do with that." 
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• 
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• 
• 
CONCLUSION 
2009 was yet another successful year for the AP ARC Ajhcan President-in-Residence 
program. The tenure of His Excellency Festus Mogae is a validation of the goals of the 
AP ARC Aji·ican President-in-Residence program as intended by AP ARC and embodied 
in its mission statement. 
APARC's mission is to: 
(i) chronicle this phase in Africa's development toward democratic and free market 
reform; 
(ii) encourage a multidisciplinary approach to teaching about Africa; and 
(iii) establish a forum for African leaders to engage other political, business, academic, 
and public sector leaders regarding Africa's global relationships. 
To ensure that the President-in-Residence program realizes its full potential, AP ARC 
continues to cultivate its programmatic portfolio to complement the Residency. 
Established programs include the APA RC American - Afi·ican Universities (AA U) 
Collaborative, the arrnual Afi·ican Leaders State a/Africa Report, and the Afhcan 
Presidential Roundtable. 
Continually seeking to improve its activities, APA RC also conducted an evaluation of the 
President-in-Residence program by soliciting feedback from hosting schools and 
institutions. The responses were overwhelmingly positive: 
"His Excellency's !;peech was beyond exceptional. The Channel 16 news crew 
broadcasted the speech several times since then. Many members of [the community] have 
expressed their deep appreciation for the President 's visit." 
- Jackie Sayegh-Birch, Institute of African Development, Cornell University 
"The program was ve1y well organized andfar exceeded expectations I" 
- Dr. Melvinia King, Morehouse College 
"The APARC stqff"was ve1y professional and accommodating. " 
- Martha Henry, Harvard AIDS Initiative, Harvard School of Public Health 
"This was an awesome opportunityjor our students ... Where in the world would they 
have the opportunity to interact with such a knowledgeable individual, sharing his legacy 
and wisdom? My students keep telling me just being in the presence of such an individual 
was an honor .. . Literally, more than half of our students have not traveled abroad. Some 
haven 't even lefi the state. Even just having a representative of a part of the world they 
may never see is awesome. it makes "Global Studies" come alive ... We don't have much 
pomp and circumstance on our little campus. The genuine charisma [Mogae] brought, 
his graciousness, was just great. Not having the.fi111ds to send many students abroad, this 
is the next best thing. " 
- Dr. Margery Coulson-Clark, Elizabeth City State University 
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Statistics on Schools Visited by His Excellency Mogae 
Student body size is based on most recent numbers available and includes undergraduate 
and graduate students unless otherwise noted. 
Boston University, Boston, MA 
Founded in: 1839 
Student body size: 32,735 
Current President: Dr. Robert A. Brown, 10th BU President 
Hosting body: APARC 
Interesting Fact: Home to the second oldest African Studies Center in the U.S., Boston 
University has a legacy of leadership and excellence in the area of African Studies. 
AP ARC was founded in 2002 by Ambassador Charles R. Stith, former Ambassador of 
the U.S. to the United Republic of Tanzania. Serving in the traumatic period after the 
1998 bombing of the U.S. Embassy in Dar es Salaam, Ambassador Stith helped set a new 
standard for U.S. Embassies promoting U.S. trade and investment in Africa. 
Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 
Founded in: 1865 
Student body size: 20,833 
Current President: Dr. David J. Skmton, lih Cornell President 
Hosting body: Institute for African Development 
Interesting Fact: In 2007 Cornell created a partnership with Bahir Dar University in 
Ethiopia to offer a Cornell masters degree in international agriculture and rural 
development for Ethiopian students. The degree program is taught by Cornell faculty and 
requires no period of residence at a Cornell campus. 
Elizabeth City State University, Elizabeth City, NC 
Founded in: 1891 
Student body size: 2,133 (undergraduate) 
Current Chancellor: Willie J. Gilchrist, 9th ECSU Chancellor 
Hosting body: African Studies Program and the Global Leadership Academy 
Interesting Fact: With financial support from USAID, ECSU's African Studies 
Department has developed and delivered over two million textbooks to the ·West African 
country of Senegal as part of the Africa Education Initiative implemented by the Bush 
Administration in 2002. 
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Harvard University, Cambridge, MA 
Founded in: 1636 
Student body size: 20,000 
Current President: Drew Gilpin Faust, 21 st Harvard President 
Hosting body: Harvard AIDS Initiative of the Harvard School of Public Health; Harvard 
Kennedy School of Government 
Interesting Fact: Harvard's long-established Committee on African Studies has created 
a multi-disciplinary research project known as the Africa Initiative. This interfaculty 
project is focused on issues of importance to contemporary Africa and scholarship, and 
organized around the following themes: African Expressive Culture; Power, Authority 
and Governance; Realms of Knowledge, Memory and Contestation; Health , Healing and 
Ritual Practice; Human Capital and Economics. 
Howard University, Washington, DC 
Founded in: 1867 
Student body size: 10,500 
Current President: Sidney A. Ribeau, 16th Howard University president 
Hosting body: n/a 
Interesting Fact: Howard University has been a long-time supporter of the educational 
projects initiated by His Excellency Mogae during his presidency. Howard faculty 
members have served as close consultants in the creation of Botswana ' s first-ever 
university of health and sciences, and several Botswana students have visited Howard for 
special training programs in engineering and alternative energy development. 
Medgar Evers College, Brooklyn, NY 
Founded in: 1969 
Student body size: 352,000 
Current President: Edison 0. Jackson 
Hosting body: n/a 
Interesting Fact: The youngest of the eleven senior colleges of the City University of 
New York, Medgar Evers College was founded in 1969 and named for the seminal civil 
rights activist Medgar Wiley Evers (1925-1963). Medgar Evers College has established 
itself as, tmly, a family whose members strive to fulfill their namesake's legacy through a 
commitment to the educational empowerment of the African Diaspora community. 
Morehouse College, Atlanta, GA 
Founded in: 1867 
Student body size: 3,000 
Current President: Robert M. Franklin, lOrh Morehouse College president 
Hosting body: The Leadership Center 
Interesting Fact: Since its inception, The Leadership Center at Morehouse College has 
set its sights on developing ethical leadership at not only the local level , but 
internationally as well. It has spearheaded numerous Africa-focused initiatives, such as 
the Oprah South African Leadership Project, and its students have profited greatly from 
the pro-Africa, pro-development resources at hand in the Atlanta community. 
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-National Defense Intelligence College, Washington, DC 
Founded in: 1962 
Student body size: 700 
Current President: A. Denis Clift 
Hosting body: n/a 
Interesting Fact: Ambassador Cindy L. Courville, Ph.D., faculty member since 2008, 
previously served as the first U.S . Ambassador to the African Union. 
Northeastern University, Boston, MA 
Founded in: 1898 
Student body size: 20,749 
Current President: Dr. Joseph Aoun, ih Northeastern University president 
Hosting body: John D. O'Bryant African American Institute 
Interesting Fact: Last summer, 20 Northeastern undergraduates teamed with students 
from the Tertiary School in Business Administration in Cape Town, South Africa, to help 
local entrepreneurs in former townships build and finance community-based businesses 
that boosted job creation. 
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The African Presidential Roundtable 2009: 
"Leadership Challenges of Land Reform in Africa" 
Berlin, Germany 
April 28 - 29, 2009 
Schedule of deliberations (and other activities): 
Monday, April 27: (Pre-Roundtable) 
8:30 1\M - 10:00 AM 
12:30 PM - 2:00 PM 
10:00AM - 5:00 PM 
7:00 PM - 9:00 PM 
AAU Student & Faculty Breakfast with African Heads of State 
Heads of State Private luncheon with President Horst Kohler, 
President of Germany 
AAU student & faculty tour of Afro/German sites 
Welcome Reception (\,'{/estin Grand Berli n D rachenhaus) 
Tuesday, April 28: (Hwnboldt University Senatssaal) 
6:30 AM - 8:30 AM 
9:00 AM - 9:30 AM 
9:30 AM - 9:45 AM 
9:45 J\ M - 11 :45 AM 
11:45 AM- 1:45 PM 
1 :45 PM - 3:45 PM 
Continen tal Breakfast (\X!estin Grand Berlin) 
Registra tion 
Call to Order 
His Excellency Festus Mogae, former President of the Republic of 
Botswana, APARC Afiica11 Pmidmt-i11-Residence, and l'vlo l hrahi111 P1ize 
for A chieve111ent i11 Africa11 1 ~eadership reci pi en t 
Session I: The Historical and Political Challenges of L and 
Reform and Property Rights 
Discussant: Professo r Mandivamba Rukuni 
Moderated by Hi~ Excell ency John Agyekum Kufour, former 
Presiden t of the Re public of Ghana and His Excell ency Nicephore 
Soglo, fo rmer President o f the Republic of Benin 
Working lunch 
Session II: The Strategies and Models for Land Reform and 
Property Rights 
Discussant: John Lamb, World Bank 
• 
• 
• 
-
Moderated by His Excellency Cassam Uteem, former President of 
the Republic of Mauritius and His Excellency Aristides Pereira, 
former President of the Republic of Cape Verde 
Wednesday, April 29: (Humboldt University Senatssaal) 
6:30 AM - 8:30 AM 
9:00 AM -11 :00 AM 
11 :30 AM - 1:30 PM 
2:15 PM - 3:00 PM 
7:00 PM - 9:00 PM 
Continental Breakfast (Westin Grand Berlin) 
Session III: Building a Consensus around Land Reform and 
Property Rights 
Discussant: Moeletsi Mbeki 
Moderated by His Excellency Karl Auguste Offmann, former 
President of the Republic of Mauritius and His Excellency Fredrick 
Sumaye, former Prime Minister of the United Republic of Tanzania 
Working lunch 
Press Conference 
Reading of press statement by His Excellency Ali Hassan Mwinyi, 
former President of the United Republic of Tan zania and His 
Excellency Festus Mogae, former President of the Republic of 
Botswana 
Closing Dinner (Westin Grand Berlin Unter den Linden) 
Master of Ceremonies: Dr. Walter Earl Fluker, Leadership Center at 
Morehouse College 
Welcome remarks by His Excellency Ketumile Masire, former 
President of the Republic of Botswana and Closing remarks by His 
Excellency Jerry Rawlings, former President of th e Republic of 
Ghana 
• 
• 
-
Boston University African Presidential Archives & Research Center 
141 Bay State Road 
Boston, Massachusetts 02215 
T 617 -353-5452 F 617-353-1969 
www.bu .edu/aparc 
The Berlin Communique: 
APARC African Presidential Roundtable 2009: The Leadership Challenges of Land 
Reform in Africa 
On the Occasion of the 1251h Anniversary of the Berlin Conference of 1884 
Humboldt University 
Berlin, Germany 
April 29, 2009 
First of all, let us thank Ambassador Charles Stith and the African Presidential Archives and Research 
Center (AP ARC) at Boston University for their work in organizing this important gathering. We would also 
like to thank Humboldt University for hosting us. Both APARC and Humboldt have provided an invaluable 
service. 
As African leaders, we have convened this distinguished group of eminent persons, here, in Berlin to 
confer on one of Africa's most daunting challenges; namely, land reform. This problem, if left unresolved, 
has the potential to destabilize otherwise vibrant countries. If solved , it has the potential to drive 
development on the continent to unimagined levels . 
We gathered in Berlin because this was the site of the conference convened by Chancellor Otto von 
Bismarck in 1884, where the boundaries that complicate the land issue were established. While the land 
problem, as a de facto result of European expansionism and adventurism in Africa, did not start with the 
Berlin Conference, it was consummated on that occasion . That infamous convocation set off the 
"scramble for Africa"; we have come to continue that conversation with the hope of getting it right and 
unscrambling Africa . 
The parameters of this problem are varied and potentially volatile at every level. First, land reform, land 
restitution , and land ownership are at essence a political problem continent-wide, with particularly 
daunting consequences for the continent's nascent democracies. Second, future formulas for land 
distribution, redistribution, and ownership can not continue to reflect or perpetuate the legacy of 
colonialism. Third, land - and how it is used, managed, and owned - has a direct correlation to poverty 
and wealth creation , food security and health , and development and economic growth. Fourth, in a free 
market economy, land ownership and the right to property are not state dispensations, but a state 
guaranteed opportunity. 
Given the complexities of the problem, there is no silver bullet solution to the land reform conundrum. 
This issue is critical to consummating economically what was won politically, with the end of colonization . 
In our deliberations, over the past two days, we have attempted to come up with a set of 
recommendations aimed toward mobilizing every element of African society to respond to the challenges 
of land reform. We are not so presumptuous as to suggest that this list is exhaustive of the possible 
responses to the challenges posed by land reform. However, we do see it as indicative of where 
governments , institutions, and individuals might start in bringing Africa closer to a resolution of this 
pressing dilemma. Starting with African governments, the recommendations from the African Presidential 
Roundtable 2009 are as follows: 
• Regarding African Governments - National leaders and governments must lead the way in initiating 
transparent national conversations mobilizing and involving key actors from public and private sectors to 
farmers and food processors to deal with the issue of land reform. 
• Organizing and energizing key sectors and key leaders to engage citizens at every level on what 
land reform means in terms of poverty alleviation , food security, housing, economic productivity, 
and economic growth 
• Initiating the regulatory bureaucratic and administrative legal reform necessary to further land 
reform, land restitution , and property ownership. Such reforms run the gamut from a thorough and 
systematic process of providing title deeds to establishing a regulatory regime for mortgage 
banking. 
• Developing land use policies and strategies to facilitate poverty alleviation , food security, gender 
rights, and economic growth (no more vanity farms) 
• Engaging Western governments and multilateral organizations to assist governments in 
everything from developing and implementing deed titling processes to economic literacy 
• Involving opposition parties to ensure broader consensus and stable political environment for 
policies to take root 
• Developing ownership of their land reform implementation. 
• Developing a sustainable model of land reform, land management, and land tenure that does not 
ignore human dignity and is holistic in its approach 
• Utilizing best practices, benchmarks, and models from around the world 
Regarding Western Governments and Multilateral Institutions 
• Dedicating resources to facilitate land restitution and redistribution by acquisition 
• Providing funds to titling process and land administration 
• Providing development assistance to mitigate land degradation 
• Developed nations must be committed to engaging the developing nations in a way that will 
eventually eradicate colonialism and build independence in economic development (comparative 
and competitive advantage). 
• Engaging the Western governments to secure their assistance with genuine intelligence in areas 
of infrastructure building, communication, technology, economic development, wealth 
management and building , and availability of information 
Regarding Financial Institutions 
• Developing affordable mortgage facilities 
• Given the level of liquidity of African financial institutions despite current crisis, banks must lend. 
• Supporting economic literacy initiatives 
• Microcredit and macrocredit 
• Building business capacity in the nations with an eye towards long term stability 
Regarding NGOs and Civil Societies 
• Launching economic literacy campaigns 
• Involving youth organizations in national dialogue across the continent 
• Leadership development, service learning , and technical assistance in agribusiness 
• Developing "conscience" education 
Regarding Churches, Synagogues, Mosques, and other religious institutions 
• Helping to cultivate a culture of work, sacrifice, and savings (values as old as the scripture) 
relevant to undergirding a modern economy 
• Launching economic literacy campaigns 
• Safe keeping and disseminating social spiritual values and norms to enhance and sustain human 
dignity in all discussions 
• Maintaining conscience in the community 
• Becoming agents of change through capacity building 
• 
-
Regarding Universities and Colleges 
• Developing policy papers and research that contextualize the problem and solutions 
• Developing courses and curricula to prepare the next generation of economic actors to affect new 
dynamic African economies 
• Researching farming, food production, and processing 
• Involving youth organizations in national dialogue across the continent 
• Leadership development, service learning, and technical assistance in agribusiness 
• Developing "conscience" education 
• Producing models of implementation that are properly researched and properly written 
• Becoming agents of change through capacity building 
Regarding Media 
• Initiating (and/or participate in) Public Affairs campaign(s) on economic literacy 
• Portraying a positive image of the news coming out of African nations 
• Engaging in an ongoing media blitz that is educational and positive in the world 
• Remaining vigilant and true to the cause of honesty and integrity in reporting developments of 
each nation 
It is our hope and earnest desire that the broad complex of governments and institutions will embrace this 
challenge of getting land reform right. Africa is on the precipice of a promising future, this issue could 
disrupt that. However, we believe that we all rise to the challenge Africa will be better off and the world be 
better from if having worked with Her in responding to this problem. 
• His Excellency Ali Hassan Mwinyi , Tanzania 
• His Excellency Flight Lt. Jerry John Rawlings, Ghana 
• His Excellency John Kufour, Ghana 
• His Excellency Aristides Maria Pereira , Cape Verde 
• His Excellency Karl Auguste Offmann, Mauritius 
• His Excellency Frederick Sumaye, Tanzania 
• His Excellency Nicephore Dieudonne Soglo , Benin 
• His Excellency Sir Q. Ketumile J. Masire, Botswana 
• His Excellency Cassam Uteem, Mauritius 
• His Excellency Festus Mogae, Botswana 
• Ambassador Charles R. Stith , APARC 
• Dr. John Tesha , Africa Forum 
• 
• 
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Issues Forum 2009: 
"U.S.-Africa Policy: The Way Forward" 
Medgar Evers College, CUNY 
Brooklyn, New York 
May 4 - 5, 2009 
Schedule of deliberations (and other activities): 
Monday, May 4: (Medgar Evers College) 
9:00 AM - 10:00 AM 
10:00 AM - 10:05 AM 
10:05 ANI - 10:10 AM 
10:10 Al\1- 10:1 5 AM 
10: 15 AM -10:30 AM 
10:30 AM - 11 :00 AM 
11:00 AM - 1:00 PM 
2:00 PM - 4:00 PM 
Registration 
Medgar Evers College 
Founder's Auditorium 
1650 Bedford Ave 
Welcome remarks by Dr. Edison 0. Jackson, President of Medgar 
Evers College, CUNY 
Welcome remarks by Mr. Ed G oldberg, Senior Vice President of 
Government & Consumer Affairs, Macy's 
Welcome remarks by Ambassador Charles R. Stith, Director of the 
Afiica11 Presidential A rchives and Research Center 
Call to Order by His Excellency Festus Mogae, forme r President of 
the Republic of Botswana, APARC President-in-Residence, and Mo 
Ibrahim Prize Recipient 
A Statement on the Historical Context of US.-Africa 
Relations by Ambassador Charles R. Stith, Director of the Afi'ica11 
Presidential Archives and Research Center 
Break for Lunch 
Session I - US. Policy and the Post-AGOA Era: An 
Assessment of US. Policy on Africa under President 
Clinton and President Bush 
Panel discussion by African Ambassadors to the United States 
-5:30 PM - 8:00 PM Reception at Medgar Evers Atrium 
1637 Bedford Ave, 3•d Floor 
Tuesday, May 5: (Medgar Evers College) 
9:00 A.M - 11 :00 AM 
11:00 AM - 12:30 PM 
12:30 PM - 2:30 PM 
2:30 PM - 3:30 PM 
Session II - The Impact of Zimbabwe, Darfur, and 
Congo on US. Policy Towards Africa 
Panel di scussion by African Ambassadors to the United Nations and 
Patrick Hayford, Director of the Office of the Special Adviser on 
Africa 
Break for lunch 
Session III -The Way Forward: US.-Africa Policy in the 
age of President Obama 
Presentation by His Excellency Festus Mogae, followed by open 
discussion 
Press Conference 
• 
• 
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News Coverage about the activities of His Excellency Festus G. Mogae 
Sixth AP ARC African President-in-Residence 
Also see news coverage for His Excellency Mogae 's involvement in the APARC African 
Presidential Roundtable 2009 in Appendix C. 
**BBC Radio. May 11, 2009 - Interview with President Festus Mogae for "Analysis" 
Harvard Public Health NOW April 17, 2009- "Botswana's Former President Describes 
Evolution of HIV/AIDS in His Country" 
**JCTV16, Ithaca College Television. Recurring through April, 2009 - "IAD Special 
Lecture featuring His Excellency Mogae: 'What Africans Expect from the Obama 
Administration'" 
Cornell Chronicle. April 9, 2009 - "Obama should compensate Africa, promote 
democracy, stresses former Botswana president" 
The Cornell Daily Sun . April 9, 2009 - "Botswana past president has hope in Obama" 
**CNN. April 5, 2009 - "President Mogae hosts HBO Premier Party of The No. 1 
Ladies' Detective Agency" 
The Daily Advance. April 1, 2009 - "Ex-Botswana president speaks at ECSU" 
The Daily Free Press. March 23, 2009 - "Former Botswana pres. Come to BU" 
BU Today. March 20, 2009 - "Africa Is Not a Country" 
AfricaNews. March 11 , 2009 - "Botswana: Top position bestowed on Mogae" 
Boston Globe, March I 0, 2009 - "Botswana ex-president to Boston" 
Mmegi. March 9, 2009 - "Mogae Becomes President-In-Residence" 
BOPA. March 9, 2009 - "Mogae joins Boston University residence programme" 
**Does not appear in this report 
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Botswana's Former President Describes Evolution of HIV/ AIDS 
in His Country 
Just a few years ago, so many AIDS patients in Botswana were dying that health care workers 
were signing up for psychological counseling to cope with the trauma, the country 's former 
president, Festus Mogae, told an HSPH audience on April 13. Today, with nearly 90 percent of 
those needing treatment receiving anti - retroviral drugs free of charge, mortality has been 
reduced to 10 percent. But there is sti ll much more to be done, Mogae said. 
A webcast is ava ilable online . ( http ://webapps.sph.harvard .edu/content 
.. / Unspecified APRI L13,2009 2009-04-13 12-38-PM. htm) 
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Festus Mogae 
At a time when the leaders of some neighboring nations denied that AIDS was a problem, Mogae 
was an outspoken advocate for treatment and prevention, even publicly taking an AIDS test. 
During Mogae's two terms in office, from 1998-2008, Botswana saw the greatest level of 
economic expansion on the continent. It was also the only African country to exceed the goals of 
the World Health Organization's "3 by 5" program, wh ich sought to provide AIDS drugs to 3 
million people by 2005, said Max Essex ( http :/ / www. hsph.harvard.edu/faculty/ myron-essex ) in his 
introduction. Essex is the Mary Woodard Lasker Professor of Health Sciences and chair of the 
HSPH AIDS Initiative, which has partnered with the Government of Botswana on research and 
training in the past. The HSPH AIDS Initiative sponsored Monday's tal k. 
Mogae was forced to come to terms with HIV/AIDS early in his presidency, when a survey 
revealed that nearly 40 percent of the country's expectant mothers were infected . Mogae 
established t ies with international pharmaceutical corporations to provide drugs to reduce HIV 
transmission to newborns. The program grew to cover the rest of the infected population in 
2002 . At the same time, Mogae's government worked to expand voluntary testing and 
counseling. 
Today, the rate of mother-to-child infections has dropped dramatically to four percent . Still, 
adult infections remain worrisome. There are signs of a slight decli ne in young adults, but rates 
are still as high as 34 percent in adults between the ages of 30 and 4 9 years, Mogae said. And 
new problems are emerging. Some patients under treatment think that they are well and are 
once again engaging in risky behavior, and new positive results are showing up among those 
who had prev iously tested negative. 
6/ 10/2009 11 : 17 AM 
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Mogae once vowed that for as long as HIV/AIDS remained a serious problem for his country, he 
would not give a speech of any kind without mentioning It, Essex said. Recal ling a visit during 
wh ich he had the opportunity to see Mogae speak to a range of audiences, Essex said that no 
matter the topic, "about two thirds of the way into the talk he'd say, 'Now I'm going to talk 
about AIDS.' That certainly impressed me." 
Last October, following his retirement, Mogae was awarded the Mo Ibrahim Foundation's 
prestigious good governance prize for elected African heads of state. Winners receive $5 million 
over 10 years and $200,000 annually thereafter for life, in addition to funds for their causes. 
Former United Nations secretary-general Kofi Annan, a member of the award panel, praised 
Mogae for what he called "one of Africa's most progressive and comprehensive programs" for 
dealing with HIV/AIDS. 
The former president continues to stay active in his country's fight against the disease. He is 
chairperson of the National AIDS Council and has launched the organization Champions for an 
HIV- Free Generation in collaboration with other former African heads of state. He is working on 
a new national campa ign for behavioral change, garnering support from the country's church 
leaders. The campaign's messages will reach students of all ages, Mogae said . He is also working 
to promote male circumcision, which studies have shown to have some protective effects against 
HIV transmission . 
- Amy Roeder. Photo by Suzanne Camarata . 
Harvard School of Public Health, 677 Huntington Avenue, Boston, MA 
02115 
Copyright© 2009, President and FeDows of Harvard College 
611 012009 11: 17 AM 
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Search Cornell 
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April 9, 2009 
Obama should compensate Africa, promote democracy, 
stresses former Botswana president 
By Lauren McHugh 
From T-shirts and hats to the sides of buses and buildings , the face of President Barack Obama is 
ubiquitous throughout Africa . So too are the expectations of what his administration can do for the 
continent, said former Botswana President Festus Mogae, speaking April 7 in G1 O Biotech Building as part 
of the Institute for African Development's Special Speaker Series . 
"Africans are acutely aware of the constraints under which any American president 
operates," said Mogae, who served as president from 1998 to 2008, as vice 
president (1992-98) and in posts at the International Monetary Fund and Bank of 
Botswana. "Nevertheless, Africans expect a great deal of President Obama for the 
simple reason that we consider him part of our kith and kin ." 
Obama. whose father is from Kenya , must first attend to the needs of the American 
people, said Mogae . who is largely credited for Botswana being a model of 
democracy and good governance in Africa. However. he called upon Obama to 
create a special fund for developing countries to adapt to and mitigate the effects of Mogae 
climate change. This fund would function "to compensate Africa for foregoing the 
use of its own natural resources , such as coal , and also for suffering the worst consequences of climate 
change, such as drought, food and water shortages, high temperatures and sinking coastal areas ," he said. 
Mogae said Africans also expect pro-democratization initiatives. "If Arrerica believes democracy is good for 
Africa, then it should put its money where its mouth is ," he said . 
The fonmer president noted that Africa is encouraged by the steps Obama has taken already to resolve the 
current credit crunch. Regarding Obama's focus on helping families retain their homes, he commented , 
"This is ethical leadership, which can be expected from a man of his background." He also called for more 
regulation and transparency of financial institutions around the world by leaders of developed nations. 
Mogae also argued that the Obama administration should discontinue subsidies for agriculture because 
they destroy market values and create unfair competition . He described this as an affordable sacrifice 
because African countries lack the mechanization and large-scale operations shared by developed 
countries, and thus would not pose the threat of competition . 
Africa should also be allowed to add value to the raw materials it exports, Mogae stressed. "We want to 
export chocolate, not just cocoa . We want to export coffee and tea , not just unprocessed beans and leaves, 
and polished diamonds and jewelry, not just uncut rough diamonds." 
Lauren McHugh '10 is a writer intern with the Cornell Chronicle . 
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nternational perspective I Festus Mogae, former president of 
otswana, spei\ks in the Biotechnology Auditorium yesterday. 
Botswana Past Pres. 
Has Hope in Obama 
lf£stus Mcigae, the former presi-
dent of Botswana, said that 
Africans love P_resident Barack 
Obama. They expe~t a 'lot fro!Jl. . 
him, especially in encouraging 
African developmerii: of democrat-
ic goverriinents, as well a.5 helping 
to improve Africa's economies and 
to respond to climate change. 
In the talk in the Biotcch 
Auditorium yesterday, Mogae said 
that he expects the Obama admin-
is?<1tion to create a "pro-democra-
Compensation for this adjust-
mem is needed, Mogae said. 
Instead of setting up afond to help 
nations· throughout the world 
respond co climate change, he 
wanes a fund exclusively for 
African nations. 
The exclusive fund is necessary 
because "whenever · special meas-
ures are taken, Africa ends up the 
loser," Mogae said. 
While Africans are aware that 
Obama's "first obligation is to 
attend to the needs of the 
American peo-
ple," they expect 
Obama to visit 
Africa, a crip that 
is "becoming a 
tradition" among 
American presi-
dents, Mogae 
said. Bill Clinton 
and George W. 
Bush each visited 
the continent 
:_:diliing their presi-
. ~.din~ies. __ _ 
Mogae, who was called ''.Afrids cy initiative - one that provides 
incentives to democratization in 
Africa." 
"If America believes democracy 
is good for Africa, it should put its 
money where its mouth is," he 
said. "We want to be helped, not 
. good lead.er" by -Time magazine, 
attracted a large audience to his 
talk yesterchy. He was president of 
Botswana from 1998 until· 2008, . 
stepping down after his second 
term. He recently accepted an 
attacked militarily." · 
To help develop the economies 
of African nations, Mogae said he 
wants Obama to consider the 
problems Africa faces in interna-
tional trade. Problems include tar-
iffs imposed on African exports 
that slow the growth of African 
economies. Mogae said the United 
States should eliminate the taxes it 
imposes on finished agricultural 
products from Africa so th:it 
African nations can start manufac-
turing more goods instead of just 
exporting raw materials. 
"We want to export coffee and 
tea, not just unprocessed leaves," 
he said. 
The Obama administration 
should also consider ''.Africa's spe-
cial position in relation to climate 
change," Mogae said. Africa must 
adapt to global warming by giving 
- appointIJJent as an African presi-
dent-in-residence at Boston 
University's African Presidential 
Archives and Research-Center. 
"This is a pretty imm\:diate and 
amazing peri;pective. to be abk to 
get," said Gwen Spencer grad, an 
audience member. "I think a lot of 
people have wondered what the ap-
propriate role of non-African coun-
tries in developing democracy is." 
Graham Swanepoel '09, who is 
from Zimbabwe, said he attended 
Mogae's talk because he was inter-
ested to see an African's perspective 
on Obama. 
Following his talk, Mogae took 
questions from the audience. One 
question regarded whai: the African 
community should do about 
Omar al-Bashir, the current presi-
See BOTSWANA p age 4 
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Past Pres. ~xplores How History Hurt Africa 
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dent of Sudan who was recently indicted by the 
Imernational Criminal Court for criJileS against 
humanity and war crimes. 
"As of now, Bashir is in charge,'' Mogae said. 
"What is important is [saving] lives." 
The international community should do all it 
can to end the violence in Darfur, he said. Once 
the fighting has ended, then proc~edings should 
begin against those involved. 
"There are right and wrong ways of doing the 
right thing," he added, referring to the arrest and 
prosecution of those involved in the violence in 
Darfur. · 
----------
In response to another question, Mogae 
explained that Africa suffered from slavery and 
colonialism, but "we suffered rhe worst from the 
Cold War." The conflicts between the United 
States and the Soviet Union led to the rise of dic-
tators in many African nations, Each side sup-
ported leaders who advanced their side's inreresrs 
rather than leaders chosen by the people in the 
African nation. 
Despite the historical suffering, he said, 
African nations cannot forever blame their fail-
ures on things that happened in the pasL 
Michael Linhorst can be reached at 
mml89@comelledu.· 
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.. Ex-Botswana president speaks at ECSU. 
. Mogae praises Obama 
at leadership forum 
By TOBY TATE 
Staff Writer 
Despite its major economic 
recession, the United States 
remains· the most prosperous 
nation on Earth, Festus Gon-
tebanye Mogae says. 
And as the world's leader, 
Mogae believes the U.S. has a 
responsibility to help other, 
smaller nations become pros-
perous, too. 
"I think it's important to 
lmow that we are there, " Mo-
gae, the former president of 
the Republic of Botswana, 
said. "We are part of the 
world, too. We would like you 
to be more broad-minded and 
know that you will be much 
happier and safer when the 
world is prosperous." 
Mogae spoke to about 40 
Elizabeth City State Univer-
sity students at the Student 
Leadership -Forum at Lane 
Hall on Tuesday. His visit 
was sponsored by the school's 
Global Leadership Academy. 
Mogae believes that with 
President Obama in the White 
House, the U.S. is likelier to 
care more about how smaller 
nations like Botswana fare on 
the world stage. He said the 
people of Botswana believe 
the election of the first black 
president in the U.S. is a' won-
derful thing. 
"We conware it to a change 
of regime in South Africa," 
Mogae said, referring to the 
end of apartheid in the late 
1980s. "(Obama) has been bap-
tized by fire. He did a fantastic 
job running the election. We 
STAFF PHOTO BY BRETTA. ClARK 
Festus Gontebanye Mogae, former president of the Republic of Botswa-
na, speaks during the Student Leadership Forum at ECSU, Tuesday. 
think he is doing a wonderful 
job." 
Mogae said the world has 
changed a lot in the last 50 
years and that Obama now 
faces a completely different 
set of problems than his pre-
decessors. 
"The world is much more 
integrated," he said. "(Obama) 
is consulting the rest of the 
world and being ratfonal. We 
are very proud of him." 
Although Botswana's key 
industry is. mining and most ,, 
important export are dia-
monds, Mogae said be believes 
a com:1try's most important 
asset is its people. 
"Education, development, 
training and infrastructure 
are what's important," ·he 
said. "People ask what we do 
with the money from our dia-
monds and we say, 'We spend 
it on the people.' Even though 
your president has increased 
the (nation's) deficit, he . is 
spending it on the people and 
that's good." 
· Mogae studied economics in 
England at University College, 
Oxford and. at the University 
of Sussex before beco:ming 
a civil servant in Botswana 
with the International Mon-
etary Fund and the Bank of 
Botswana. · · 
Mogae was vice president 
of Botswana fr.om 1992 to 1998 
before serving as president 
fi·om 1999 to 2008. 
Mogae · was awarded the 
Grand Cross of the Legion 
d'honneur by French Presi-
dent Nicolas Sarkozy on 
March 20, 2008 for exemplary 
leadership in making Botswa-
na a model of democracy and 
good governance. 
Despite those accolades, 
Mogae says his leadership 
was tested ·by the Botswana'~ 
HIV I AIDS ps.ndemic <tnd its 
struggling eccnomy. · · 
"When you 're elected yuu 
write a pai:ty manifesto. arid 
you promise to· increasP edu-
cation and increase job() an( 
so on," he said. ''But tb:i11gs 
happen that you don't exIJE!Ct. 
· I had to confront HIV I AIDS 
head on. Industries began to 
stagnate and we realized we 
were in serious trouble." 
Mogae said that in the 1970s 
and 1980s, Botswana's pros-
perity was growing. However, 
by the +990s, AIDS had begun 
having a devastating effect on 
the nation's economy 
Although his admini.~tra· 
tion was able to develor: pro-
grams that reduced the µre s 
ence of AIDS by 2008, Mogo.t 
said the pandemic is still a 
major problem in Botsw~na 
Mogae said he wishes ri i!> 
nation had done more to di-
versify its economy It is too 
dependent .on mining, which 
is labor intensive, he said. 
"We have a few service in-
dustries, but very few manu~ 
facturing industries," he said. 
Mogae left his audience 
with some words of advice 
about leadership. 
"Work hard - there is no al-
ternative for H," he said. "You 
must dream. It is nol a sin to 
fail, but it is a sin to fa il to 
dream." 
.. 
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Former Botswana .pres. comes to BU 
PtJblle~e<I : Moo:lay, Marr,h:2 ~. ZQOO 
Upd•t•d: Mordoy.1.lordi 23. 2-009 
As the Boston University African Ptesidential Archives and Resea.rch 
Cent4;1r's sixth African preslde.nt-l1Hesidenoa, foirmer Republic of 
Bolswana President Festus Gonlebanye Mogae hopes to improve the 
negative global perc{}ptio n of Africa , Ile said . 
"My O\l.!Tl country has been a~plauded for practice of accou.nlable 
govemance and respect for human· rights . including women's rights.' he 
said. "Only scholars can come and talk about lhese things." 
"Here, I'll nave an opportunity to e~xplain, lo answer students· questions 
and to promote objedive knowledge about Africa: t'le said. "The good 
and ttle bad 1ogeth0r." 
Mogae v,;u be staying in Boston un!i11.he eoo of May. He said it is 
important that institutions ~ke APARC spread objective .kno·v.ledge abovl 
the situation in Africa since newspapers generally report only on 
f'legative· happenings . Although he said the information is true. it does not 
pain!. a complete pk.turn. 
"One time I asked a journalist, 'Why do you seem to coocentrate only on 
the bad?" Mogao said. "He tot! me, 'Mt. President. i f you drive from 
your residence to your of#ioe suc.cessfuty. it's not r.ews. If you hil a child 
on the way, it wo ukJ be headlines ."' 
The media does not deny progress in Africa, but the dally 5UCC9$$9$ of 
nev.fy functional governments do not necessarily make news. he said. 
Botsv.rana boasts 44 years of independence. durirY,l whioh It h<is be-en a 
multi-party ciamocracy for the en!ire time, ha said. 
Mogae said he also seeks to clarify the common American 
misconce·ption that Africa i.s one v.hole e11tity . 
" It's 53 separate coun1ries, different cultures . with over 1,000 languages 
and ethnic groups," he sa id. 
As part of the resideflCY p1ogram. Mogae wi ll atteoo a Roundlable 
Conference in Berlin in April to discuss issues per1inent lo African 
developmenl including ownership, management and land allooation . 
"The questions of land have re~vance to conrlict resolution. 
FaYortto• El'IW 
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developmelil and income distribu,tion,' he said . 
During his residency, Mo9ae saiO tie also v.ill discuss resource 
management in tile rapidly reorganizing AfriC<ln economies, paying 
particular attention to lhe extracti119 and mining industries. He said he 
also plans to emphasize v.1Jmen's increasing role in Botswana's society. 
"Right now, tne governor of our central bank Is a woman," he csaid. "Our 
public university has gra<;fuated more womet1 lhan roen for ttie !<i.st lhre·e 
years in succession." 
APARC , wllicll was initialed in September 2002, seeks to undersl.and 
Africa·s current poi tical dynamics trrrollgh direct engagement of former 
democralically elected heads of stale , APARC Directo r Charles Stith 
said. 
"This period in lhe history of modem Afrka is probably one of the most 
significant," he said. "There is a new generation of .leadership driving 
tl>ese changes. and it is importarit to ,engage those folks who have been 
archi tects af the changes: 
For the former politicians, the conneclian prnvides ·a briqge ·between the 
United States and the countries we work with," APARC f'roJeCt 
Coordinator Alex Tayk>r said. 
Mogae v.ill engage directly 'll;th APARC to archive his experiences as 
Pfesidenl 
' It's a unique opportunity to record presidents ' experiences and clearly 
has some pedagogical value for folks interested ~ n learnirig more about 
Africa." Slitil said. 
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HAfrica Is Not a Country" 
Newest Africa.n President-in-Residence on what he h:lpes io teach us 
Festus M-0-G.Ji? of e..ot~\.'lli~f PJ.lo nC \',U~~t Alrlczm 
f:>rcs.k::h:nt -n-Re~•d·crx:c,. ~3'{S h~ hl>J"'.!~ lo (X>m•ey /l./ r ~.a's 
.:.irv·er~fty Lb /\.fr'te rr.:a1 \'S. , Phcto by Kalm•a11 .Ult:Jarsky 
In the 1970s, the gove rnme nt ot- Hot~w<1n a so11gh'l l o 
establish its -0i~·n c11r~nc.y - the pula - and h.rr.a l.: away 
from the South Africa n banking system. Festus i\·logac, 
two-term president of Botswana, at the time was working 
with the lnternational Monetary Fund and asked the 
IMF to recommend a draftsman who could write: the new 
financial legislation. Unfort11n<1tely, Mogae says , th e 
draftsman refused to corne to Botsw;ma - hi~ wifi.? said 
that It was too dang!;!Wns b<~cau~c o f riots iti tbc Cottgo. 
~1 had tu cxpla1n lo him llml nol going Lo B(llswana 
because I here 3 re riols i11 I he c.ongo i$ Hk{: ll ol going LO 
London beca use Lherc are riots in M osco1,·, because Lhat 
is exactly lhe same distance," says l\·Togae. "Fcrn1· hourn , 
by jet~ 
Last week, Mogae, who led Botswana from 19~Hl to :wo8 , 
became the sL'dhAfrican leader to accept .a three-mon th 
appointment a•t B O's ..\ rt-i,«111 l ' n'': iLk r 11 ial A re:1 h "~ ilfl< I 
1-le;:<': trCh Cl!n1c-r (Llnk: / np.arc) (APARC_} as the lJtcst 
H-i lli'u r 1\ fr .it,:n rt Prc::; id t• rtl - in- R.csid" rr l"(· (Li nk: /llj~ Lrc 
/p!'<:'.SldCllt.S) . "A statesman or President Mog<H:'_s ~ t.ilttn' 
ca n provkle an in lerpn, liv{!: frnmcwork for c\mo:;rinrn~ LD 
understand the import;rnc.e of engaging Afric<t in new '''ti)'~," ::H\ys Churlt!.-; Stith, APA RC direelor and <l 
fom1er U . .S. ambass;idor to Tanz~~t1ia, in ann(i1rnciDg the appoi ntment. 
The reci pient oft he il lo I bm hin i P rizt: f~ >i" Ad1 i iil-f.' nr C~n t i 11 ,\Jrk:tll l Le;1ders hi1) (Link : 
htt r>://ww1\'. muibmhimfo1mdation.org/th<.'-prizc .. a:;p) <ltld the Grand Cross of the Fre nch L~gion d'bonneur, 
Mogae says he hopes to use the three-monlh r·cs i<lency lo help AmcriGln $LndcnLq helter unders tand 
the diversity of his country and thu Afr](:il,n continent. He spoke about his plans with BU Today , 
BU Todn.y ; You're t he .si;i..-th ,.\f ric;Mn Pre-;idcnt-i·n-Resi<lcnce here at BU - why is this 
continued partner-Ship important? 
Mogae: The U!iilcd Sta tes is the most powerful ooirntly in tire \,·orld, aod even llrnugh :\Crin1 i~ the 
WC<lkcs t al'Ca, l don'tthink the United State~ can llfford to Jg1101·e it. From th~ pnil1t ur view of Afril'.a, WC 
can benefit by cop~·ing some of your prncl ices, 11singsmnc of yo11r in s1i1 ulion.~ - for ex;rn1ple, we S(: IHI 
some of our stnd€nts here. - and tr;1ding ;rnd t;ilk iug ll"ith )'OlL 
How does this re!>idcncy foster that c.~changc of ide.as and practices? 
\\'e don't only come hei-e, WI:! also b in '!'.' a rnu1Jdtablc fo rum ln which we exchangeYiews abo11t our 
cxpcri~mct.:~ - not only in our countries_, but ourex]..>eriences he.re. Also, coming he~ gi\·es yn1i the 
'-'Pl "irtunity \o reflect in a quieter, more intellectual a. trnosphere as dis ti rnd 1r.1 the hnrne <t1mnsph<>,n' , 
wliton' you arc busy every day, so it's a.n opporttrnity to reflect <ind <·x~ h ~ ng<;>. vi•.~ws willi sc holar,;, snrrti: 
of " 'hic h you then \v-ant lo imp~rt. 
"\Vhat other initiath:e.~ have you been involved with !>inc<: leaving the pr-c_~l<lcncy? 
.o\s you know, Sout h Afri<~ i~ lbe qricc .rt k r of tht~ AIDS e1iidcmic. So I formed a n association of fonner 
p resident.' ;iml olhGr p t; r!iom1li1 ics .c;1 llcd Champions for Jn l l JV- F1~e Generation. '\'\'e see]; pe1mi.:5s ion 
3i23/ 2009 9:41 Al\-f 
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to visil i1i<lividnal countries and engage their leadership •.~l I.he presidential le"el, al th~~ parllamentary 
le\•cl, at the d\i] .t<ociety le, .. d, at the trade union lcn::l, and at the private sector lc\'el to brainstorm on 
\•that else could be <lone in sotathern Africa lo prc\'ent the spread of the ,·irus_ 
One other thing we are thinking about nowadflys is ihat there appears lo be cumulati've evidence lh<il 
male circumcision imp1'0\'es the chance ofhabies escaping .infection by 60 percent, so we are <fo~:1.1ssing 
those findings as an example ofthe things that could be done for pn.:v1.:ntion. 
I also am a spedal envoy oflhe Un f:ted t\ations Secretary Gene ml cin c;limale change, so IJrnve a.!lc ndcd 
meetingS on his behalf and with him. 
There <1re a lot ofliUle dome-!ilit.: things in which l'm im-olved , I am lhe patron of the South~~m African 
Sodety for People Living \>':ith DisohOity. I am palron oftl11,! llot.swana Society for the Deaf and patron of 
.Junior Achievement, which trtes to teach primary <Hid secondmyschool students alxmt business 
tc) nccpts. So those keep one busy too_ 
\\That do you hope to tcncll 1>cople nbo>lt Africa during your tim~ here? 
I hope to com~m::e :people Lhat Africa is a continent and not a country. Thal il ts not homogenous. Thar· 
in spite of coups in l\·l11urilania, Guinea-Biss;n1, and Guinea , there were democratic elections in Glrnna 
and Zambia, i1nd that in 20091 there "ill l!Q democratic elections 1111\folawi, i:\'lozambique, .South Africa, 
Botsw;in11, ~nd Namibia. That altho11gh somc are tiny, there are about 53 counlries. And while some of 
the worst things you ham heard \Ire true, nevertheless other good 1hings ha\'C happcncJ in the same 
place_ 
Ftmclr!d in 2002 by a $1 mi/l(cm grantji·orn 1he Lluyd 0 . Ba{four Fow1dc1tion, '·l rim11inifi1 that 
pt·m1wtcseducatfrmul ejfons to llelp 111rcfors1,}r'wd populati01is, the Afticcu1 Pre-sfdcmt-in-Re~idenc:c: 
pmgram /Jrinys dl!rrwcratfr:a.ll!J elccwdfur·m11r 1Vrican leaders to Ro.~lfm Universityfirr up to twll 
years. Z<rn1biu :~ Ken11ct/1 Kmmcl<i was nwni:d Llwfirst Bulfllut Prcsident-in-Re;,i'du1rce iir 2002, 
_fo[[owixi by .Ru th Su ndo Perry, Qf J,i/J{! r·frl, Karl At1guste Q{Jlrrwv 1, q/'1l1mrritius, Sir CJ- Kf~lu mile Masfre, 
of Bol stt.-•cirrn , and .Antonio ]\.f(lsmrer1/w s 1Woritc i r o, of th(~ Repu /1/ ic .of Cape Verde. 
Jessica Ullian can be r<!<1ch"cl atJ111'i im 1("·''im .ed 11 (Unk: mflilte>.julliw1(~:• bu.t'fl~i) _Edward A. Brown ccm be 
rroched at d 11·n ! c ,11t'~i:h 11 . c-r.hi (I.ink: muiflc,:diro i;•ri({!•hu.t?du) _ 
Comments 
Pefsons who post ~mmenu art! so e~t r-c-spon::ble ror U1t! caolerlt of the< me:;s019~ . BU Today re-s.er.oe-s tho right to delete or edl 
me~~n9~. 
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Bots\\'ana: Top position hestow·ed on JVIogae 
Posted 011 Wedne.>dm• If A·Jnrc/1 2009 - 12.: 13 
Jvlernar ri.itafirnh1rewa, AfricaNcws reporter in Johannesburg, South Africa 
Former Botswana president F~stus tVIogac will scn·c as the Africun 
Presidential Archiv·es and Research Centre's Sixth African Presideut-in-
Resicience from IOth l'Vforch to the end ofr\'fay 2009 at Roston University in 
the LnHed St~tes. 
He leJL !'or LI-l e United SLaLes on Tuesday, a 
clay after returning from Addis .A.bnbn 
Ethiopia where he allemkd the inaugural 
meeting of the Ontlition fo r Di;1logue on 
Africa Advisoty Bomd. 
The African Pn::s idcn1s-in-Rcsidcncc 
Programme is an tniLiaLive of the African 
Presidential Archives and Res·earch Centre (APARC) al Boston Cnivcrsi ty. The 
programme offers Jn opportunity for former democratically elected Afri can 
leaders to spend up to rwo years ir1 residence at Boston Uni vcrsity. 
It is Je.signcJ Lo provide an opportunity for the former leaders to acclimatize to 
life ufter leaving power hy providing a venue Lhal will val ue and ulilize their 
experience nnd cxpe.ttise. APARC's work complements the mi ssion of Boston 
University's Afric~rn Studies and Afr[ran-Amcrican Stlldics prngmmmcs. 
The cen tre provides rcsident[nl opponuniLics for the leaders to write, lecture, and 
engage the university and tJ1e bro ~ider conrn1unily on African issue~ and matters ol' 
interest. I t is a repository fo r the inlerviev, .. s , v.·Tit ings, pnpcrs, and orhcr documc:ms 
obtained from democratically elected let)ders or A frica ~mcl others \Vho have 
inrluenced the present phnse or (he continent's development. 
Lt functions a:s a venue to examine. debate, and contribute to the development ot' 
current policy regarding Africa. Former ancl ~ urrc nt heads or state, pri vate and 
publ.ic sector leaders, and stu<lenls , among olhers, have pai1ic ipated in policy 
discus~ions on topics such as attracting 1-oreign di rect inves1mcnt, lcadcrshjp, a11d 
land refonn in Africa at APARC's <1nnual A frinm Presiuenli:_il Roundrable 
summils . 
-Botswana ex-president to Boston~ Worldly Boston - Boston's lnllucn. .. http://www .boston.com/new slworld/worldly _ boston/2009/03/bolsw. 
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Botsvvana ex-president to Boston 
i"Mt.lill'f<Jc,I\ 
TOBOST<m 
Boston Unive~ity'sAfric.m Pre.sidentfol An:.hiws and Research Center is 
bringing former ~dent Festus Mvgae of Botswana to the campus for a 
three-month resident fellowship. 
Ch.ules Stith, the fom1e 1· US ambassador to 
. Tanzania and Bost cm civil tights 
.campalgncrwh<) .is cljrcd'OrofthC? Bl,) 
=ter, annonm'()d U!ie appoiotment ohhe 
omtels sixth African president in rnsidenre 
.since 2002 • 
. The n".sidency, fun<led by <1 grant fl'Olll tho 
1
Lloyd G. Balfour Foundation, im~ks 
democratically ~lccte<l former African 
l~clers to spend time at BU sharing ideas 
on Afi:ira'.11 i:.~ sllt.'S, mid working with th"' 
uniwr:;ity\ African stl1dies program. 
Mogae, \,·ho \ \ 'aS Botsw-.iim's jJil!siclcnl frum 
Forn1!lfllctw~na Pro-.:;iocni Fcoluo 1998 lo 2008, is the S(."CQ ml fonner 
Meg"", n wn. Ph~LQ oy hi~•· Bo·twrana pre:sidenl to come lo BU. His 
r.ioon. predecessor, Ketumile Mashc, also was a 
n!Si<lcnl at the a;p ter. Moga e '"ill be in 
Boslou through May. 
l'J.ot~'"':urrn IJ [JS bi?en one of Africa's most stai:>le <lemoct'ild{'S. The 11mdlockcd .southern 
Afrii;:.•rn nJ1ti<1n, which 'borders South Africa, Zimbabwe, Zambia and N11mibiii, ht1s also 
received plaudits for confronting it.:; de~:stllti ng AIDS epidemic heml-on. Up to one i11 
three adllil.s is infoctecl with HIV in the nation of two million people, the BU 
annc;uncemem noted. 
Stith is the fo1mer senior minLo;ter of the Union United .Methodist ·Churd1 in BDston. He 
~vas founder and pr~ident of the 01-g~nization fora Ne\¥ fquillily, whid1 wotks to 
exp~nd economic O!l})O·ltunities for women llnil minorities, and at ONE he h4,1lpcd hnJker 
a major ro!Illnunity rein,,,stmcnt prngwm for poor antl minority oomm1mities. 
3/ 10/2009 3 :34 Pf\/ 
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DATE: Monday, 09 March 2009 (Vo l 26. No. 38) 
Mogae Becomes President-In-Residence 
Former president Festus Mogac will serve as the African Presidential Archives and Research 
Centre's Sixth African President-in-Residence from today to the end of May this year at Bos ton 
University in the United States. 
He leaves for the United States loday, a day after reli;rning 
from Addis Ababa, Ethiopia where he attended the 1ina1ugural 
meeting of the Coalition for Dialogue on ,A.frica Adviisory Board. 
Tile Africa n Presidents-in-Residence Programme is an 
initiative of l he Afric-an Pre sidential Nchives and Res,earch 
Centre (APARC) at Boston 
Univers1ly. The programme offers an opportunily for former 
democratically elec ted African leaders to spend up to two years 
in residence at Boston University. It is designed lo provide an 
opportunity for the former leaders to acclimatise to ~ ifo after 
leav ing power by providing a venue that wi ll value and utilise 
their experience and expe rti se . APARC's work complements 
the mission of Boston University 's African Stu dies and African-
Arr~rican Studies programmes . 
I· 
Advertisement 
Tile centre provides re sidential opportun ities for the leaders to 
w ri e. lecture, <-.n d engage t l1e u 1iive rs ity ancJ the broader 
commun i1y on Mrican issues and n~tters of interest. n is a 
reposilo1y fo1 th e interviews. writi ng s, papers, and othe r 
documents ob tain ed from democratically elected leaders of 
Africa and olhGfS who l1ave infl uence-0 the present phase of 
the continent's development. It functions as a venue to 
exa mine, debate. and contribute to tlie development of current 
policy regarding ;,\frica. Former and CLJrrent heads of state . 
private and public sector leaders. and students, among others, 
have participated in policy cl ~scussions on topics such as 
attracting foreign direct iovestment , leadership, and land reform 
in .4.frica at APARC's annual African Presidential Roundtable 
summits . 
tliPhone 3G 
APARC director and former US Ambassador lo Tanzani<:J, 
Charles -~ . Stith met Mogae at his Phakalane office recently to 
diswss his appointment as t11e Sixth African President-
W1h Orange, now experience 
!he new iPhOne 3G In 
Botswana 
'/N.:W.!.m:ige CO.C'>'I 
- - - -- -in-Residence. "Given the turn that we have seen in US-Africa Advertise Here 
relations. starting wi:h President Clinton and AGOA and 
exp•inding under the Bu sh admini$tratio n, as the Ob<tma acJrninistration inaugurates its new era of 
engagement. a statesman of Pres [den~ r·.010-gae's stature can provide an interactive framt:;work ior America ns 
to understancl the importance of engaging Africa in new ways.'' Stith said at the meetin~J -
Mogae has welconl!?d his appointm;;:nt ;;ind sa id he is both honoured and excited to serve as the next 
il.P/\RC N ric-.an 1-'resident-m-Residence and bridge tl1 e dist<ince t°J•?twe en the United States and the African 
con1inenl. "I am looking forw ard to my time in Boston and I am anxious lo interact intellectually with the 
Bo ston Univers i1y comnilrn ity " 
'Nnile at .~PARC he wil l reflect on issues of interest to him and also contribute to the broader policy 
discussi ons taking place m America about Africa. At the end of three months, l•Jlogae will return home lo 
attend to other engagements. He will return to the United Slates later in tr1e year. Other former African 
leaders who ha··.oe paliicipa1 ed rn lhe ll.PJ.\RC progr;;immc incllJdC Sir Keturnile M;;isire of Botswana. Dr 
'enneth Ka unda of Zambia . Ruth Sando Perry of Liberia, Karl Auguste Offmann of Mauritius and Anto nio 
Mascare nhas f\.•lonte iro of Cape 1/erd e. 
3/ :23.· 200') l I :-1 6 f\l 
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Mogae joins Boston University residence progr!')mme 
09 March, 2009 
GABORONE - Former President Mr Festus Mogae will serve as the African Presidential Archives and 
Research Centre (APA!RC)'s srxth African Prnsident- in~Residenc:e from today until end of May 2009 
at Boston University in the United States of America. 
A news release from his office says the programme !is a Boston University initiative that .Oll·ows 
former democratically-elected African leaders to spend up to two years in residence at the 
university. 
It faclliatate the former leaders' tr-ansition to civilian status by providing a venue that will value and 
utilise their experience and expertise. APARCs'work, says the reilease, complements the mission of 
Boston University's African Studies and African-American Studies programme. 
The centre also provldes residential oppDrtunities for these leaders to write, lecture, and engage the 
university and the broader community on Africari issues and matters of interest relative to Africa. 
"It functions as a venue to examine, debate, and contribute to the development of current policy 
regarding Africa." Furthermore, the release explains that former and current heads Df states, 
private and public sector leaders1 and students, among others, have particlpated in po!ic:y 
discussions on topics such as i;lttracting foreign direct rnvestment, leadership, and land reform in 
Africa st APARC's annual African Presidential Roundtable summits. 
APARC's director and former US Ambassador to Tanzania, Mr Charles Stith met with Mr Mogae 
recently to discuss his appointment. 
In addition, it says Ambassador Stith said: "Given the turn that we have seen in US-Africa 
relations, starting with President Clinton and AGOA and expanding under the Bush administration, 
as the Obama administration inaugurates its new era of engagement, a statesman of President 
Mogae's stature can provide an Interactive framework for Americans to understand the importance 
of engaging Africa in new ways." Mr Mogae 'in accepting his appointment sal~d : "I am both honoured 
and ex·cited to serve as the next APARC African President-in-Residence and bridge the distance 
between the United States and the African continent. 
"I am IDoking forward to my time In Boston and am anxious to interact intellectually with the 
Boston University community ." BOPA · 
Return to main news index 
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The African Presidential Archives and Research Center's 
AFRICAN PRESIDENT-IN-RESIDENCE PROGRAM 
ANNUAL REPORT 
2009 
APPENDIX C 
2009 News Coverage about the African Presidential Archives and Research Center 
at Boston University (APARC) 
African Leaders State o(A(rica Report 2008, Released February 2009 
Full Shangwe. February 27, 2009 - "African Leaders State of Africa Report 2008" 
Mwananchi, February 28, 2009 - "Balozi Stith ashangaa Afrika kumchagua Gaddafi" 
ThisDay, February 28, 2009 - "JK named among Africa ' s most 'democratic' leaders" 
Kulikoni, February 28, 2009 - "Maslahi binafsi yanachangia viongozi Afrika 
kutong'atuka" 
The Citizen, February 28, 2009 - "Ex-envoy: Gaddafi unfit for AU chair" 
Sunday Citizen, March I, 2009 - Editorial cartoon 
City Press, February 22, 2009 - "Growth painful, never linear" 
** SABC International, February 19, 2009 - Ambassador Charles Stith interview on 
African Diaspora 
** SABC International, February 16, 2009 - Ambassador Charles Stith interviewed on 
African Views 
*""Radio 702, Febrnary 16, 2009 - Ambassador Charles Stith interviewed on The Redi 
Direko Show 
** SABC International, February 16, 2009 - Ambassador Charles Stith interviewed on 
180 Degrees Live 
** SABC International, February 13, 2009 - Ambassador Charles Stith interviewed on 
Point Blanc 
** CNBC Africa, February 13 , 2009 - Ambassador Charles Stith interviewed on Power 
Lunch 
Afi"ican Presidential Archives and Research Center 
PIR Annual Report 2009 
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MMegi, February 12, 2009- "APARC launches African Leaders Report" 
**Radio Botswana News, February 12, 2009 - Report on release of African Leaders 
State of Africa Report 2008 
id: Radio Botswana, February 12, 2009 - Interview with Ambassador Charles R. Stith 
Zambia Daily Mail, February 12, 2009 - "United States of Africa Attainable" 
The Post, February 12, 2009 - "Gadaffi not Best Leader to head United Africa" 
** Radio Hot FM, February 11 , 2009 - Report on release of African Leaders State of 
Africa Report 2008 
**Radio Phoenix, February 11 , 2009- Report on release of African Leaders State of 
Africa Report 2008 
H Radio Q FM, February 11 , 2009 - Report on release of African Leaders State of 
Afi-ica Report 2008 
A{i'ican Presidential Roundtable 2009: Leadership Challenges o(Land Reform in Africa 
Aji-ican Business. March 1, 2009 - "Obama presidency lifts US-Africa Roundtable to new 
plane" 
Modern Ghana News. April 25, 2009 - "King Adamtey of Ghana to participate in African 
Presidential Roundtable" 
Afi'icaNews Analysis. April 27, 2009 - "US-Africa Roundtable opens in Berlin" 
Ghana Web.com. April 27, 2009 - "Rawlings leaves for Germany" 
dpa Picture Alliance. April 27, 2009 - "Photo of German President Horst Kohler, 
Ambassador Charles Stith, and former heads of state at working luncheon" 
Modern Ghana News . April 28, 2009 - "Rawlings participates in African Presidential 
Roundtabl e 2009" 
MyJoy Online. April 28, 2009 - "Rawlings in Berlin for African Presidential Roundtable" 
EarthTimes.org. April 29, 2009 - "Former African presidents call for land reform at Berlin 
talks" 
Aji'ican Presidential Archives and Research Center 
PIR Annual Report 2009 
APPENDIX C 
• 
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Deutsche Welle . April 29, 2009 - "Ute Schaeffer reports on the African Presidential 
Roundtable" 
Deutsche Presse-Agentur. April 29, 2009 - "Former African presidents call for land reform 
at Berl in talks" 
Boston Globe. April 30, 2009 - "BU convenes African leaders in Europe" 
MyJoy Online. May 3, 2009 - "Ex-President Kufour returns from World Bank Land Reform 
meeting" 
Ghana Web.com. May 4, 2009 - "Rawlings calls for efficient land administration system" 
GhanaDot.com. May 4, 2009 - "Former President Kufour attends World Bank Land Reform 
meeting" 
CultureLinx. May 5, 2009 - "African Presidential Roundtable Conference in Berlin" 
Bay State Banner. May 7, 2009- "German President Horst Kohler hosts APARC working 
luncheon" 
COLOR Magazine. May 11 , 2009 - "German President Horst Kohler hosts AP ARC Director 
Ambassador Stith and former African heads of state for working luncheon" 
Afi·ican Business: June, 2009 - "Unscrambling Africa" 
**Does not appear in packet 
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African. Leaders State of Africa Rcrport 2008!! 
Ambassador Charl es R. Stith 
(Dar es sa laam) - His Excell ency Jakaya Kikwete is one of 15 Afri can leaders to be 
featured in the African Presidential Archives and Research Center's (APARC) African 
Leaders State of African Report 2008 . The report, in its seventh years, is one of A PARC's 
core projects and represents a unique pe rspective on Africa, one that refl ects positive 
development towa rd democratic and free market reform on the contin ent by featuring 
the visions and strategies of democrati cally elected African heads of state. 
Ambassador Ch arles R. Stith , APARC Director and former U.S Ambassador to Tan zania, 
wi ll tra ve l to seven African nations in conjunction with the official release of the State of 
Afri ca ReµorL 2008. Ambassador Stith wi ll release the State of Africa n Report in 
Tanzani a on February 27. ·with stops in Berlin, London , Botswana , Cape Verde, 
Mauritius, Mozambique, South Africa, Tanzania and Zambia, Ambassa dor stith hopes to 
increase awareness of successfu l democratic and economic growth initiatives on the 
continent . 
Since its inception in 2002, every element of the Report, from its purpose to its design , 
has received ricco lades in the West and on the continent. In a cont inued effort to ensure 
that the Afri can point of view is widely disseminated to in vestors, th ose who influence 
U.S. policy towards the African continent, and future generations of African leadership, 
APARC has to date distributed over 14,000 copies of the first six editions of t he Report 
to internati ona l po liticians and poli cy makers, major media outlets, NGO's and 
founda tion s concerned with Afr ica, Afr ican Embassies, major universities, and African 
heads of state. 
3!3012009 I I 23 AM 
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This year, the participating African countries include : Ben in, Botswana, Cape Verde, 
Ghana, Kenya , Liberia, Malawi, Mali , Mauritius, Mozambique, Namibia, South Africa, 
Tanzania, and Zambia. The leaders of these countries were invited to this Report 
because of their marked commitment to democracy and free-market reform. 
The Afr ican Leaders state of Africa Report Is an Initiative of the African Presidential 
Archives and Research Center (APARC) at Boston University and is funded by the United 
states Agency for International Development (USAID) . APARC has taken an 
unprecedented approach to studying democratization and free-market reform in Africa . 
Through a residency program for former democratically elected African leaders. APARC 
provides a forum for sharing the insights and expertise of past and present leaders. 
APARC is also intended to serve as a setting for policy debates and deliberations on 
democratization and free market reform in Africa . 
AFRICAN PRESIDENTIAL ARCHIVES AND RESEARCH CENTER 
African Leaders' State of Africa Report 2008 Highlights 
Governance 
In a context of global crisis two words define the political situation of the countries 
feature in this year's report - change and resili ence. 
The unity government in Kenya has proven to be the solution to last year's selection 
crisis, which encapsulates change. That Kenya remains on the list of Africa's viable 
democracies is reflection of resilience . 
In his contribution to this year's State of Africa Report, Ghanaian President John Kufour 
wrote confidentially of country about to enter its fifth cycle of Presidential elections. 
That confidence has been borne out in another peaceful transition of power in Ghana. 
Tanzanian President Jakaya Kikwete reflects on the challenges of managing the union of 
Zanzibar and the Republic, while equally confident that the spirit of umoj a (unity) that 
has characterized this union from the beginning will define that relationship into th e 
future. 
In his letter to the nation, South African President Kgalema Motlanthe assures the 
nation that despite the unanticipated change in leadership, south Africa's democracy is 
alive and well, in both in spirit and constitutionally. 
In his last contribution to the African Leaders' State of Africa Report, the late Levi 
Mwanawasa, President of Zambia, offered a fitting summary to where t he continent is 
politically and economically . His insight proves to be a fitting epitaph for one of Africa's 
most capable leaders. He wrote, "even where progress is modest, we must still recognize 
it because it signals that, at least for now, the worst may be over if we cont inue to make 
the progress that we have been making ." 
Investment and Development 
Botswana 
The Citizen Entrepreneurial Development Agency has so far approved 177 proj ects 
valued at P124 million ($16,020,807) in the current financial year; bringing the total 
number of projects financed through the programme to 2,229 at a total value P 1.27 
billion ($164,084,074) . These have already crated 12,567 new jobs. 
Ghana 
The successful and spectacular issuance of a Eurobond on the London Stock Exchange to 
raise $ 750 million for infrastructure development was over subscribed by over $ 3 
bi l lion, and this was Ghana 's first attempt ever on th e market. 
Liberia 
This year witnessed a significant increase in the number of investors seeking investment 
initiatives through the National Investment Commission (a mong which) included s 30 
million from noted African American Robert Johnson. 
Mozambique 
The arrival of nearly 771,000 tourists and an increase in lodging capacity by 17,000 
beds (translated into) the collection of receipts on the order of $163 ml Ilion , which 
corresponds to a growth rate of seventeen percent . (This has meant ) the creation of 
more t han 37,000 new jobs fifty percent of which are occupied by women . 
Namibia 
Th e National Housing Enterprise (NHE) in 2006 - 2007, more than N$30 million was 
invested in the construction of new homes. For 2007 - 2008 period, an amount of about 
$N76 .2 million wa budgeted to build 700 new homes. 
South Africa 
In the programme to provide sustainable human settlements (South Africa) is now able 
to provide 260,000 housing units per annum, and an agreement has been reached with 
the South Afri can Local Government Association to place a moratorium on the sale of 
land that can be availed for the housing programme. 
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Balo'zi Stith 
ashan.xaa /\l'rika 
u 
k urn ell ag.ua I . 
Gaddafi 
· Tu:msifu S.1U!J<'i 
~l .>H0%1 1q i<1<1t<tit11n ~1,,:.-.i111 
ridti1 d n o ~\ J...un1{.'1.'Jllj w:1 kittto 
d 1;1 \il.allh n1.r 1m.s11.1I:. 't' '' Ai rik . .< 
l' tl!I i.'i mc1 ;.'.i~ 11t1 d1.1 ;>r,~ t nii 
M~td;ll r l. 1_,\J 'Al!l-) ~·1t.'lllmgi;i 
i :lt;\ rl1;) Sti<lr ;im\'scirrn . mar;.h 
w~ Mill:.:! tv.tliJ;1.1m1 l:umdl.)1;'\r 
:llA> ~, 1 ua1 rnar. t::id\L)ll ·.-.~ 1 hlPr• 
lL1 ~·~.~ ·Ml•,1r1w'-'kit1 ·;\.' ;l Unwfa \'fJ 
M11.'.:.L . . 
:\k1nin;\<1tm:3 1~·;ihti l•.'J u~ha~ 1 -
r.i w;r 1i pt)i1 ya h•il°! . ~ M1il.;ll kw~ 
JllWJh1 j.1a.: .. Halofj ,')1ilh a lh \·t{) l 
J;11w;t l ;h~fi<; '. >.1.I liU)'" hawl'7.1 .lufl. 
lll~lll~ Jiol l:U ittfJ_ ll f.Wi.]lli l ~)i,1 ., 
l1u••J1 I. m:il\1 1~111~ l'i' ~iucJm1ni 
11~ 1r1;:1 j ibil:.i j i J;wa km1•J i r.l L1 lak•: 
i;;1J1td :.l'iczi· kW.J ~ 11'~dn m.; i1.,J,-, 
turyo. · 
'Nl lt.i f ~1H tult • .i~·; , ~-l'i·i W.i.1lrll;;1 
kumd 1;1i;u l l..Hl,) J1 );\ ~ •, ;1 
111••1 , ·1 1y.-1.111 .. ll;\'I J,:i rm;:;o t ; imro 
.!1 ;1 k-'•l' l td~l ~ .. ,I r:IJJ• (:;ilftli.jJ i; l ~ ijh. I 
.\)~l~t! k:1i I ~;;. m.k'.1 l. 1ICilJ,. ,\,i l I lJ.;;.L: .J~l 
ln ji::i. (},m~mi 10 ((iJ'Jl). T11 11~h i 1: 1 i · i j · '.1lu m a'b1,j ·, ~.u•.' l(t~-~ •mu.· 
I ~.tia~.I 1~1.i~1 h1 y.~n~}~4:\~"':u) i:.~ · ) l.;1 
I 
r tlr 1!-., .r, . 1 1.~"\.YI UJ A! ~. nln;;·t ·1' 111~! 
•\lb,:111 ·J 1 _h~iJhf.~\1 V'll IJ~j{'{~/~ . -~\.\;ic 
,\J~i~~:i ~1'1 ·· fo !Tm lv.•c. ;;-i1 ~-,1 1 r~<h · . 
. __ • .; 1i i1 l..~ rn f <·: .·,·( .!hl11..::·: ,:.1 •• 1: 11 ·~- 1r: 
r1i:: i.I ~- t:l~. I ' j)~lhl.:i_,.; I ! U-1 H:t·:u 
I it l.i P t 1t. lt1 1 11? 111. ~ l · ;t1!1;H,~ ; 01 \ · ~11,1 1 
I ;,·:1 11 ,j:,1·,i .\•),) 1;·.11111 ~t .. i:t.1i;-i !; . ~ . 1 ~ \ I ~1 1 .J ~' i\·~1 • 1 . ti1 1 , r\'~~ ml-.0~111 h'. •,'1 • 
• ,:,j .~~ !ti i; ,. 1 l-\\i \'r',I l.11h~ llJ : ~ J , J~. ~':.'.." dJil 
1._",. h'. .1 .,. ... (.:t) It ll· I '-' YO ,, 1 1 ~.· !-.. •1; ~ 
k :" ~H I I • l.•''.•lll il bm:~ ~. t:d1-
lj lll l ~l ~: .;m~1 nrh:...~ ~-n I" !r(l n.! 
k 11 n 11g1 11(.~\'il llil .\l•n· .1~11u 1 hJJiu ... 
K ..1JUb1llJ()~ .\yt..•: l ' rl! !i;1 \ ' '.\',ll ~ lL­
l\l.:n 1111 i1h ,.._., ,-,lw lJ. 
,\ Ji w1J1~ liLt\\'il uu1 f11J 1 1i~ 1 : . n-
~' '"· 1 11,i · Khr1m c-ll~ k~· k.llJ).;J U<!F .l 
i·;1 i\I r ll,11 1111•t·(1t1f ,CSf i;1 ' li; i~<r 
\. .. 'Ul~iJ7 I \\'1t l!11 Yi(• rtitl } lilt"l"~titkJ 
~·.11tg ·.~ 1 u l:. 1 ~t1.11 . 1t.,, n. rn ~.t11 • .1tJ1i:)..\ 
J.:ushtil kowa . 
-'•J:Jp ;L ~dt! 1r\'. 1 ;_o_,j~·,'. .: fu\lff..cl 
1rn ·l1 l r g,, L\'.1 ','t<'' fl.h.:t;:l •; i.'.J '\l ri ~ . ;i. 1;,i 
: 11 :!,d1 cri 1u 1.11~ ,,.,~ .\i \~i1U1 1 1 •1::..s.41; ~..-•. 1 
i'a111I .• 1 .1llJ<1a 1!1d1 ~1li<J..'I'' 1:1k1:t1w.1 
. 1 1 d •.~p·. 1 f'illl l UJlllW:l i k1 k111 c: ··\ ~'. t 
n:-l 1 1 1~ul: o--: 1 Q b? i·. :i ,1- 1'!1 .... t11 11 n1 u .1 
k[)j;,1i." jfo•:D.I ~li lh . 
,•\!.;tri U'i~llm ll l ! llh1 1 II." t','.) r~'t.. 11) , 1 
o.i li.H:' ll'l:l l;.Ut..\',tj ~ :.rn t;.Jn ~'t < I :'Cl' .ll°kidi. }"l: 
K ~·; 1 r. 1 11 lt.ni·d1-1 'l:u~~tl i ~ 111 ~:l,}Y 1r 1 · 
fr,j :llm:·,J. \\'.J JJl\'f.:l i-:.1 j ·'.: ll ;J 2. IHb.Jt• 
u Lik:;r <1Mh .~od ~~n lv1tik• w ri.;;a l1 
h i·~"' 11:1 °r.U1)Il\' h,lll;1 ki ~]) .. 1li )~liib 
11l tu1 ; 1r.1 \ 't1l nl;h1 1i J L""vh.i~uta ill.;:-11 ,\ 
llLu w.1 deJll~1k1 .1> i:i b i>lu . 
I • 
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JK named among Africa's most 'democratic' leaders 
THISDAY REPORTER 
~:C' ~~ s-a!~'TI 
PRE..;::smf.NT j:ilay.;. Kik-wcre is .~ml)ng 1 5 Afri-c;;.n 1.:-atlers wh;j h•we iinc:essii.tlly·· .. l~i their 
· rn unttl·~ hdrnc wlth d~mo.:raL­
ic pr!ntiplc,, nccordirig to a r~- · 
port b)' !n~ r\lii cBn l'n:~id~ut!a.l 
Archi\•c:s 4.1.'1-cl Rcicar.;;h C\•mrr .. 
(APAP:f;). 
l'r~~nlh1i; tii<:: report in · 
D~_r -=~ Safa~m ;'llstcrd:i1; forn1e·r 
'L'nltcd ·srath' ~mbt•~~dc;r m. 
Ttt!!t'.:Jifa ·chail e-~ Stith, s:i id . t.'ie 
Klkw,ere- GCf"er.rmicill h:;s cr>nc 
l'I coID.n1md.;hl~ j11!i, F'artirn-
br:y l.n Maling with .:cir°nrption, 
h'h'.!\."h}" StVe!'.li hoJd~r,. of nigh 
pt1h!ic office £1CslS h<iV<!· i()u;1d 
lht!'.rn$d\"C;bt:in~ DrDSl'Ci:lled. 
''Ft1..~hknt ~ KJ.kw~[,:.° h<!£ 
siwwn ·k>!cn int~t in t1~r~~\y 
ngh lins the \'ice of corruptfon, .. 
~<lid Stith, ihl". .AI'ARC <llr<"ctor. 
\~hn'~etv&l a~ us ~mhassado r t~ 
'!'.rnzanl~ lrnm 1993 toi!UUl . 
1-tc .11i:i<l.cd th.at in th~ th!ee 
ye•m or .<itJ ~i nee t;t.ktft:g O'l'tr the 
presidency, Kil:wdc: hai·ddiba~­
·atefy,.iliove. tp !m prm~ bal'k -so· 
·XD.JKONl Jumm1o.si l'cbmtri .:8, 200~ 
JEROME RISA$1 
:::~:- .;s 5c-:~·.; 7, 
c.fo11llld ttono.m1c 1><::rviccs to the 
rnuntrr~. d ,tiz,;nry ir. lxitb mblr. 
:ma rur.tl. iltili. 
A•·wrdinJ; .Lu Slitli , Ki~·wi;:~ 
11.lso ru:Q£ ·hi~ i:iurk as Afrkan 
Union. chrun'n-an nvi:r ·lhi; past 
yc-,1r,, !JO{ . q~!y in h.:lpi~g .~lll'C 
cm1Rk-t~ · fo ~s6me·· Afridin 1<1a1c> 
h1it ;ifso irvfc.'.isterln.g d~mucraq• 
• antl · go'od .govera'Uic~. 
. l ·k . dt~il . sp~~!it~. e:x2:mpf~~ 
<i:( ~1 1 .:ct~~ .:°C1nflict · r.~solmiciil 
:.stcirit;j; 01.~ Ken;"" ~"- Comorc;i>, 
'·illid Zinib:ib•-:l~. The . Af'ARC 
repbn al~ - o.thtpwlcdg<!d =ih:it 
Mrlran iiiller:i iiow 11pp~3r iible 
to ·=&l:rnJ fsn .1hcir ow.,· to . ml;·~ 
mh~r . ~·~ntll rtg. <;rili4;>Jl w .!l.llkts, 
s\fcb ::s thcJ Drtr!i.1 r ire-a in Sud.an: 
S!.i th ..said th~ T;in7.:.n i•lll ec.ono· 
· ·my h~ ~:~dsomc )tabilltf. l!-1 
m~keting .lu ·goo.d~ hClth bi:;i!lr 
~od i'il}pori:eJ, i.mlic:afr~g; :. th~t· 
individual in~omt:> ~hive ·· iin'-
provcd rornmc extent C1lmpim;d 
to .~om~y~n:ago:' .. 
He smd 11bts!dent· t:1ki-.. 1it~ • 
ha~ mirl~d to uialntiJir:. thc. 
L':Oun:ry':>- ·"'tct:.ited cu!~ ·of 
p!!~c~. cli:.,9ik .the. clia:lle;1ge 
pooea b1• ~· 5i aki'm1tc . in..!nip~e­
·t-iieming ihe · 7.anii~t~ P,~ie 
accord {Mu.ifak:i). Sri:th said ~~t r~fo~m on tiv: ~nt.in·c:nr.: .by 
Af'.'\R~ \'>"a$ lritiodllud v.j.th (ealurirag llu: vis.ions an<l ·~:u~· 
th{ airii M pii.1yidin{ ·kfricru1 iies of d11rpo~"n11.k.;l.lrelected 
fo~dcr~ wi!h H. {QD.Jm tl.1 .Sp~~ -. Afilc.-m hads uf ~ates;: . the ~x· 
to :the'·world a!Xiitl ~ r~eif hope$ : IJS"e-nvoyto Ta.ri~~nia cxp~~d. 
an.:i d.re.ams. ~$.w~ ! .~their 'j:iro- ".\!'A.RC ha$. ,. l.:tk.!n a.>I unpkc~ · 
'.gi"~_n{~~ :~&;ptil iti~s for their · e~t¢q . ;,.p.Jl~acl1 .1-rr · ahi~{ing 
ri:spl!>:ti\;t coun·~i~~- dcmocraiEZatii-inaiid fr«: nfarkc.t 
. H~ .s:i!d d.1t: African · k:id~ rcl'orm!n Aftici.."'h~ =~Td~.J. 
:- ~·,,~te of Afr.ii:a. ~port :206S; Apartfuim ·Tll.1\ta.11i<1 , co11.n. · 
.·'ri6\vJi1.µs se''"«~!°i~ );t!ai', ·i& oite: of fnci. me~ru:ied :!n thi: ·ll:fi()rt 
~~~C.S:Core pro_ie.:tl'.. · indutk l!enln. Bri~~aa; :<::.ifa 
· ~ti- reprt'.Sen~ _.i: 'u.nique per· Vertie~ Ghana; l!«eyn. Ll!ic;ri;>i.. 
i<~tivc on Afrka ... on<: th;i.t Mal;rwi, Mali; _MaUri~itJS, M~~ 
nifi~~:i J'(i~ithc; de\·clopme-rtt~ . Y.a°i:\.w!quc; .~ajl)Jl#• .Sou!lii)..1".:_ 
· toW2i~rilwi1ierf!lk imci frEe inu;· : , iifii/l't#~dZ&mllili .. • . · ' 
. . :.;..··...- ·~ ·, . . . . . 
Habar:i 5 
I MH.IY/.\\';\ km~~ vt,yngc:.z ~ v1~r~ v."'J. E'ar:.:i ti! ;.\Jlil;.3 ha•'l"'~Lll_~ ktmt:'~~·.ib 111"d~1.;b n i kupi:<:h~1 &n,!! ·.:l·r1 1ig~1 k·. -.·~ ::..1b.ibn ·,\'all~ ­
.f.lt."i.tn1\"i't! n:~' ~~1*~ hlni:.i~i .i la · h~vyu 
k11 hn~i~~ ~+, ;) r~L~~1rt\f!l~i 7 i r.abi.71l\c.:~.;.!b!Ji 
'. \·~J:y,,:o, nje YJ. .. rl~i1d. r:tr~~U!. 
.H~ r.·v ;· :-u:h.~:-~1." rr1 ·.,n f.Hi..:. .:ld H~kJ:rJ 
r. · : bJrl~;. Sttt;i ~! ji1 \! Dr:.r e.~ Sabti.n1 "·~a.kau 
akifo~ i:ip,,l ~ k~1lw 1fo r.t:1 !l~ . u l t'<Hfa} ~ "''.J 
'- i~>r:'(•')~.i """ .'ifri.ka, • :~·. ~.:iv<> i11xf.tU1'i-
;=;n1b-J. 'r'C L'i~t uJ.j ·,·vJhi k;n•rrt baku. ~ v,1;1 
~'*1-~?r!"k~n} !tchin1 rrn .. ·,1ka 19-9.S b~1tH 
.:'.fl(IJ ;1li~c1!1~ . i;cha yJ. -.<i.o Ht:jOzi l:wJ 
~:utnkubali k:uha:di1i!"1 pfo \'l"il..>ii1kwe11i1 
~•rn£{::1ui< :i mad:crnk;r.ii wJ.kih°ofr~ 
..:1:°'1'1:iki·.1·:f ku l<.,k:;11.m ''" \•ttt't.1l1 ,_...,.,. 
ub.11~l1iriJu ·...-:l!iv"·c)\'1l~cor~ wa.ki\~'J 
h1 ... :n 1\ ~ 1n~~ml~ii~a. ~ 
ki tnk:idlOL<)ki'<l 1;a T<:<mindisb bl:ilia \Ii 
kuk~.o.' 1:?'.l n:~kOnH v-a s.hcria. k.~tn;l ; 1~a\y. 
otoh;i.~ l:.wa ,,· enl.i. r.»~ ,.Ji ::,·cna l:.:1l o~i 
Sti7h. 
l..·w~ u;i:itihu:-iji w·a :ajirn hrua i...-.~~ 
;·.·,wiw:ik~ aru1r.;:pti ahliraj~. i.en£" l.i!. 
rip·u< "- liiyl) kuw.~ s-oko la {t.silhr:fa SO 
5a'\\1'n n~i. \V',~tti..~~{l)C, 
Pfa rndiungaji huyo ~.:ffi?~ifi;1 !bis 
faby:a ICLkwcri!° b •:<1 ku~-n:m di:'mokm~ · 
~-,i:; nchini tli.\ k~punguza ~hw·~ k\\-a 
ki;i,~i klkubwa, lien~ V;\ kuk>i.biliwa n.t 
ch;ing:i,moto.ya.ul..i1iti1Vth;i iliyoj iH>ki!za 
l:ar!l;,i t:a~lsl mhttlimh.ili 7:a um11m 
:\chin!. 
WJ .. ma CUF na G mm Ch;1 Miloindnzi 
( CC~[). Bf\1,;.-1 .Stith <lfaema .kuw.a 
;111.a<imin i !tii~ Kib.;.:t.:· atammi.i furs-a 
)''lt ~HPa!1i il!yop<.> Twt:'i.nia k.ltih kuli-
p•lll:~ 1il ~1rn ~~lJ s:utib ~iil~). _ • 
'"-n ut.afin kali'-;1 ::.chi 1 ~ . · ·-
/~ fl'-!! n}:t ri1 1~"'> 1 ; h1r,: . .l : nb~\.VO r~ 1r3 
~.ib k.o.itL1! ,:w.1 im. ·nmk.n~o · in11la·l\l 
nl i\\.;iE, ~mb~vc: n i :n;?b;dlllko i:lll 
k.ni!!ckeb:~h~ j:1r:1hc-. .Jilosi.'..l !I£. b:ladhi 
\"I !. V~CI H£;lYl1 r.•;;J K~=li'rik:.i h.:u·. -;~ 1;ik i 
i~u; ~lfi~:i ! l°,\lj ;)IY'' _ .. . ... . 
;\.k? . .fJ.t:·!~\.I.{ /.~ l. l ~ l~.~\~...:ht.:j...g .. ·~JJ ~lll.b , 
~ \•it.in'go-zi we•~)' l! huTk~l Y·' 
:;tmf;'·::ng'•.mi:> urm~. <11.:1r:t H)'lllgj l)mw 
11.l · ,!~hu wa. rnad:irak.\, II<! kuwd:e-;_,_ 
!.:lo :i.j!ti y-.1 ni.1,,.J;1 hr bimiisL 1-Ji\-·yo 
l•' .m.1pu t ~ki.,':t ku,iitt;;.ul l! huho l.l i< 
~·U.\~Ji na l m;,·l~., ;;.llrJ~:l.j J :u,,:~1 . k-.una 
;tut-1g,.1z:. n Ll.!_) w·.J.I CL"\:t ~ !:Ml-1 nt:1.b.:1ohllko r~ 
kurudia fta.li \-a0 \U.. tn\WJ ·., .. ~r.L'.wez~. 
l;,urikfa len):" °ti :1~hi z.io, ~mb-.i:<, n\ 
kuw~l~~e;1 r,-,.:ic.ndc~o wa11anchi ikiw;'. 
ni pa.mo};; n:. ktM.i. n ,i l3ifa li1~ahx1n ­
gozv..·.1 ldc.k:-it ~ 1:t} . ,-.t· .. ~::. 
.. ~\.li ~~rn.! n1iv11c:::ic.<" il?nl·r,1yo J:tr.1il 
y:t \~/aafd.k:., ir,:\r:1t::tk:: ni !~WJng~:~.d-: J 
Akir.11CJ1:um:L.i:: kulLU~LaJ·:,\ na 
rrru;il:ib .,,.;, l;;;isiqs.1 L'.;1m:ib-.i:r .knn }"J 
P..m~ Kikwct<: m rnmop k!in n1 
marais J5 walkxba,~iw:i na Kituo ch« 
Uraiiri n~ N1'-i1bu.\.!.uinbll 7Al M:irais w;1 
Afrilra (,.i:PARC) ~wr.a kuom:::;;ha 
miai\fl. Pl'n~n.: pendeke:w hl!o Um; .. 
(Okana n·a h.'Uimarih i....,-;i amhnl ya 
Tanzani~ kim.;.naifa.~ ali&mil mdrn11 -
g.i.jt hu:.•o. 
• 
I 
• 
l\llchungajl Balo:i:i Ch;1 rf~s Stt(t1 Wa Mare1<ani, i.1¥.iz:Llugum:ta Jl;l waamll$lll wa li:abari, Oar iiJS 
Salaam iaml lmhu·stJ ripotl ya llo1111oil katlka Arric.1 ya mwalca 2oun. 
I 
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Ex-envoy: Goddafi 
unfit for AU·. chair 
From pag:e 1 
Mr Sllth said Mr C.addafl c<iuld 
riot stand i·u1d de-few~. ~~·i'1G1'; 1.<1uod 
~ovema.nc~. traaspan::11<:y. 
economic reform and 
accountabllily. whic:!l he hardly 
1)rnctlces in his country. 
" It is un[o1;1u11atc for Africans to 
chaos(: Mr Griddafi as Lhd!' 
chairman , what is he goi ng to say 
at the G:W mi:. (~ ting·t We: 11 ecd 
setiot1 s people t(> further serio11s 
decisloas o f the .l\lrknn continen t." 
he said. 
The c~n:dibil.i ty and 
chilr{n' l <?.ristics of Afri can leaders 
sho uld h i: bu ilt over construc tive 
rnmar~:s wilkh tl~e kadt:rs make 
wlllm l.aU:i ng abou t major im>nq.\i 
and rdorms ior the prnsjlcri ty of 
th e conlim:nl, he said. 
Ho\'' t~ v<:r. fw h11cke<l the idea of 
the l:nited States of :\frit'a .. ~aying il 
was not new ;is it was Iir !il 
;1 rlic:1.1l<1tcd in EH-ills ch1unpion e:d b~· 
Mwa limu Nyerere and Ghanaian 
Pn:s id1 ~nt l\ir\vame l\'kl"llmilh , 
"Wha t we want l o hear s(•riD11s 
pt!fJple lead ing the continent and 
ahl·i: to solve serious conterns on 
the Dem.ocrn ti c Republic or Confio, 
neacekt:1~pin g missions to Sudan 
and also places like So r11alia." he 
said . 
The Cltizen iailcd lo obtain a 
cn111ment frnm Lib1·an clept1ty 
ambassador iH charge of 
•;f.~~: ~•t 
C'OoperaUon, .Mr Moli~rned 5<1_~-.i. , ;:,:; 
his mobile '~~~':'~. w<ls off and no 
•:i•:;.: plcked tin~ office phon~s . 
R.ut yesterday Mr .Sassi was 
quoted by media as saying It was 
wise !o ~ive Mr Gaddall time to 
prnve wha1 he was capable of dolni:i 
for the continent . 
Ill his list of [)iiorlt.ies Mr 
GaddaH has ·set to ta(:kl e v.;hen 
serv ing the AU. were dealing with 
the proble ms !he. (:ontinent has 
been fac ing wlllch r:omprJscs 
po.litical a11d eco11omlc \'. rises some 
of whlch like tbe DRC conHi<.:t, the 
Madagascar political unr(:st, 
l\'11\urllaci ia and Sudan's Darfu r 
rcgi{m he had started working on 
th1:rn. 
Mr Gaddafi sur.ceed<~d 
pre.sidell l Jaka~a Kikwetc in the AU 
cha.lrm a n~hip' last month . He is 
knov.-n <is 'I staunch support of 
;\frica·s slnfl l1: gnvernJil<!11 t idf.'.a. 
In gener.:i.! con.unems. Re:v Stith 
s;iid politirn!, soda! ilnd economic 
problems nolwithst<inding. Afric:1 
was he,1d in i:: ifl <1 right di rec t io_rJ as 
!cir ;1:; politl.cal. and eco11ri111ic 
translur.m;1 ti nns are con~of"ned. 
He called African lead~rs to 
take own initiatives In solving their 
problems. · 
· 1\-leanwhile, President Kikwete 
ha..'> lc.<itured among the best 15 
Mricao lc~;id ers ln the 2fl08 African 
I~cad~rs State of Afr!ca report. . 
· · [·f(1w1~ver, Hev Stith said despite 
Boston University's Afri.can Presidential Archives and Research. Centre dire.:tor, the Rev Charles Stith, 
speaks to journalists in Dar es Salaam yesterday during the relea~e of the Afric:a.n Leaders state of 
African Report 21)(}8. Rev Stith was the US ambassador to Tanzania . . 
featuring in the top 15 African 
leaders, Presldcilt Kikwetf! fol•ed a 
daunting challen!,li: of matntalning 
t he unio.p. between Tirngnnylka and 
Zanzibar. 
"P1esidc11 l Kikwek has featured 
in the report with the challenges of 
managing the uniou \\1hile equally 
conHclt~nt that the spjr Jt of unity 
tha.t l1as d1aracterlt>t!d the uni<Jn 
from the beginning will define the 
relalinushi.p int(l the future," said 
..1 ~ ru'f 11.n.r M11..r 1 •1t-.,.,_AN 
Am bttssador Stith , 
Rev Sllth sen'ed as US envoy in 
til l! country from 1:998 en 2001. His 
temire ended a month after the 
bombing of the US tm1hassy In Dar 
es Salaam. 
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A PARC launches African Leaders Report 
MONKAGEDI GAOTLHOBOGWE 
Staff Writer 
The US funded African Leaders Report, which assesses the p-erformance of African state 
presidents will be l aunched in at the Cresta Lodge this morning. President Ian Kha.ma ail so 
foatUJre.s In tho report which featwres 15 demo·craticaHy elected African leaders. 
The report. now in its sevenlh year, is published by .1he African 
Presidentia l Are.hives and Reseatch Center (APAAC), at 
Boston University (USA) and is funded by USAID. This yeat's 
report faatur~s 15 African leade rs . 
According 1o a release from 1he center the repor1 is one of 
APARC's core projects aod represents a unique perspective on 
Africa ; ''one that rn~lects positive dev;;lo,pment toward 
deroocratic and free market reform on the co rilinetat by 
featuring the visions and strategies of democratically elected 
African heads of st<lte .~ 
The ,Africa report wi11 be launched by Charles Stitl1, APAJRC 
Director and former US ambassador to Tanzania, who wi ll 
travel to seven Af1 ican nations in conjunction with the official 
release of the State of P..frica report 2008. The release says 
Arnb<1ssador Stith will release tlie State of Afr,ica report in 
Botswana on February 12, with stops i,n Berlin, Londori , Cape 
Verde, Maurilius. Moza111bique, Sout11 Africa, Tanzania , and 
Zambia . .. 
Advertisement 
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Ambassador Stith hopes to increase awareness of successful democratic and economic growth initiatives 
on the continent. He will be meeting with former president Festus Mog.ae while in Bots.v1ana", the statement 
from APARC says. 
The statement says since its inception in 2002, ·every element of the ri;;port from its plirpose tits design, has 
received accolades in the Wesl and on the conl inent. 
"In a continued effort to ·ensure that the African point of view is widely disseminated to investors, lhose who 
influence U.S po licy towards the .A.frican continent, and ruture generations of .A.frican leadership, AP.II.RC 
has to date dislributed over ·14000 copies of the first six edrtions of the report to in1ernational politicians and 
policy makers. major media outlets . NGO's and foundations concerned with Africa, African embassies_ 111ajor 
universities and African heads ol state". 
@ MMEGI 2002 - 2009 
By YANDE 'KAPEYA 
\FRI CAN. Presidential Archives 
md Researc_h Centre director~ 
:harles Stith, says·,'. the 
rorma!io~ of t~e ,U'nit.ed States 
of Africa ts attainable ·and worth 
trying. 
Mr Stith, who is · .former 
.United States ambassad_or .to 
,-ranzania, howe. ve~, said .Libyan 
~resident Muammar Gaddafi was 
i1ot the right person to 
f.hru.11pion the · United · States of 
t'\fr1ca. ., . . . 
. He said this in Lusaka 
111esterday during the release of 
ie "African Leaders State of 
m.frica Report". , 
\Mr StitQ cited ethnicity and 
!eg'ionalism as major hindrances o the formation of the United ' . jtates of Africa. . 
"The formation of the United 
•tates of Africa is possible; but I 
n not for thtf. idea of Mr Gadaffi 
I 
spearheading the whole ·: · 
process,'~ he said. . · Oi 
Mr Stith said there was need . · . 'li~ 
for African countries to C"1 
. integrate economically, adding 
that this would eventually lead 
to political integr~tion. 
On the report, Mr Stith said 
the .. death of President 
Mwanawasa and subsequent 
election of President Banda 
was one of the notable events.· 
' ' . 
last year . in. Africa. 
..J 
...... 
Cl 
.r 
He said the . unity > 
·Government in Kenya had also ..J 
prov eh to be the solution · tcf · ;f 
last year's election crisis which Q 
brought about change. .. 
On tt\e · global financial S 
crisis, he said Africa had not ~ 
been · s·pared, adding that · . 
countries needed to maximise 
the free market concept to 
encourage more trading and 
create employment. , · 
• 
• 
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'Gadatti notbest lea,der to head Unite1 
By Masuzyo Chakwe 
AFRICAN 
Presidential Archives 
and Research Centre 
(AP ARC) director 
Ambassador Charles 
Stith has said he does 
not believe Libyan 
President Colonel 
Muammar Gadaffi is 
the best leader to get 
the continent to the 
United States of 
Africa. 
D uring the release of ~~Ro;,~;~c;~po~81:;;; J~:c:~'t:--I~!f~.;~~~~~,~~~t'!~~,~~j~:i/ 
yesterday, Ambassador Stith, 
who is based at Boston 
University, said the notion of 
the United States of Africa 
was not new. 
He said the formation of 
the United States of Afri ca 
was one of the things former 
Ghanaian president K wamc 
Nkrumah talked about. 
"This sentiment of broad 
based, far reaching system of 
governance for the continent 
is something that has roots 
and res ilience. In our work at 
the centre, We have also 
reflected nn this not.ion and in 
the first State of Africa 
report. one of the points made 
were that there were 13 coun-
tries that would feature in the 
report," he said. 
Ambassador Stith said 
interestingly at ti1e beginning 
of the United States of 
America , there were 13 
colonies. 
"And I still hold true to 
this notion todav that in the 
same way th~se origi nal 
colonies in the United States 
helped to drive development 
and cause- the continent and 
get us to what we now know · 
as the United States of 
America from the Atlantic to 
the Pacific Oceans, the same 
kind of potential cx.isrs on the 
African continenl," hi! said. 
However, Ambassador 
Stith said be did not think Col' 
Gadaffi was the best leader. to 
gel the continent to that point 
anJ that the issue woult.I not 
live or die with him. 
Ambassador Stith said he 
believed that this was an 
issue that would gel more 
attraction as the years go by. 
"And we see some of that 
happening even now and I 
think we will only sec further 
integration as the years go' 
past. h 's no accident that you 
have economies on this conti-
nent burgeoning. Because of' 
the economic heft in the way 
thal New York in the early 
days of the Un.itec.l States was 
the primary driver of our 
economy, well South Africa 
has dcmonstrdled that it has 
tirnt same potential for 
African econo1nies ." said 
Ambsassdor Stith. 
! 
' I 
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Obama presidency l.ifts 
·us-Africa Roundtable to new plane 
·with Barack Obama as President of the us, the annual .Mrrcan 
Presidential f<oumltal) le organised bV the US-based 1WARC now 
t.akes on uitical slgnificance. The event, bringing former and r:.urre.nt 
heads of stu.te together to discuss vital African issues, wiH be held ir\ ·. 
Germanv ln April. Anver Versi has the d€tails. 
0 nc of~hc more ~ ignificam annual events that appears to h<wc s<>m"how p~~s. ~cd -.under. the r'.1d11r in lt!.rn1s , cit rnrd1n ~(1vcra,ge tS the Afncan 
Pn:sidcn1 i;d KNindtable, org.mi.m.l by Boston 
Univ~rsit(s Afrkan Presidcnti~t Ar•hivi;~ <ind 
Hesi;:an;h Crntcr (APA RC:} and ~pon;:;ored hy 
the US United Scace.s i\L~emy .for ln1crnati.011aJ 
Dc1·t:k>ptr1em ( U~Aid). 
This is ;in ;in m1al g•1tl1cri11g1;r forme r Afri-
rnu hcad s u( st ;1t.;: who k;l demouatk na tinn~. 
sit'tinr; h<:•ld~ o( st:ite. acc1.d~mi.:s and students 
from some of the best known uni\•er>ili("S in 
the US and ,\ fric:a, ;md ! b<.: µrival.: s~·C!() r ;i[so 
frum the: l ;s 1i1H.l Africa. 
The l\<)Ut!dtable provides ihe pnfcn >•·11 ing 
fm open and often candid discussi(niS ttbout 
the :;.tate of 1\frica from d1e peoplt: who have 
b~tn sh;1pi.i1g ir,; desd ny, with fu1 urc k·aden 
in d(isi: attendance. The round-table forni.<1l 
rneilns that all views and ()pinion.~ carry 
cqtrnl weight ~ii1d the c:venl is as mu.ch ahout 
listening ;t~ talking. The discussions arc then 
published by APARC, which ~Js() puhhShi,$ 
the excellent Stolt! cifAfritil Rr:pM.t wdtten 
by..\ frioHi heads of state. · 
There. is hardly any need to urid\:rl inc I he 
importance of this fotm:n now that H<l'rnck 
Obama is PrcsidcJll of 1J1e US . . Anyone who 
k1s re;td his <llltobiogrnphy, Drnan1sfrom ,'vf_i' 
fatlrL~r. will know that Ol1;1m;i, wb<.i>c fathi:t· 
was Kcnpn, ha~ ii deep, human and re,1l istic 
view qr 1\fri c<i ·- <•~ for awa;· as iL is possible to 
g.ct from the shallow rncdfa image on which 
so many Western kadcn; ;ippcar !o b;1se their 
Africa policy, 
This not only makes a big difference - ii 
make& a sdsurk <lifforcnrn. US fordg.o pol lc:~ 
under Obama will be ;1$ different from the 
previous US policit·.~ .as cb;ilk from chees.c. 
l~Mli er polick8 sa1.; Africa asllttk more than 
an extension of US ddeno: Sl<>l•~:;ii:s (\.Val' 
Jb~io1isdom ofl!~:perilmce: from tt<it, Sir KattH'llil• 
""sire, Kenneth Kaunda. Pro!!!SH1r lO'/iSo Ni>nl:) 
of Wit\\'atersTii11d Uni~'erslt\' , ?Jenn 'B't("l'O'/:\ ~ni,l 
Daniel arap Mei a.iii pre~fali~ R&urH!titblc. 
on Terror) and <lS :t smm:e nf vital miner;' 
i odud i ng oil. 
\>li'ith ObJ.llM in th~ Whl1 . ; Hou~e. Afri 
wiJI mYI b.:: tn:med as a rnmincm to be piti• 
and 'te~c ued' b11t a:S a full)' fonrti<.ining rm'nif: 
of the community of miti(ins rind plJlentfati! 
vny .stnm.g p;1rlJ1 ~• tu \be US, both In terms 
sdlint( Mw p1rndi gms fo r 1lw globn l cccmur 
mid in the. se.rnrity •U·en~ . 
Alre<1U)', n :suhtk but d~;ir shift in :mitu 
toward~ Afri~;~ c;rn he peKeived. e>peci~. 
;tr'.IH)ilJ:; US lnfo1'lniltia11 -g'1thering <rnd d: 
seminating agencies and the scramble is 1 
to fill in huge gaps in i;ctod infonnuti.on • 
the contiJW!il , In the past , these gaps we 
p;ipeccd over by sensmlo1rnlist or tot•il 
misi nlill·med (O\"::T;i.g,c. 
I 
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Mass~ve forum 
The APAJlC Roumltable Lherefore bect.Hne_~ 
a ma.;sivdy significant forum, durillg which 
dialogue betwc:en an unofficial Afric:m1 
think-tank and som.e oflhe most informed 
US minds cau procc:.-ed. 
"The ddib~r:itioiH will bl' l'orwar<lcd to 
the Obarn:i :\dministrntioo; tbe Secretary of 
St itc, lI il larv Clinton ; the: lJS Ambassador io · 
the UN, Slls~n Ri.;:(; ; Hie \Vodd Bank; the Uvll'; 
EU forcign rnini~lcr~ and the Olliion~l sovern, . 
mcnt.1 of sL1tes that an~ consi.dcreil long·teri:n 
srnkch-0lders in Afric;1 - Britain, France and 
Portugal." S•l}'S A r11ba~s.1d or Charlc,1 StiLh, 
the dirt·ctor llf APARC. 
1 met St ilh in London ,, fo1,, tnl)]rths •lgo 
and ha\'e had-a tougb 1i1ne keeping in contact 
wit h bim ;1s he zigz;i.gs .icros.s Afri.u 1, the l1S 
and Europe- a man driven hr n mi~sion. 
}.le was the US ~unba s~m.lor to 'fonzan:i:.i 
when his counrr~' s 1.'rnh:i;:sy was bo.mbc.:d lri: 
terrorist~ in 1998. By all reports, h1: handle<l 
the tr:iurnatic ~itll<llion quite brilliantlr. calm-
.ins fea r;;, rn.llying the. ~ l ;tff, W1)rking with the 
rncdt.1 ~nd obo C<:> 1i1ing to the firm rc.~ t>foLi.<>1l 
t hat ;1 Jl 1·ic.:.s, i11duding trndc :ind i rl \'es trncnt 
between Africa aml thc U!i, b,1dto streni;thcn 
a1td expa.nd. 
After his ;i~signment a~ amh•1~:sadur to 
T;inz;i riia, Stith was appointed to the P:tc-
ult y of rhe Boston lJniven;ity Department of 
lnternatiQn;d Relat ions. He sd up 1\ PARC: 
witb f.i.w: programmes . Th,~e ate: 
• the Afrirnn Prc~idcnts inR.esidrncc Pro-
gr;:imme which provides. a former African 
head of St;J.te with residency of up tu two 
rcaro at Bost.on lhfrvc:rsity. The former 
J e;1der~ speak <rt varin us yenuc5 and help 
dissrnJinate the Afrkan ~icrspecLive; 
• the Public .Papcrsi Privnle Conversation:; 
project whid1 al.lows the org.1ni~ati<">11 Lo 
chronir:k the cur rent period of dyn!lm.ic 
cban~'-" in Africa th roni;h \ he -::yes of1he 
•t rdlitects of th3l ch:rnge'; 
• The :\fric;in Leaders' Stmc o{ Afri<a 
R..:port-an ;H1nual rcp<Jrl rc1 rc:~ l!nring the 
pcr~pe(t i \'es of sclcckd ,.\fr lean heads of 
slak, 1hus addini.; to the knowk dgd)ase 
for fo tu rc: g,·11.::rntions: and 
• Tht· APARC: .-'tmcrican- ;\frican Uni"ersi-
ti i.:s Culfaborntivc - ;1 p:1rtnership bctwei:.n 
African and US ..:.:ntres of learning ::i nd 
rese<trc:h .:mch as rvlorebousc College in 
Atl ;m 1a, (;eorg1~; Eliu bcch City St.itc 
Univcrsitr in Eliz,1 beth Cit>'• North Cm.1 -
Ji.na; th(~ "Cniv,!rsit y of Ghan« ;1t Lego ti in 
Accrn , 1he lJnh·asit)' orthc WiLwatcrmrnd 
in Juliil11nesbur.g ilnd the Universi ty of 
22 
l\111b~~sa0dor Stith ·(li::ft) a11dYartza~la11 prcsld~nt 
Jakn\•a ·lfikwe-t~ Ulmis-;; (letalls. 
Da• e~ Salnam in T:11.1·%.•Hlta . 
• ·111e Afric.;rn Prcs.i4.1eutfa l Rollndt~ble - a 
gathcririg nfformer heads ol'i;t~te, polky 
nmkcl's and public ond prh«Hc--scc.!Or 
lenders. Tbc. tir~ 1 Roundtabk w;is hdd in 
Bo.>fon in 2003. 
Appo5lte time for Roundtable 
This year\ Rounchablc: is a depar1urc from the 
preY.ious 1)Jl1!$ i11 that it ·,.vill ht: l1d<l in ilcrlin, 
Germany, on 28 ;111d 29 April. T he theme.: is 
'Leadership drnlknges of Land R(:form in 
Africa'. \Vhy land reform? 
"Three re-asons.," Stilh told me. "One 
I.and reform - r~·.s i ·itntion, rnseti-krncnl, ca ll 
:it what }'OU will - is an uJgcm i~s11e in every 
o~nmtry in Afr i.c.i and nci:ds rob~ discussed 
se1·ioasly nt 1hc highc:st levels. 
"Secon<I: Un fo1·nrnatd)', for l hose! vutside 
the c:ont.irh:nt, the is:sur: of land reform has 
been defined hy the d..:vdopment> in Zi.111-
habwe which provide il skewed image oftbe 
continental problem. 
"Third: The issl!(' is ~o significant from ,o 
1.11any dim<:nsion:, 1hat unless it (~rn be fr<1med 
appropriatd>', iL is hm1 t1d to umkrrn inc g<ivern· 
men!;-; aml<.:ause economies tn rnllap~c ." 
Zimhabwt' i;; tilrc<LU)' a vk ti.m otil sn·ie~ 
nf grossly di~roried Lmd ownersh ip sys tems 
stretching back to unfair colurii:il disp~n-:>a tiom 
and the sub~eq11ent clumsy ,rnd lll-thoug.ht-(Hl l 
pt)licie.s of !he government. Highlr contentions 
land-holding '1nd 0wn~rship syslcms an.: co m. 
ing up in the boil in South Alri i.:~t , Namibia 
and Kenra ,. hut every 1.\fr i~ a 11 cou nrryncc<b 
to reform antiq\J :Jl~'ll systems iftl1l' valllc 1.ie<l 
up in km<l and property. estimated at severa l 
score biH.iOil$ of dollars, is to be n:ka ed and 
hl·cum~ a.s important a part u( the economic 
1·ramework in Africa :ts ii i.~ in the rest of the 
world. Dcspik lh~ iwerwhelming importance 
of land lcni11'e and the need for refbrms, 
thi~ is Me of1he. issues. tlrn.l ~<.:crns to elude 
Serious discussion \lml {lccisim1 making. The 
Roundtabk thcn;fore comes at the most ap-
posil I! him~ 
\·llhy Germany, Tasked Amba$sa<lor.Stith. 
" This year happens !·I) be the 12Slh anniver-
sa.ry of the Berlin Confe.rence. This wns the 
mcctingd~1 ri n.i:i; which Europc;1J'l colonial_ 
pow~r~ carved up ..\fric:~ 1miim.g thcmsckes 
b~· drawing lines oli ltl<1pS. Giveu the ex tent 
to which the c;cmfcrence has defim:cl ull land 
issm·s i1t Africa from t.hal -dar lo 1his, we wan~ 
tJ1c !{oundtable to be ;1 continuation o.f the. 
di:;.cu.;sion that \\"<1$ begu.n 125 years ~~o - <1111i 
this tinw ~~t. it right1 ~ ' 
Three current hrntb 01· s la te - presidenti 
Jakaya Kikwch.' ofTan7.ania, Prcsiclcm 
Armando Gucbu7..a of Mozambique and 
Prime 1\.-!inista Navindrnrnlra Ramgoolarn 
ol' Maurit ius wi ll ::it H~ JHl the Roundtable and 
morn an.-,·~:pi;C ted to confirm. . 
Thcv will ioi n other lcmlc:rs srn::h as I h~ 
I [(t11CWJbk h11;1L's Orengo, ll'linister for LandJ 
or the Republi.: o[Kenva; former lcadcrt 
including Thabo Mbeki'. l'rcdl."Ti<:l;. Sum;i/ 
of'T:.1m .• 1nia, Ko:>nnctn Ka1rnd~1 ofZ<1mbi~ 
john Kufuor and Jcvry Rawlings otGh.an;i, 
SicKewmil~ Masire ofBotsw.an;i, i\risLidei 
Mari;i Pcrd ra of Cape Verde, Nkephor<' Sl1glo 
of Benin, C:a;;sarn Utcc rn and Kail Augu sie. 
Offmann of i\.fau rit ius.; and lvlo lbrah.ini 
Africn l.eJ.ders.hip Priz.c win.ners )oaquiitj 
Chl.~~a no ofMozambiciue and Festus Mog:ij 
ofHorswan;\. ·~ 
Stnlth Afric.a-basc.d multinaLfonal banJ-; 
Sl a nJard and Abs:i will form part oftb; 
pt'iYatc senor, ;ind a delegation cornprisin; 
priv~lt: banking. ;md lndu~ t ri;_il group~ nnJ 
st ~1tc players from }!ig1,r i •~ is c. pt:>cled t.o tu n 
otll .is well. 
Tbc 11 n i vcr~i tic~ and colk·gn will he rer; 
r~senkd by hoth faculty and $Lli<lcms who, ,; 
fulure lt:!·aders, will a . :r :t.' nfficial obsi::n·l·rs. 
Th is i~ the 1.mlr fotum that I can think q 
which act ivd p.l'!s ou.t to coll cc t, pre::;erve :rn; 
pus:> <lm.,rn ro fu tu re gcn~rn1 in11~the cmnbin~: 
wi$ck11n of African leadership, while engagi1~ 
\\'tth critical day-to-dar de1·elopmrnts. ·w11l 
Jhrnck Oba nu in the While H(lu~c. £<om~ho1 
it no longer seems ironi' that an ~\ merica; 
inq it utlon shou ld ~~'ck Ln conserv<." ,\Cri•~:I 
Mrican 8winc-'i~ I March :!W 
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KING ADAMTEY OF GHANA TO PARTICIPATE IN 
AFRICAN PRESIDENTIAL ROUNDTABLE 
BERLIN, GERMANY -- His Royal Majesty Drolor Basso Adamtey I, Suapolor of the 
Se (Shai) Traditional Area, is one of several African dignitaries invited to participate 
in the 2009 African Presidential Roundtable in Berlin, Germany, April 28-29, 2009. 
The event is be ing hosted by the African Presidential Archives and Research Center 
(APARC) at Boston University . The Roundtable will convene around the theme of 
a€a:Leadership Challenges of Land Reform in Africaa€ and will take place against 
the backdrop of the 125th anniversary of the Berlin Conference of 1884. 
It is expected that this will be a milestone event, as land reform is one of the most 
critical discussions taking place relative to Africa. Th is discussion regarding land 
reform, particularly in light of the 2008 electoral crises in Kenya and Zimbabwe and 
the present political controversy in South Africa, is of international significance and 
necessity as Africans rapidly become literal stakeholders in their countries. The 
issue of land reform is among the most difficult challenges for Africaa€™s 
contemporary leaders. 
The Roundtable will feature closed-door discussions with leaders from the public 
and private secto rs, African ambassadors and dignitaries, heads of maj or 
multilateral organizations, and key European Un ion and U.S. political leaders and 
policy makers. 
His Majesty Adamtey is one of a very select group of traditional leaders who will 
take place in the Roundtable. Known in private life as Dr. Kingsley Fletcher, His 
Majesty Adamtey is a former special advisor to the Assistant Secretary General and 
Director of the United Nations Development Program-Africa and a sought-after 
speaker and lecturer in the areas of globalization, social justice, and faith based 
leadership. He has written extensively about land reform challenges and the 
necessity for considering traditional leadership, cultures and relig ions in the 
dialogue regarding related solutions. 
In 2008, King Adamtey was a keynote speaker at the World Public Forum in 
Rhodes, Greece a€" the first African leader ever invited to address this 
international event. His Majesty is also the founder of Life for Africa, a 
humanitarian, non-governmental organ ization which seeks to address the ever-
growing need for support of sub-Saharan African nations. 
The Roundtable is designed as a gathering to bring former democratically elected 
African heads of state together with scholars, international dignitaries, and public 
and private sector leaders to discuss issues pertinent to Africa 's growth and 
development. Also invited to attend are His Excellency Joaquim Chissano, former 
President of the Republic of Mozambique, His Excellency John Kufuor and His 
Excellency Jerry Rawlings, former Presidents of the Republic of Ghana, His 
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Excellency Karl Offmann and His Excellency Cassam Uteem, former Presidents of 
the Republic of Mauritius, His Excellency Aristides Pereira, former President of the 
Republic of Cape Verde, His Excellency NicA©phore DieudonnA© Soglo, former 
President of the Republic of Benin, His Excellency Ali Hassan Mwinyi and His 
Excellency Frederick Sumaye, former President and Prime Minister (respectively) of 
the United Republic of Tanzania, His Excellency Festus Mogae and His Excellency 
Ketumile Masire, former Presidents of the Republic of Botswana . 
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US-Africa Ro_undtable ogens in Berlin 
--- President Horst Kohler hopeful of Africa's emergence in world affairs 
Berlin, 27 April, 2009---, The annual African Presidential Roundtable which brings former and current 
heads of state together to discuss vital African issues opens in Berlin today with a luncheon hosted 
by President Horst Koehler of the Federal Republic of Germany at the Castle Bellevue. 
The conference brought together past and present leaders such as Presidents J.J. Rawlings and 
John Agyekum Kufuor of Ghana; Presidents Ketumile Masire and Festus Mogae of Botswana; 
President Nicephore Soglo of Benin; President Kenneth Kaunda of Zambia, Presidents Karl Offmann 
and Cassam Uteem of Mauritius; President Aristides Pereira of Cape Verde; President Joachim 
Chissano of Mozambiqu, and President Ali Hassan Mwinyi as well as Prime Minister Frederick 
Sumaye of Tanzania. 
The two-day conference, April 28-29, is themed: Leadership Challenges of Land Reform in Africa. 
http: //www. afucanewsanalysis. com/print. php?added=2009-04-27 23 :48 :24 5/18/2009 
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President Koehler, told the leaders in his welcome address that they represent a new Africa in which 
leaders accept that in a democracy power was bestowed for a limited period only. 
"You stand for an Africa which, with the New Partnership for Africa's Development (NEPAD), has 
embarked on a course of political, economic and social reform. An Africa which faces up to its 
responsibility when conflicts break out and which seeks peaceful ways of settling them. An Africa 
which wants to solve its own problems, which speaks out with self-assurance, and which asserts its 
right to participate in globalization." 
President Koehler reiterated that Africa needs Europe adding "but Europe also needs Africa." 
Africa's participation, he stressed, was needed if globalization was to be a success, "particularly if 
we want to overcome the financial and economic crisis." 
He called for a "new dimension of international cooperation" adding that "Africa's involvement in 
the recent G20 negotiations on restructuring the international financial markets is an important step 
here." 
President Koehler observed that the joint strategy adopted by the European Union and the African 
Union for the first time defined common interests. 
"Our task now is to make sure that political reality lives up to the ambitious goals, because real 
partnership means being honest with each other and facing up to your responsibilities. 
"With NEPAD Africa has shown that it truly wants change. But we here in the North must also ask 
ourselves what we need to change so as to create a fairer, and therefore more peaceful and stable 
world," he stressed. 
Africa, says President Koehler was facing major challenges. The Objective, he observed, was to 
preserve what has been achieved over the past few years "to prevent millions of Africans falling 
back into poverty. 
"But we must also jointly braze new trails to ensure that this crisis leads to new opportunities, for 
example in climate protection and environmental technology." 
The Federal German President urged industrialized countries to acknowledge that they bear the 
prime responsibility for global warming and recognize the repercussions it has poorer nations. "We 
need a pro-development multilateral trade system. We must together fight corruption and the illegal 
trade in raw materials," he said. 
This year's Roundtable is being held in Berlin to coincide with the 125th anniversary of the Berlin 
Conference during which European colonial powers carved up Africa among themselves by drawing 
lines on maps. 
By ANA Diplomatic Correspondent, Berlin 
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Rawlings Leaves For Germany 
RAWLINGS OFF TO AFRICAN PRESIDENTIAL ROUNDTABLE IN BERLIN 
Former President Jerry John Rawlings left Accra last night for Berlin Gemrnny where he will be taking 
part in the 'African Presidential Roundtable 2009. 
The African Presidential Roundtable is a signature programme of the African Presidential Archives and 
Research Center (APARC) at Boston University. 
This year's Roundtable in Berlin is on the theme, 'Leadership Challenges of Land Refo1m in Africa' and 
will take place on April 28 and 29. 
Participants at the 2009 event include other fonner African Heads of State and students from American-
African Universities. 
On Monday President Rawlings and his colleagues held a private luncheon with German President Horst 
Kohler. 
He will participate in two sessions on Land Refo1m titled 'The Historical and Political Challenges of 
Land Reform and Property Rights and The Strategies and Models for Land Reform and Property Rights 
on Tuesday. 
On Wednesday former President Rawlings will take part in the third and final session, which is Building 
a Consensus around Land Reform and Property Rights. 
AP ARC is a multidisciplinary, university-based center, and was established to complement Boston 
UniversityA¢a, -.fi,,¢s African Studies programme, the second oldest in the nation. 
President Rawlings took pai1 in the first AP ARC Roundtable at the University of Witwatersrand in 
Johannesburg in 2005 under the theme A¢a, -.A"AfricaA¢a,-.a,,¢s image in the American mediaA¢ 
a., -.A . 
Fonner President Rawlings was joined by NicA/ A©phorc D. Soglo of Benin; Pierre Buyoya of 
Burundi; Ant.A./ A3nio Mascarenhas Monteiro of Cape Verde; Aristides Maria Pereira of Cape Verde; 
Ketumile Masire of Botswana; Daniel Arap Moi of Kenya; Karl Auguste Offmann of Mauritius; 
Joaquim Alberto Chissano of Mozambique; Ali Hassan Mwinyi of Tanzania; and Dr. Kenneth Kaunda 
of Zambia. 
Signed: Kofi Adams 
Source: 
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Photo credit dpa Picture-Alliance GmbH. From left to right: Karl Offmann of Mauritius, President Ketumile Masire of Botswana, President Aristides 
Pereira of Cape Verde, President Al i Hasan Mwinyi of Tanzania , President Festus Mogae of Botswana, President Nicephore Soglo of Benin, 
President Horst Kohler of Germany, President Jerry Rawlings of Ghana, Prime Minister Fredrick Sumaye of Tanzania, President Cassam Uteem 
of Mauritius, President John Kufour of Ghana, Ambassador Charles Stith of APARC, and Dr. John Tesha of Africa Forum. 
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Accra, April 28, GNA - Former President Jerry John Rawlings is participating in a 
two-day African Presidential Roundtable 2009 in Berlin, Germany, which begins on 
Tuesday, according to a statement released by his aide, Mr Kofi Adams. 
This year's Roundtable is on the theme, "Leadership Challenges of Land Reform in 
Africa". 
The statement said African Presidential Roundtable was a signature programme of 
the African Presidential Archives and Research Centre (APARC) at Boston 
University. 
The statement said participants at the 2009 event included other former African 
Heads of State and students from American-African Universities. 
On Monday President Rawlings and his colleagues held a private luncheon with 
German President Horst Kohler. 
He will participate in two sessions on Land Reform titled: "The Historical and 
Political Challenges of Land Reform and Property Rights" and "The Strategies and 
Models for Land Reform and Property Rights on Tuesday." 
The statement said on Wednesday former President Rawlings would take part in 
the third and final session, which is "Building a Consensus around Land Reform and 
Property Rights." 
APARC is a multidisciplinary, university-based centre, and was established to 
complement Boston University's African Studies programme. 
President Rawlings took part in the first APARC Roundtable at the University of 
Witwatersrand in Johannesburg in 2005 under the theme "Africa's image in the 
American media." 
Former President Rawlings was joined by former Presidents Nicephore D. Soglo of 
Benin, Pierre Buyoya of Burundi, Antonio Mascarenhas Monteiro of Cape Verde, 
Aristides Maria Pereira of Cape Verde, Ketumile Masire of Botswana, Daniel Arap 
Moi of Kenya, Karl Auguste Offmann of Mauritius, Joaquim Alberto Chissano of 
Mozambique, Ali Hassan Mwinyi of Tanzania, and Dr. Kenneth Kaunda of Zambia. 
GNA 
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Former President Jerry John Rawlings left Accra Sunday 
night for Berlin, Germany where he will be tak ing part in 
the African Presidential Roundtable 2009 . 
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The African Presidential Roundtable is a signature 
programme of the 
African Pres id en ti al Arch lves and Research Center 
(APARC) at Boston 
University. 
Personals. This year's Roundtable in Berlin is on the theme, 
E 111u M +::'t! li1 )j .1,;A11 "Leadership 
Cha llenges of Land Reform In Africa" and slated f or Ap ril 
V?!I "''"'Google ~~d 29. 
Pa rticipants at th e 2009 event incl ude other former African Heads of 
State and students from Amerlcan·Afrlca n Universit ies. 
A statement from the office of the former president said Rawlings and his colleagues 
held a private luncheon with Ger man President Horst Kohler. 
He will participate in two sessions on Land Reform titled ; '"The 
Historical and Political Challenges of Land Reform and Property Rights and The 
Strategies and Models for Land Reform and Property Rights, on Tuesday . 
On Wednesday former President Rawlings will take part in the th ird and final session, 
which is Building a Consensus around Land Reform and Property Rights . 
APARC is a multidisciplinary, university-based center, and was 
established to complement Boston University's African Studies 
programme , the. second oldest in the nation. 
Ex-President Rawli ngs took part i n the first A PARC Roundtable at the 
University of Witwatersrand in Johannesburg in 2005 under the theme 
"Africa's image in the Ameri can media". 
He was joined by Nicephore D. Sog lo of Benin; Pierre Buyoya of Burundi; Ant6n io 
Mascarenhas Monteiro of Cape Verde; Aristides Maria Pereira of Cape Verde; Ketu mile 
Masire of Botswana; Daniel Arap Mai of Kenya ; Karl Auguste Offmann of Mauritius; 
Joaquim Alberto Chissano of Mozambique; Ali Hassan Mwin yi of Tanzan ia; and Or. 
Kenneth Kaunda of Zambia. 
Source: Kofi Ad ams 
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Former African presidents call for land reform at Berlin talks 
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Berlin - A group of ten former African presidents agreed Wednesday to a 
communique calling for land reform, at an event in Berlin marking 125 years 
since Europe's colonial powers set off the "scramble for Africa". Former 
presidents of Tanzania, Ghana, Cape Verde, Mauritius, Benin and Botswana 
signed the statement at the end of a two-day conference at Berlin's Humboldt 
University, more than a century after Africa had been carved up at a meeting 
convened by then-chancellor Otto van Bismarck in 1884. 
"Future formulas for land distribution, redistribution and ownership can not 
continue to reflect or perpetuate the legacy of colonialism," the final 
communique read. 
The document described land reform as "one of Africa's most daunting 
challenges," which was "potentially volatile at every level." 
The round table, convened by Boston University's African research centre, 
agreed to a broad range of solutions, calling on African governments to 
"initiate transparent national conversations" aimed at reforming land 
ownership. 
Western governments were called on to provide financial aid to the land 
reform process. 
"Why can't the ... former colonialist countries come in to help us to compensate 
the owners so we can go on with the land reforms? asked former Mauritian 
president, Karl Offmann, at a press conference ending the talks . 
Other proposals included the provision of financial tools to aid development, 
the role of religious institutions to foster a "culture of work, sacrifice and 
savings/ and a call for the media to remain "vigilant and true" in reporting 
African development. 
Former Ghanaian president Jerry Rawlings said the fundamental problem was 
a "lack of integrity" in countries like his own, which meant the local chiefs in 
charge of land did not always look after it responsibly. As a result, Rawlings 
said, commonly used land was often sold for personal gain. 
Rawlings said much of the blame lay with African leaders, who did not always 
govern responsibly. 
"We seem to lose the capacity to be able to empathise with people, but most 
of all we lack the courage," the former Ghanaian president later told German 
Press Agency dpa. 
http://www.earthtimes.org/articles/printstory.php?news=266616 
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Tanzania's former president Ali Mwinyi said, in his country land was the 
property of the government and could be used by anyone for a given purpose, 
as long as they kept to the use they had applied for. 
On the situation in Zimbabwe, where land reform involved the expropriation 
of white farmers, Rawlings said although many leaders were not happy about 
the way President Robert Mugabe had carried out his reforms, he did also 
command respect across the continent. 
"Mugabe is one person who enjoys the respect of Africans because he stands 
up to these colonial masters who have humiliated us and keep humiliating us, 
while others grovel and kowtow to them, Rawlings said. 
In the closing words, the signatories said there was a "crying need for 
equitable land reform, in such a way that it becomes useable for 
development," and expressed their hope that the communique would "serve 
as a framework for the kind of national dialogue that needs to take place" to 
resolve land issues. 
Signatories to the communique also included former presidents John Kufuor of 
Ghana, Aristide Pereira from Cape Verde, Nicephore Soglo of Benin and Festus 
Mogae from Botswana. 
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Ute Schaeffer 
Deutsche Welle 
HA Afrika 
~ Vorschlag Anmoderation: 
Die Zahl der Afrikaner an der Humboldtuniversitat hat slch vergroBert In diesen Tagen. Und die 
Banke fl.illen sich mit ehrwurdigen Herren, die ihr Studium zumeist schon !anger hinter sich haben. 
Auf Einladung der Boston University diskutieren ehemalige Staatslenker aus Afrika uber 
politische Themen. Eine illustre Runde, wie Ute Schaeffer berlchtet: ..._. 
Es liest sich wie das ,Who is Who' der reformbereiten Prasidenten des unabhangigen Afrika: Festus 
Mogae aus Botswana , John Kufuor aus Ghana, Aristides Pereira von den Kapverden. Rund ein Dutzend 
ehemalige Staatslenker aus Afrika hatte die Boston University nach Berlin eingeladen. Im Mittelpunkt der 
glanzvoll besetzten Diskussionsrunden, die hinter sorgfaltig verschlossenen Ti.iren stattfanden ein 
hochpolitisches Thema: Landreformen, Landnutzung und Landverteilung in Afrika. Das findet auch Jerry 
Rawlings, ehemaliger ghanaischer Prasident. Er putschte sich 1981 an die Macht und war dann bis 2001 
Prasident Ghanas . Entsprechend der neu geschaffenen Verfassung quittierte er 2001 den Posten . 
1. 0-Ton Rawlings (engl.): 
,,Die Frage der Landnutzung und Landverteilung hat uber die Jahre immer wieder zu vielen 
Konflikten gefi.ihrt. Im Laufe der Zeit haben Regierungen immer wieder politisch und juristisch 
i.iber Landfragen entschieden. Und die Menschen auf dem Land, die traditionellen Autoritaten, die 
Chiefs haben sich unter Verweis auf ihre traditionellen Rechte dem entgegen gestellt." 
Rawlings wurde von Charles R. Stith nach Berlin eingeladen. Stith hat die illustre Diskussionsrunde der 
ehemaligen Prasidenten vor acht Jahren begri.indet. Als langjahriger US-Botschafter in Tansania wollte er 
den reformbereiten und verantwortungsbewussten politischen Eliten Afrikas ein Forum geben. Denn aus 
seiner Sicht gibt es einen klaren Trend fi.ir mehr Demokratie in Afrika - und dessen Vorkampfern wolle 
man eine Stimme und ein Forum geben: 
2. 0-Ton Stith (engl.): 
,,Die gute Nachricht ist, dass Afrika seine Geschicke selbst in die Hand nimmt. Es gibt eine klare 
Bewegung in Richtung Demokratie in Afrika. Mit unserer Arbeit hier zielen wir auf insgesamt 16 
Lander - nur ein Drittel der Subsahara-Staaten also. Aber es handelt sich um die 
bevolkerungsreichsten. Und das helRt doch, wenn man genauer hinsieht: die Mehrheit der 
Afrikanerinnen und Afrikaner wacht morgens in einem Land auf, in dem sie uber demokratische 
Wahlen ihre politische Fuhrung mitbestimmen konnen und in dem diese politische Fuhrung fiir ihr 
Handeln Rechenschaft ablegen muss. Und das ist doch eine wirklich groBe Sache!" 
I 
Stith geht es mit der Arbeit des von ihm begrundeten Forschungszentrums fUr Afrika an der (African 
Presidential Archives and Research Center) Universitat Boston nicht um theoretische Debatten. Es geht 
ihm vielmehr um eine veranderte Politik gegenuber einem Afrika, das sich emanzipiert, das eigene 
Madelle entwickelt, eigene Uisungen fUr afrikanische Fragen sucht. K.V.-Anfang Und da seien die 
ehemaligen afrikanischen Prasidenten doch die besten Vordenker: 
3. 0-Ton Stith (engl.): 
,,Sie haben eine einzigartige und wichtige Position, sie kennen die politischen Erfordernisse, die 
Bedingungen politischer Flihrung in ihren Uindern und in Afrika, sie konnen die wichtigen, die 
zentralen Themen benennen. Und aus unserer Sicht ware es deshalb eine totale Verschwendung, 
wenn wir sie nach Ende ihrer Amtszeit nicht mehr befragen, zu Beratungen heranziehen wurden, 
um mit ihnen die Zukunftsfragen des afrikanischen Kontinents zu diskutieren." 
Die Wahl des jeweiligen Themas geht ma!Sgeblich auf die teilnehmenden Prasidenten zuruck. Fur die sei 
die Frage Landreform und Landverteilung ein sehr unmittelbares und sehr politisches Thema: 
4. 0-Ton Stith (engl .): 
,,Das ist ja nicht nur in Simbabwe ein sehr reales politisches Thema. Es ist auch ein sehr 
wichtiges Thema vor allem flir die jungen Demokratien auf dem Kontinent. Von der Frage der 
Landverteilung und Landnutzung kann groBe Destabiliserung ausgehen - gerade in den jungen 
Demokratien ." 
Auch wenn einem vielleicht zuerst die gewaltsamen Vertreibungen weil1er Farmer in Simbabwe einfallen , 
so geht das Thema doch sehr viel weiter. lndustriestaaten, z.B. aus der Golfregion , kaufen in 
Entwicklungslandern Anbauflachen an , um ihre eigene Nahrungssicherheit zu gewahrleisten - auf Kosten 
der Armsten , wie afrikanische Kritiker meinen. Als Erbe von Kolonialismus und Apartheid ist das Recht 
auf Land und dessen Besitz in Afrika zumeist immer noch ungleich verteilt. Rechtssicherheit soil 
geschaffen werden, Landmangel und fehlerhafte Nutzung von Anbauflachen vermieden werden. Das 
Thema Landnutzung ist ein soziales und ein politisches, ein Schlusselthema fiir Entwicklung auf dem 
Kontinent. Und hier musse die politische Klasse verantwortungsvoller handeln, meint Exprasident 
Rawlings: 
5. 0-Ton Rawlings (engl.} : 
,,Aus meiner Sicht fehlt es an politischer lntegritat und Verantwortung . Das hat zu Missbrauch an 
vielen Stellen gefi.ihrt. Das Thema der Landnutzung ist ein permanentes Problem; von dem viele 
Schwierigkeiten fi.ir unsere Lander ausgehen. Und es 1st eln Thema, das direkte Auswirkungen hat 
- zum Beispiel auf die Produktivitat unserer Volkswirtschaften. Wenn wir hier der Losung einen 
Schritt naher kommen, dann haben wir eine wichtige Voraussetzung geschaffen, um Frieden und 
Stabilitat zu erreichen. Es gibt zwar viele Faktoren, die Auswirkungen auf Stabilitat haben, aber 
die Landfrage ist sicher eine ganz zentrale." 
2 
Hier liegt im ubrigen der Grund, warum die Veranstalter diesmal Berlin als Ort gewahlt haben: vor genau 
125 Jahren beschlossen die Kolonialmachte auf der Berlin Konferenz die territoriale Verteilung und die 
Grenzen auf dem afrikanischen Kontinent - ohne die Afrikaner zu fragen. Mit dem schwierigen Erbe aus 
der Kolonialzeit hat Afrika bis heute zu kampfen - nicht nur was den Umgang mit Landrechten und 
Landnutzung angeht. Bei der Berlin-Konferenz des Jahres 2009 sitzen hingegen die Afrikaner nun selbst 
am Tisch. Die Diskussion damals habe tur Afrika keine guten Ergebnisse gebracht, betont lnstitutsleiter 
Stith, diesmal wurde die Diskussion sicher zu ganz anderen und weit besseren Ergebnissen fOhren . 
6. 0-Ton Stith (engl.) 
,,2009 ist der 125.Geburtstag der Berlin-Konferenz, welche die Konkurrenz der Kolonialmachte um 
Afrika, sein Land und seine Rohstoffe, losgetreten hat. Die Diskussion damals tohrt zu keinen 
guten Ergebnissen, ich bin mir sicher, dass wir das diesmal besser hinbekommen." 
ENDE 
3 
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FROM AFR ICA 
TO BOSTON 
Boston University's African Presidential Archives and Research Cenler bas 
brought together ten former African presidents in Germany this week for 
discussions on land reform in Africa and other issues. 
The director of the center, former US Ambassador to Tanzania Charles R. 
Stith, is chairing what has become an annual roundtable, being held this 
year in Berlin. The group also met German President Horst Kohler at a 
luncheon on Monday. 
BU quotes Kohler as telling the visiting former pres idents: "Expectations of the new US 
Administration under President Obama arc high, especially in Africa. We Europeans am] 
Americans should together do all we can to make the emerging partnership with Africa a 
success. I'm therefore very pleased that this year's roundtable is being held in Berlin." 
The former leaders are President Ketumile Masi re of Botswana, President John Kufour of 
Ghana, President Jerry Rawlings of Ghana, President Nicephore Soglo of Benin, President 
Karl Offmann of Mauritius, President Festus Mogae of Botswana, Pres ident Aris tides 
Pereira of Cape Verde, President Cassam Uteem of Mauritius, President Ali Hassan M"~nyi 
of Tanzania, and Prime Minister Frederick Sumaye of Tanzania. 
Stith's APARC inaugurated the African Presidential Roundtable in April 2003, drawing in 
many former heads of state -- including some who have spent time in residence at BU -- as 
well as American academics. The goal is to brainstorm policy initiatives for African 
development and look for opportunities to improve US-African relations. 
http ://www.boston.com/news/world/worldly _ boston/2009/04/bu _convenes _african _leader... 5/18/2009 
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Former President John Agyekum Kufuor arrived in Accra 
on Saturday after a two-week visit to the United States 
and Germany. Mr Kufuor attended two separate high-
level meetings on Reform of the World Bank and 
Improvement in Land Administration in Africa . 
A press release issued by the office of the former 
president and signed by the spokesperson, Mr Frank 
Agyekum, said in Washington DC, former President 
Kufuor attended the first meeting of the 12-member high 
• level commission set up by the World Bank earlier this 
year for the modernization of the Bank. 
The Commission was set up by the World Bank earlier 
this year for the Modernization of the Bank. The 
Commission, which report to the World Bank President 
Robert Zoellick, is charged with making recommendation 
on how the Bank is governed so that it can better fulfil its 
mission of overcoming global poverty. 
It is chaired by former Mexican President Ernesto Zedillo, 
and includes Mrs. Sadata Ogata, President of Japanese 
International Co-operation Agency {JICA) and former UN 
High Commissioner for Refugees, Dr .Zhou Xiaochuan, 
governor of the Peoples Bank of China and Mr. Paschal 
Lamay, Director General of the World Trade Organization 
(WATO). 
AdabvGoogk 
From the US, former President Kufuor attended the 2009 
African Presidential Round Table which focused on 
"Leadership Challenges on Land Reform in Africa', in Berlin, German . The forum 
organized by the African Presidential Archives and Research Centre at Boston 
University, USA, is an initiative for former demo cratically elected leaders of Afric a to 
share their Ideas and experiences wi th a global audience. The Former President 
expressed satisfaction at the outcome of both meetings . 
Source: GNA 
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Rawlings Calls For Efficient Land Administration System 
At Berlin Conference 
Former President Rawlings has called for an efficient and decentralised land administration system in 
Ghana that will be responsive to the cultural needs of communities and withstand the test of time. 
He said the successful implementation of the Land Administration Project {LAP), which was instituted 
during the first National Democratic Congress (NDC) government, would lead to a€a:a clear and 
coherent set of land administration policies and lawsa€ . 
Speaking to his peers at the African Presidential Roundtable conference in Berlin last week, the former 
President said, a€a:Land administration in Ghana is bedeviled with the multiple sale of parcels of land 
by different parties claiming ownership of the same parcel of land, the poor use of compulsory 
acquisition powers by government agencies to acquire various tracts of land for which they are unable to 
pay compensation, weak management, both public and customary, and quite recently , the menace of 
land guards.a€ 
Organised by the prestigious Boston University based African Presidential Archives and Research 
Centre (AP ARC) The conference, which was under the theme a€a:The Leadership Challenges of Land 
Refonn in Africa§.€ , was held in Berlin to commemorate the !25th anniversary of the Berlin 
Conference of 1884 which saw colonial powers partition Africa in what is popularly referred to as the 
scramble for Africa. 
Former African leaders who participated in the conference included Tanzaniaa€™s Ali Hassan Mwinyi , 
Aristides Maria Pereira of Cape Verde, Karl Auguste Offmann of Mauritius and Ghanaa€™s John 
Agyekum Kufuor. 
The rest are Frederick Sumaye of Tanzania, Nicephore Soglo of Benin, Sir Ketumile Masire of 
Botswana, Cassam Uteem of Mauritius and Festus Mogae of Botswana. 
Former President Rawlings said in 2004 there were 66,000 land disputes before the law courts in Ghana 
resulting from the inability of traditional and customary authorities to identify the extent ofland 
boundaries. 
The problem, he stated had been caused by the plurality ofland tenure and management systems in 
Ghana as they are poorly articulated and increasingly cause problems of contradiction and conflict. 
A communiquA© issued at the end of the two-day conference said: Land reform, land restitution and 
land ownership are at essence a political problem continent-wide. Second, future formulas for land 
distribution, redistribution and ownership cannot continue to reflect or perpetuate the legacy of 
colonialism. Third, land a€" and how it is used, managed and owned a€" has a direct correlation to 
• poverty and wealth creation, food security and health, and development and economic growth. 
The comrnuniquA© also recommended that African governments must lead the way in initiating 
transparent public and private sector debate on land reform. 
It also called on Western governments and multilateral institutions to dedicate resources to facilitate land 
restitut1on and redistribution by acquisition, provide funds for titling process and land administration 
and development assistance to mitigate land degradation. Financial institutions were called upon to 
http ://www.ghanaweb.com/GhanaHornePage!NewsArchive/printnews.php?ID= l 6 l 573 5/18/2009 
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develop affordable mortgage facilities, encourage borrowing and support economic literacy initiatives. 
The communiquA© also charged such institutions to offer macro and micro credit as well as building 
business capacity in the nations with an eye towards long-term stability. 
The media, universities and colleges, NGOs and Civil Societies as well as religious organisations were 
all tasked to play a role in educating, researching and cultivating a culture of work, sacrifice and savings 
to ensure that land reform initiatives achieve their goals. 
Signed: Kofi Adams 
Source: 
http://www.ghanaweb.com/GhanaHomePage/N ewsArchive/printnews.php?ID= 161573 5/18/2009 
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Former President Kufuor attends 
World Bank Land Reform meeting 
Accra, May 4, Ghanadot/GNA - Former President 
John Agyekum Kufuor arrived in Accra on Saturday 
after a two -week vi sit to 
the United States and Germany. 
Mr Kufuor attended two separate high-level 
meetings on Reform of the World Bank and 
Improvement in Land Administration in Africa. 
A press release issued by the Office of the former 
president and signed by the Spokesperson, Mr 
Frank Agyekum, said in 
Washington DC, former President Kufuor attended 
the first meeting of the 12-member high level 
commission set up by the World Bank earlier this 
year for the modernization of the Bank. 
The Commission was set up by the World Bank 
earlier this year for the Modernization of the Bank. 
The Commission, which report to the World Bank 
President Robert Zoellick, is charged with making 
recommendation on how the Bank is governed so 
that it can better fulfil its mission of overcoming 
global poverty . 
It is chaired by former Mexican President Ernesto 
Zedillo, and includes Mrs. Sadata Ogata, President 
of Japanese International Co-operation Agency 
(J ICA) and former UN High Commissioner for 
Refugees, Dr.Zhou Xiaochuan, governor of the 
Peoples Bank of China and Mr. Paschal Lamay, 
Director General of the World Trade Organization 
(WATO). 
From the US, former President Kufuor attended the 
2009 African Presidentia l Round Table which 
focused on " Leadership Challenges on Land Reform 
in Africa", in Berlin, German. 
The forum organized by the African Presidential 
Archives and Research Centre at Boston Univers ity, 
USA, is an initiative for former democratica lly 
elected leaders of Africa to share their ideas and 
expe riences w ith a global audience. 
The Former President expressed satisfaction at the 
outcome of both meetings. 
GNA 
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African Presidential Roundtable Conf ere nee in 
Berlin 
May 5, 2009 by G.O 
Filed under B~iidlines , International News, Politics 
Organised by the prestigious Boston University based African Presidential Archives and Research Centre (APA.RC) The 
conference, which was under the theme 'The Leadership Challenges of Land Refonn in Africa', was held in Berlin to 
commemorate the I 25th anniversary 
of the Berlin Conference of 1884 which saw colonial powers partition Africa in 
what is popularly referred to as the scramble for Africa . 
Fonner African leaders who participated in the conference included Tanzania's Ali Hassan Mwinyi, Aristides Maria Pereira 
of Cape Verde, Karl Auguste Offmann of Mauritius and Ghana's John Agyekum Kufuor. The rest are Frederick Sumayc of 
Tanzania, Nicephore Soglo of Benin , Sir Ketumile Masire of Botswana, Cassam Uteem of Mauritius and Festus Mogae of 
Botswana. 
http://culturelinx.com/ghana/2009/05/05/29 l 8/ 511812009 
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Established 1965 
German Pll!sident Horst Kohler hosted · Charles R. Stith, the former U.S . . 
Ambassador to Tanzania and director of the African Presidential Archives and 
Research Center at Boston University. and 10 former African beads of state for 
a working luncheon at Schloss Bellevue in Berli1 on Monday, April 27, 2009, as 
a prelude to the African Presidential Roundtabfe 2009: leadership. Challenges of 
land Reform in Africa. Attendees included (fro11 leh): Karl Offmann of Mauritius. 
·.~ 
President Ketumile Masire of e·otswana, President Aristides Pereira of Cape 
Verde, President Ali Hassan Mwinyi of Tanzania, President Festus Mogae of 
Botswana, President Nicep~ore Soglo. of Benin, Kohler, President Jerry Rawlings 
of. Ghana, Prime Minister Frederick Sumaye of Tanzania, President Cassam 
Uteem of Mauritius, Presideat John Kufuor of Ghana, Stith, Dr. John Teslla of 
Africa Forum. (dpa Picture-Alliance GmbH. p~oto) 
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German President Horst Kohler hosts APARC Director Ambassador Stith and 
former African heads of state for working luncheon 
·----------- -·-------~~-4i• 
·' ... -
German President Horst Kohler hosted Ambassador Charles R. Stith and ten former African heads of state for a working luncheon at 
Schloss Bellevue on Monday, April 27, as a prelude to the African Presidential Roundtable 2009: Leadership Challenges of Land 
Reform in Africa. 
"It is good to have an institution like the African Presidential Archives and Research Center, which helps us make better use of this 
wealth of experience, and I'd like to thank the organizers of the African Presidential Round table for their commitment," President 
Kohler declared. "Expectations of the new US Administration under President Obama are high , especial ly in Africa. We Europeans and 
Americans should together do all we can to make the emerging partnership with Africa a success. I'm therefore very pleased that this 
year's Roundtable is being held in Berl in." 
The former African heads of state and dignitaries attending the luncheon included (from left to righ t): Karl Offmann of Mauritius. 
President Ketumi le Masire of Botswana, Pres ident Aristides Pereira of Cape Verde, President Ali Hasan Mwinyi of Tanzan ia, President 
Festus Mogae of Botswana, Presiden t Nicephore Soglo of Benin, President Horst Kohler of Germany, President Jerry Rawlings of 
Ghana. Prime Minister Fredrick Sumaye of Tanzania , President Cassam Uteem of Mauritius, Pres ident John Kufour of Ghana, 
Ambassador Charles Stith of APARC, and Dr. John Tesha of Africa Forum. 
Th e luncheon kicked-off the two day closed-door discussions at Berlin 's historic Humboldt University, involving public and private 
sectors leaders and students and faculty from the U.S., Europe, and Africa 
Since APARC inaugurated the African Presidentia l Round table in April 2003, each year has demonstrated a significant growth in the 
size and stature of the in it iative . The invo lvement of former African heads of state, foreign diplomats, and international dignita ri es has 
produced cutting edge conversation and policy discussion about the continent. 
The former African heads of state who have deve loped re lationships with APARC through this ini tiative feel strongly that th e Afri can 
Presidential Roundtable represents an opportunity to reach a significant number of key individuals and institu tions that can directly 
impnct the development of Africa . The African Presidential Roundtable has facilitated a better understanding by both Africans and 
Americans of their respective views regarding civ ic participation. leadersh ip developmen t. and policy formation relative to Africa. It has 
also led to more inform ed policies and the potential to influence future practices by providing a sustainable and credible forum for 
former democratically elected African heads of state to convene around issues that affect U.S.-Africa relations. 
http ://www.colonnagazineusa.com/index .php?view=article&catid=46%3Abusiness&id=19 ... 5/18/2009 
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The African Presidential Archives and Research Center (APARC) at Boston University was established to chronicle trends and 
developments related to democratization and free-market reform in Africa. In add ition to providing a forum for discussing Africa's global 
relationships, APARC hosts former democratically elected African presidents through its African President-in-Residence program and 
annually publishes the African Leaders State of Africa Report. The African Presidential Roundtable 2009 is sponsored by USAID, Blue 
Cross Blue Shield of Massachusetts , Coca-Cola , and the Foundation for European Progressive Studies. 
http://www.colonnagazineusa.com/index.php?view=article&catid=46%3Abusiness&id= l9... 5/ 18/2009 
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Unscrambling Africa 
One of che ct1orn iest proble is in Africa today, the issue of Ian<! r'r~ lorm 
and all its economic and political implications. was the che111e nf rhe 
last African Presidential Rouncitable held in Berlin. Germany. African 
Business editor Anver Versl was invited to attend tll,is usually closed 
event. Here are his re flections. 
T. he African Presidential Ruund-table in BerliH, (sec Afrirnu fl11sl-mH, :vlarch 1009) (lrgan ised by Ilo~ · ton Univ.:rsitr's A PA flC,w:1;.a r;1r.: 
opp rt uni ty tom with .;ume of Afric;1', great 
le.1dcrs ti t" the p;i$t and d isc 11s< cu rrenl bsur 
facing the ~1.rntine111 . 
Africn's former le~dcrs m ay h Jvc 
retired from th~ political limelight bnt thl')' 
ha,·e bc~n hnsr. qui<'li}" but \-cry .:rli.:.- 1 i«dr, 
d~fming cnnfli.: t situ ntions a111l usin ~~ 1h l'i 1 
vast. \0111b111cd cxpenc1n.• tu sugg ... <t ,1 r.11,• . 
gic .rnd pol icks co their >UCC('S. cm• 
1 also diocovcrcd l h .Ll our fonnct i<:J.lt:r . 
through. uch organi.al ions as the ,\fnc.i 
80 
Forum, have been con sis tc1tlly fighting 
Africa's cause on the internnti.rn.tl slage and 
nuking importanl frle11tls J11 d inllnen.:ing 
people in posit ions ofhigl1 I m»,·r. 
The "~due of th eir contr1b11 t 1<\11., often 
pa~ses unnoticed 3~ t he ~· ml\\' k,·,·p out o f 
die glare C1f'11tc r <1mera; .rnd !" <· In tn wo rk 
behind 1hc s ..- .: 11e~ . From 1i1111• I• ' 1in1c . " 'e 
hear :1bot1i 'a council oill'i ~(· ;\ ! 1 ll '111 IL·,1,icrs' 
inten ·en ing in conflict si tu .111 " "" .111d o itt·rt 
.Khievtng the ' :impo~~ihk ' by l >1 11t('.1t11~ (O lll · 
mined foe;. 10 the 1,1bl • .ind'' ··11 t.1 .. ~crt ni.;. 
inr ~xamplc , the powcr·,;h.11 rn1: "I'. ' ,.,.""·11 1.1 in 
Ken ~«!. and Zimbabwe and h. 11 ... . ,1 11111111 o f,\ 
4o·year-olu Nortb ·Sm11 h 1,·_.,- 111 '.ud.rn 
Top, H : fl"ederlck s11n1.iy • Karl Ollmann, Jerry 
R;wltn(i5, Charlos St ith, JDhn Kufuor, CnU!11 
ll teein. J-0h11 Ttsh3 (Africa f or11111) . S•attd, l·r: 
Sir K~tlmitc Mas Ir , NltP.11hore soglo, Aristides 
PHcua, 1\11 Il a~"" Mwinyt •nd restus Mo~ae . 
The th·u·day cL>n fcrc11cc provided a 
wo11Lforful opportunity t<) di ~ u s critka l 
1~ sucs fa c in g tho: ·ontent with prnpk l.ikc 
Jnh1: i..'.ufuur, ).:rry n :iwli11gs and his wifo 
J\:,111<1, frn111 Glt.m.1; Sir Kctumi lc M;i.~irc 
and l'csrn ,\ln)!.l<' of l\01 ~1,-.1113; All Ha.~a n 
. lw1.n·i J nd h cd<'r i.:k .'11111\l~c t f fa11z.111ia, 
C:.1s~~;11 Uln·rn a11d 1'.1rl 1\ugusic Offmann 
f1 l•t11 Maurit ius ; in .. pltorc Soglo oflknin 
an<l .\ristidc~ Pen•ir;1 fr1J111 Cipe \'erd~ . 
1\11 ,( o111 lJL •,u . '>I June 2009 
for an}' studenr of African hls101y, t11is 
coll ct ion of African leaders in one place ot 
01ie time was like roll ing back Lheyc•lt.S to 
some \·cry momentous ~plsodes in lhc evolu-
tion of modern Africa . 
Jerry"] am Just an angry young Ghana-
ian" Rawlings of the Second Coming wllcii 
be sdzed power the second time a.round Ill 
late 1981, has not cha11ged mnch, although 
the pencil-slim air-for -epilot figure of those 
days is now muc:h more solid physic.'llly.1lle 
pns~ion , the c-xplosivc bursts oflmmour, the 
clean 3Jld cle~r solutions to problems and thi\t 
hypnotic speaking volce are all st ill there. 
So itw:n with all. ihc former leader! - AH 
Hassan Mwinyi has los t none ofhts <;harm 
and elegance nnd his dissection of a question 
I put to him during a press conference war. 
so clinical and persua!l ve he got a .round of 
spontaneous appla It.Se. 
Two of A ftica's greatest lea.der~. S_ir Kltuc 
mile Masite and Festus .Mogae (fresh from 
winning the cummt Mo Ibrahim.African 
Leadership Award) were remarkably modest 
in tbeir manner but their analysis ofvarlou~ 
hsucs, induding the curreoq~lobal .economic 
slowdown, was startlinglroriginaL 
In these former 'leaders, wehil1•c the com· 
bined experience and distilled wisdom or 
a lilrgc chunk of people who have shaped 
Afrk:a's hisrory . .Each has a Yilluabie story 
to tell : each cnn contribute to the collective 
wi~dorn of Africa and eacl1 can o1peak; from 
J.Clu;i.l experience. Yet, •1s m~tters: stand, we 
do not have a mechanism to colkctan<:\ pm· 
serve the c!(periencc of such leaders. This is 
a serious fa.ill ng. 
At prt"sent this function ls being carried 
ot1t by the Africall Presldentinl Archives and 
Research Centre (APARC} at Boston tl.ni-
vecsity under the leadmhip of Ambassador 
Charles Stith, 1li is is an .invaluable service 
being rendered to Africa. The resc~rcb al.so 
.find~ its way .into US foreign polic>'• which, 
with J>re.;ident Barack Obama taking a parlk· 
u.larly-kcen interest in Africa, should produce 
a much doser U -Africa relationship. 
Nevertheless, it is essentia l that we in 
Africa, including lhe private sector, should 
join in wirh urganisa tionslike A PARC to tap 
into the exper iences of ou r former lenders, 
including business leaders, and produce 
books, film and radio documentaries to pre-
serve m1r- hi sro.ri<.: herit;ige. 
Titc theme of the c1.m fen!·nce held M the 
oldest 11ni"~1 ~.iiv in lkrlin, the Humboldt 
Uaiversily, wa~ l~n<l reform. Berlin"';\ ~ elm · 
sen as rhe \·enue because it wus in this city 
82 
Awards for 
African Business 
Aftlcan. f1I.1$hi1ss !Tlagazln.e, llwlted to 
attend the usually dosed sessions of the 
Af.rican P!'lf$ldentlal Rotlndtable, Wa$ 
pleasant I\! surprised when the edltor1 
.AnverVersi (above right), war.called 
upon to receive an :award on bellalf" of 
the p11bllcatl0n. 
Tlie award was for •olstlngulshed 
l.eaden.hlp In the Flefd of Joutnailsm•. 
Ebony, the U$ mlliiUlnt read by mllUons, 
wasajolntaward~e. £bony, represented 
by senior editor Sylvester Monr~, wa~ 
ll!tognlsed for Its cover.age of the more 
posltlye i\$peds of Afri{a co1.mteri11g the 
negative Images In the us media, 
Presenting the award, Ambassador 
Stith (i\bove centre) sald African 
Buslness had ·petfonlled ati "invaluable 
servfcet<> the contlnent by showing 
the real, positive Aftka ancl the 
achievement<; or Its dtlzens to a glob;ll 
audien~e that was Increasing by the 
month". 
~ c.ongratulated the edltot for taking 
an orlelrtaOln.rather thM following the 
herd In the presaptatlonaad deplct!On of 
Afrka and said that It was encouraging 
that more western malnstteam media 
wem now looldng lit Africa through 
Afrlau1 ~es, ftumks to African B11sl11ess. 
Previous wlnnel'!I of llle APA RC award 
lntfude the former UN secretary·GeneraJ 
Kofi Annan and former US Ambassador 
' to south Africa JendaVI Frazier. 
"-------------·------
125 rears n.go, in 1884, tha1 various European 
powers gathered to carve up 1\frica among 
themsclves. 1here wa~ •\ grc;il deal of redr3W· 
ing oflines on tbe map of Air ic:1 before they 
reached ;igrecmcnt. 1his rrnwtc division 
of Africa was to bave :i profound impan 
on the subsequent hi.story of tlw wnlinent. 
Not only did it e~tablish borJ«rs .uid nation 
shltcs th.u ha,·c cndtu,•d, it erk -: ti,clr n1•1Je 
Airic:m~ snangcr.s on thdr own land. with 
Htth: or no rights. 
Africa's hbtor)· fruin that pnin t on has 
bet1l '' long strnggle to regain ownership of 
the land and the fruits oft he land, !tis, •1s 
Festus :Mogac said, still J work very much 
in progress. In fact, as manr of the delegates 
agreed, no issue is more critical to the future 
of Africa us the question ofland, Hs owner· 
ship and the nature of its use . .Zi.rnbabwe 
is a &!ark example of what can happt:ll to a 
country when the land iss11e is nor rcsoh·ed 
amicably. The iirsl da)• discussed the histori-
cal. and pol'itical diallengts ofl~nd reform 
and property rights with John Kufuor and 
Niccphote Soglo moderallng, while Cassam 
Utcem ;i.nd Aristides Pereira mode-rat«! the 
session on strategies and models for land 
reform and properl}' rights. 
Expert papers presented by Dr Mandi 
Rukini and John Woods from the ·world 
B3nk examined oll the facets ofland. for 
societies. l 11d, for the indigenous. popul:i.-
tion5 of Africa was far more than simpl.y an 
economic unit - it was the source of grou.p 
and individual identity. it represented con-
nections with ancestral past, .it was the bed· 
rock of religiout belief and cu ltural practices, 
it provided a wealth of medicinal material, 
it was the. arena Oil \"'hkh s.odal acli11·itywas 
conducted and, of course It wa~ the maln 
source ·o(lh·clihood. 
·rrus wa~ one of the most productlvecon-
ference.s .I have attended_ 'Ihe absence ofovert 
security, the lack of formality and p.rotocol 
11nd the easy ambience creuted by Ambas· 
sador Stith in his role <is host ge11ernted a 
sense ofintimacy, a proper foll-blown dis-
cussion with some of the most k1iowk<lge-
able people tn Africa. The ftna l comni.unique 
produced by the dclegat~s at the wnference 
Slutcd dearly; ''This problem (land reform) if 
le(t unrerolved, ha~ the potenti:ll to destllblis~ 
othe.rwlse vibrant countries. If solved, it has 
the potential to drive development on the 
continent to unimagined levels". 
The leaders went on to declare: "While the 
land problem, as a de fo e10 result of European 
expansionism and 11dvi:n1urism i.o J\.frica, 
di<l not st.tr! with the Berlin Conference, it 
was consummuted on tha l occasion. TI1at 
infamous con.,.oca lion .sd off th<.> "scramble 
for Africa'; we lrnvc come to continu e the 
COnl'\' fSation w:th the hope of getting it right 
:ind Ull ~crambling Africa: · 
· nu~ com1m1nique made" number of rec· 
011111wnd.11ions which \WUl<l involve African 
.rnd nih.:r nations a.nd 1·•1t'iou bod ks, includ-
ing th~ met.I la. ;1clmg to Jiml solutions to the 
land problem. Expect a lot more on this vi tal 
qu<:~tit!ll in the neH future . • 
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